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THE NEW YEAR.
Even in an age that is governed by
com'ention there must be a certain aggressi"e incongruity in the usual greetjngs of the season. For there is now no
rJeace on earth nor good-will toward
men; and without peace on earth and
good-will toward men there can be no

happy new year, either here or elsewhere. \\'c may pretend as we will, but
Ihere are no national frontier to human
hfe. There are no boundaries and no
lli\-isioIlS, no separated interests nor isoIated advantages. };or can tariffs and
custom-houses prevent the contagion of
human suffering that passes without let
or hindrance wherever there are hearts
to recei\'e it.
And yet we may find such solace as
we can in the reflection that all pain is
remedial, and that humanitv is still the
master of its fate and the C'aptain of its
soul. If in its obduracies it can invoke
the calamities of
so also the
beatitudes are within its reach. If it
can fall to the depths, so also it can rise
to the heights. It is the realization of
the darkness that proves the presence of
the sun, and hope is not alone the memory of the things that have been, but
also the promise of the things that shall
be. We can conceive of nothing that is
beyond our reach nor can we aspire to
the unattainable.
And so in the midst of terrors we may
remember the counsel given by one of
the great sages of humanity to
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ever in view the ultimate perfectibility
of the race. For this is something more
than an exhortation to social piety. It is
one of the ways in which progress may
be hastened and the goal attained.
•
A CHANGE.
With this issue "U. L. T." changes its
name to "The Theosophical Outlook,"
and ccases to be connected with any organization whatever. But it does not
cease its devotion to the Theosophical
Movement, to the Brotherhood of Humanity, and to the Study of Occult
Science and Aryan Literature. And its
conception of Theosophy is the philosoph)' promulgated by H. P. Blavatsky in
jH75. a philosophy that has now laid its
indelible stamp upon the thought of the
world, that has given the death blow to
materialism, and that has done more for
the liberation of the human mind than
all other agencies combined.
The initial work of Theosophy may be
to have heen destructive as well a.constructive. Indeed there can be no
cunstructive work without a preliminary clearing of the ground and burning
of ruhbish. There could be no advance
for a humanity that accepted authority
in place of knowlcdge, that allowed it,elf to accept as truth the unverified
of another. It was the mission
of Theosophy to shuw that knowledge
existed, that it was unconditioned aIHI
LUllndless,
religiulls creeds wer,':
its enemy. I f it attacked the ecc!esls\'skms of the da-\' it was became
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avail to know the whole Theosophical phHosclphy from

liberated and
knew better than H. P.
to learn

Nature, one
and
to
spiritual development superseding the
intellectual, Ih3t IU'lnkimd

3
h=n family without
lJ,
466.
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MIND AND BRAIN.

Woe to those who live
Stagnation and death is the
,eKet"tes without change.
there
the better without
proportionate suffering during the precedinll
? Is it not those only
earthly
passive allurements of external
aTe d.estined
the great problems
pain and death ?-Vol. 11, p. 499.
For upwards
sixteen centuries the new
forced over the
of the old
have screened them from public curiosity, but
have finally proved a misfit.
the
Fall, and the as metaphorical
have led Western
Humanity
knee-deep in blood.
Worse than
led it to believe
in
d0l:ma
Spirit distil1ct
the Spirit
the
mer liv.es in
Matter and preemine'ntly
:llan. Finally it has created the u(,Q-Slanaerdogma of Hell and eternal perdition;
a thick film between the higher il1of man and divine verities;
pernicious result
all, it has made
people remain ignorant of
that then110 fiends. no dark demons in the Universe before man's own appearance on
and
on otheT EaTths. Hence
people
been led to accept, as the probthis woTld's .orlematical
10W5, the thought of
sin.-Vol. II, p.
That the
fOT instance,
authoTitative expo,sil:ion,
religion as
!:act. the fundamental
Protestantism.
the Bible,
slIeh a book,
simply, so
Testament-its important part
ccmed, a collection of Christmas
face, not essentially more conclu"i,,'e
the works of other early Christian
would be, especially if we consider the
pel of St. Mark, and the Gospel
LUke; for 110 special reason is evident
their words should be infallible. They
were not apostles; and we
not
their having any divine commission
the world.-Rev. George M.
is
but of h'l'

no
with the old facility.
violinist is still a musician, although he
has been momentarily deprived of the poweT
to produc.e music. The
is still a
carpenter
he
make
And America and Europe
wouhl continue to exist even though the
cahle 'were never repaired.
that
brain is the instruby the mind for its manifestation
plane of
in exactly

dent
the pwrposes

for

DREAMS.

possession

who "writes for

his
and assumptions. Dr. Garrett P. Serviss is
no means the worst of sinners in these
although he sometimes allows himit were, from a scientific
rebukt>
beliefs and opinions
from which science has withheld the seal of
its approval. It
therefore peculiar
ure to commend an article recently syndicated by
Serviss in which he tells us
about
and
the
modern theories
except

mind
asserting that the
are
Dr.
the brain may aet
a
allowing certain mental rays to pass, but
actually obscuring or diverting more of these
than it
Speaking of a soldier
whose mental powers were
increased
a result
wound
the brain, Dr. Serviss says, "The mind does, in most men, seem
be endosed
obscure shell
reits cracks.
The occultist could
express himself
more precision, although he might elaborate the idea by suggesting that the
nature
through
correspondingly varied brilliance.
terial media
vehicles
the opacity of the mineral kingdom to
the relative transparence of the brain of the
phtlosol>her, and therefore
whole of
lution may be
to
the
Life or
the Universe
the
for itself a medium that shall ultitransmit that One Life in
we understand
the Eastern sage,
said
exists
the purposes
knit
ask Dr. Serviss
veil
the
more than it transmits,
mind.
which the transparency
there
The idea thai
the brain
be increased
actually
the human mind
can
is a most
greater than the
"Ve should like to enter into
t,ntalizing

life
very much
from
to
with a
surate with his application. And in this
the nature of the application must be sought
quality
thought which makes the
brain either still more opaque to
real
mind or still more transparent. And we must
further
that this process is continuous from life to life, and that mental power
depends upon the conscious efforts to purify
quali1r
texinduring sleep
from the restraints of
'therefore function in a
way far superior to that of the waking state.
he reminds us that Coleridge composed
imaginative of
in a
Condorcet, the great French
mathematician, more than once had the conclusion
some profound calculation,
had vainly labored before retiring
Dr.
Oh'ntlms Gregory, he
lectures to his college
he had worked out while
even words
and
Dr, Serviss could hav('
furnished
with many other examples of a
mental superiority which never showed itself
except when the brain was paralyzed by sleep.
Julius Cresar, Napoleon, and Parnell-not to
mention many others-are said to have owed
much
this strange power
dreaming, and
we may
ask ourselves what these
portend
whether there are actually
undiscovered but
faculties that
be
by
sought in
found nowhere else, and
that
Serviss does
readers
inferences
that positively
at us from the printed
If he had donc this he would speedily
have found himself committed to reincarnato
that enwraps the
a spiritual
pervading
which
the one eternal
the phenomenn which
explains.

fingers thin
and sin,

Cbrist our Lord, "1 will go and see
How the men, my brethren, believe
me:'
he passed not again through the gates of
hirth,
made himself known to the children of
earth.
Then said the chief priests, and rulers, and
kings,
good things;
"Behold. now, the Giver
Go
let us welcome with pomp
state
Him who .. lone is mighty and great:'

carpets of gold the ground they spread
the Son of Man should tread,
And
palace-chambers
and rare
They lodged him, and served him with kingl)·
fare.
Great organs surged through arches dim
Their jubilant floods in praise of him;
.'\nd in cb:lrch, and palace, and judgmenr
hall,
He saw his image high over all.
still, wherever his footsteps led,
Lord in sorrow bent down his bead,
tmder
heavy
of Mary heard
groans.

And in church, and palace, and judgment
hall,
He marked great fissures that rent the wall,
And opened wider and yet more wide
.l\.s
liling foundation heaved and sighed.

"H'ne ye founded your thrones and altars,
then,
011 the bodies and souls of living men
,"lid
ye that building shall endure,
Wbicll
the noble and crushes
poor?
·With gates
silver
have fenced my sheep
fold
haye heard the dropping of their tears
In heaven these eighteen hundred years,

FAITHS OF INDIA.
Rarely indeed do we find the modern popuwriter who will
to the faiths of India
study that they deserve
who will present them with the honest candor that
would demand for his own. Both
facts
have been done by Mr. James Bissett Pratt,
",hose "India and Its Faiths" (Houghton
Mifflin) is not
monument of
and research, but also
faithful effort
understand and to sympathize. Mr.
the whole field of Indian religioll
attempts
now
Orient,
of
found in Christianity he is
In generous appreciation
that lie beyond the
of the churches,
Of this there are numberless illustrations,
but one alone may suffice. Speaking
the
bhaktas, whose philosophy
founded
the Bhagavad Gila, he says:
The
nated that
the
while admitting that
inaction
knowledge if
lowed would lead to salvation, pointed
out
simpler and better way. It is, they
said, not work
and as
which
binds one down
the world,
the spirit
in which the work is done.
whole
question is thus Ilsychological; and
struggle
removed altogether
inner sphere. The
that binds
to the
to
in
the

"Oh, Lord and Master, not
the guilt,
build but as our fathers built;
Behold thine images how they stand
So'ereign and sole through
the

"Our task
hard,-with sword and flame
hold thine earth forever the same,
wilh sharp crook of lIteel to keep,
Still, as thou leftest them, thy sheep:'

The Christ sought out an artisan,
A low·browed, stunted, haggard man,

must it never be. Be
fruits of works: but let
to worklessness dwell in
under the rule
do
thon
or
The

comments upon

6
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to reveal to
tuen and women,
purer life
sight of before. These Theosophist
sionaries have not necessarily
be Christians; but they feel that there is
more hope of success in teaching the Indian the
meaning and the spiritual
side
the religion into which he was
born, than in indoctrinating him
new reUgien
is foreign to his
I know !>onte of these earnest souls-are devoting

Even in the Indian
of discontent and
it has been brought

Besant's recent attempt to present Hinduism with a new Messiah in the form of
a rather commonplace native boy, whose
father had entrusted him to her
and whom she had intrusted to Mr. Leadeducation.
surprising revetbis young gentleman was the
representative of tbe
carried
occultism too far for even the patient Indian.
to
congratulated on a volthat is not only erudite,
that has
the far larger grace of sympathy and toleration.

OCCULTISM.
the
one makes in the study
of arcane knowledge from its rudimental elements brings him gradually to understand our
meaning. Only thus, and not otherwise, does
it,
mysterisYlmrmthy between intelligent men
temporarily isolated fra.,.ments of the
universal soul, and the cosmic soul itselfbring them into full
Once
established, then only will those awakened sympathies serve,
to connect 1>1an
European
express the

7
nations-caused
cast aside
useless and fantastic by
We!itern philosophers. How shall
teach
read and write, or even comprehend a
Wtguage of which no alphabet palpable
,,'ord, audible to you have yet been invented.
could the phenomena of our modern
dectrical science be explained to-say a
Gnek philosopher of the days of Ptolemy,
.. ere he suddenh recalled to life-with
unbridged hiatus in discovery
exist between his and our age
Would not
Yer}' technical terms be to him an uninjargon, an abracadabra of meaningsounds, and the
instruments and apused but miraculous monstrosities
And suppose for one lOstant I were to de":ribe to you the lines of those color
lie be:rond the so-called visible spectrum
-r<l)"5 invisible
few even
us; to
find in
space
the
or
colors-the complement
speitk
mathematically) moreover of any other given
dichromatic body (which alone
an absurdity) could you CQmpre"
bend, do you think, their optical effect, or
c,'en my meaning? And since you see them
rot-such rays-nor can know them, nor have
)'OU any names for them as
in science,
were to tell you . . . "withotlt moving
lrom your writing-desk, try search for, and
before your
the whole solar
spectrum decomposed into fourteen priisn'tatiic
colors \ se,'en being complementary)
Put with the help
that
can see
you"-what
\Vhat would you have
not be likely
to retort by
that
there never were but seven
(1l0W three) primary colors which, moreover,
never yet by any known physical
ceu been seen decomposed furl her than the
seven prismatic hues, my invitation was as
unscientific
it was absurd? Adding that
my offer to search for an imaginary solar
complement, being no compliment to
J,:'Ilowledge of physical science-I
perhaps,
and search
m:vtl1iic:al
chromatic and
modern science
bring under
Ilomenon
the colors of
matic bodies. And yet truth knows these
objective enough.-A Adept's tetler
Occult World:'

man must
lICct by

to
that of another

CONQUEROR.

with a glad despair;
Along the way I strove and strove again;
And now that I have
the goal, elate
drink and laugh and speak
deep amen

Yet I will
the endThere
no
life
life for ay,
the goodness
God unknown
I'll dare the issues of anolher day I
-Richard Wightman.
is his own star; and
Render an honest
a perfect man,
Commands
light, all influence, all fatc;
Nothing to him falls early or
late,
Our acts our angels are, or good or ill,
aUf fatal shadows that walk by us still,
-Beaumont and Fletcher.
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THE CAUSES OF WAR.
Rev.

EAST AND WEST.

"ha\'c
,1."'lIl1riin" you. You
worshipping stod;s
perhaps this is true: -but
worship silver
gold
servants
things; the slaves
which
respectyour

And

might also borrow from
profit his sense of the in,-le,:"",,,)'
drunkenness. For centuries
Hinduism has been exerted
drinkinj.(, and Mohallllllcd:w,isin
IllJddhism have prohibited inltn>:ic1nl!s
iletber; and these forces-with
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WAR.
his instant all·
Ef.nt
war
a curse
and
peace
a
\Var means the
destruction of life
property. It means the
sorrows of be:rNlve,m,ent and
And
H
a heritage of
disabilities to
generations yet unborn. So the man in the
btreet has no doubt at all that
is
if we stop
think-and how
this while
many
willing
it for
uneasy doubts
reality of
curse
enter our minds.
look a long way
in history
may hesitate to say that
days
curses. Sometimes the)' seem to he
The
wars may have
but the wars themselves were
Let
he careful
confuse
D(mIJtl,ess the wars
were
our wars
to
clear that their results
war of
it swept away a foran evil. The war
was good. II
religious intolerance, which
real
and war was
plunged Europe
blood.
in Germany
eivilizatiun and
not a curse, although
was
The overthrow of
clearly a
scheme of things. Th,"
French
the
of
everything
human progress, and
therefore
curse, although
the
time it must
so. The
was the cruelty of the go\"erning
whieh necessitated
not
any
these
could,
would
all

I;lW of cause and
and that in a
real
all effects must be good simply
cause they are effects
therefore
tive and remedial.
destroys in order that she
hetter.
are painful, but the
all the suffering,
land but was created
volcano
flood. There
plow-point,
nei-

waved her red wand over th.,
imlividud selfishness that enwrappe.J
and
it. Never
vulume of helpfulness
and these ar",
C3:t

high, but ;,t
that might
r.ever
But
arc
one
men
countries and
they hethemselves,
Can peace show

not war.
hate and
the tidal
from OUl" sight.
deplore. not
cay
cured
Evidentl)"
the
looking
complete
humallily

in<li_
ap_
earth. tb"l
to

reincarnate
the results
understand the

all ancient hates must expiate
and
Then we should no more be guilty
the iolly of supposing that war can
by treaties or
t 11e
0 f
causes.
It
;, larger perspecth'e that we need
larger reco>;nition of law.
we are reapwe have sown. It
that we should deplore. but th.,
which it grew
that we ourselve;;
planted.
in the sufferin>:s

im-

ever.

But

A DEFECTIVE BABY.
A certain doctor whose capacity for self.d,e-nisement needs no reinforcement
a defective baby to perish without
to preserve its life. He
><=5 10
proud
action. or rather
hi, inaction.
asks
doctors to
imitate it. And
the public. ai,
'n}'S
to applaud
has acc!.limed this shameful
eURenism
for the
mellt.

man said once that the moral test
deed
to ask ourselves
,..hat would be the effect of
general apask ou rselves
.. bat would be the
general licens,"
doctors to destroy
that they belic\-ed detrimental
nation
Firsl of all we may
doctors
ure 110 better and no worse
d"", of the community. There
"'&0 practice illegally. There are
<'oetOTS. There are selfish, greedy, and
1!Crupulous doctors, Is it seriously suggested
any doctor, irrespective of
capacity,
or attainments. may allow
to
merely because it is a deficient or dc,
fective baby
What
deficient or de·
Is there to be
It is evident that there
k.
doctor must make his own test or
standard for himself. and they will all differ.
And so
baby
be
the
live because it is undersized, another be
be
a supposedly
for
the pitiful
that
and in such eases it
disc6ver that they are defective.
But
is time that we began'to look
more _ieeply than this into the meaning
life and to ask ourselves some
that ought to
answered. And
a country that
avowedly Christian there

to
have eternal life in Olle
have any 50rt
If

!-+
neither broken nor interrupted.
fall' may be
illcan at

FROM EDWARD CARPENTER.

A PREDICTION.

all.
Ami shall

nothing

Yet the
i;"rret

that were trehlc-boltcd

and the

old hinges,
of themselves.
That
C'llne

day-the
what place you
know not the time.
while

In the prison
ch:lins which
lers harder
stull
free forever. . .
tools shall sen-e.
The
serve. It sh'lll tm<:.lrth
treasure beyond price•.
shall write, the
his

In

PARACELSUS ON TELEPATHY.
1520. )

WISDOM FROM "THE SECRET
DOCTRINE."
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INSANITY.
:\. public health officer in New York
that the increase in insanity is one
of the most prt'ssing problems of the
d'l)'.
.\nd after making all due allowance for the enthusiasm of the expert,
we rna)" well agree that the puhlic health
officer is probahly right.
But the remedy is not easy to determine. The pressnre of modern iife is a
iug explanation. if only hecause it
,;celli"; to call for no individnal effort and
to indicate a condition that is incurah1c.
The prcl'sure of modern life is also supto explain the
of criminality, of the drug habit. and of various
other social evils with which our legislation and our institutions seem unable to
cope.
I
Hut perhaps the problem is not so far
out of reach as our experts seem to
think. And first of all we may note
that increases in insanity seem to be
periodic or cyclical. Dr. Mawdsley
poinkd out many years ago that these
increases occurred toward the end of
each century. and he advanced the ingenious and striking theory that
of a new kind of consciousness reach
huma,",ity during these periods, and that
the weaker brains are unable to
the strain. Dr. Mawdsley did not explain what he meant by waves of COOlsciot1sness, nor whence they came, but
we rna,· at least note with interest that
great social movements, new social ideals
and the like. seem to be governeci by ;;
similar cycle of about a hundred years,

15,1916.

Price 5 Cents

all(l we might account for these, too, by
wa ves. of eonscious1!ess finding a lodgment m human brallls and causing the
feebler among them to succumb. But we
may suppose that the enlargement of
consciousness is from within, and not
from without. The Theosophist will
naturally recall the occult teaching on the
subject of the hundrecl-year cycle, and
the access of spirituality that marks its
recurrence. And sincl' visihle nature is
ohvionsly governed hy cvclcs and hv
lieriodicities then: seems .{o reason
we should not suspect the presence o'f
similar laws in the domain of consciousness. Indeed they must exist there, too.
1\ celebrated English alienist is responsible for another curious suggest ion, and
one of a most practical nature. He
us that insanit v is invariahlv marked uv
an abnormal' selfishness. "The lunat(c
thinks of nothing hut himself. His
whole ment:lI field is bounded by his own
supposl'tl interests, his own delusion:-,
,.nd his own terrors. And, inversdv, Wl'
are told that a dawning interest in 'otl1('r
is usually the first and certain
sign of :lpproaching recoverv.
:\ow h'::le we seem to
light. 11'
selfishness is an invariable symptom or
nlsanity may we not suppose that it may
<1lso he its cause?
"
Ccrt<1ilily it is signific<1nt that the phenomenal IIlcrease in insanit\· should accompany thL preaching- of' a gospel oj
selfishness the like and the extent oj
\\ hich the world has neH'r secn before.
II may he coincidence'dH
IJ' other

IX
hand.
I.'vidcncc

hI.' cause and effect,
to
to
lauer

111

If

unit does-then we must
the fact that worry is a form ()f selfishan undue concentration upon our
and fears-in other
to be im-

ilJ\'(:rse
But

sorows so incoll
our
\Vould
no'
3 ssessmcnt 0 f th..
to us
Would th('r(
tears or such foolisl
be
II
we.

said

are
Ones,
"We have made them one with wood
and clod;

"They arc stirrinK
Stron!:
are stru"udin1t.
were
the
hear them
ioot aK.linst the
their
upward tread-What If they are restless ?" said the Stroll!:
Ones,
"What if they have stirred beneath
rod
Fools amI weak :md
we
trc:Jd them

pl ••,."ilii.",

Vallll:;;
and not

their SUen!(lll.

ye

,",11 are hut

of one stupendous wh"k
KatuTe is,
Ihe soul.
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GHOSTS.
The London Oburt'cr
r.:lther awful monotony of
ittins with the
stories.
u;;ual or

varies

have been

Research
and
be said that
for

visible to
others.

with which its
lowed, it must
that it
and more
other organi2:ation
this
the usual
nne mav be
;;11, It 'was told
lie of a
was known to Sir
al1d
Ihe
has therefore a status that
alike from the
of view. It seems that
to convert
and after a
hod left for Australia, One
a knock at his
and to
in walked the chief. who
him to read the Communion Service and
certain
It was not nntil
the
left
to wonder
how he could have
He wrote
his friends in
and
rethat after he
chief went to
the
bad. wa!>
on which
III Australia.
The conversion was eVI·
of the
After

stories

this kind had

llten told it seems that one of

hers reminded the
put forward
F.
attention of

of the
at·

pean
nite conclusion
the
hi Ie:'
was received with shout of appl,lm;e
the world of science and became for
time their supreme
of scientific orIt was
overthrow material·
the author of
adValllCC'd the occult

been
science.
of
hut without either an
error or
the source of that
rectification. But for
:'Itac1ame Bhl vat 51<: v
the fortifications of materialism
now be
for member;;
for
Research

JEWELS AND CHARMS.
Mr.
Frederick
known expert
now written a
"Curious
entitled "The
Charms. and it

THE LAW OF CYCLES.

direct
metabolic
determination
to the
cialist.
into
once
IS

is

any

continuous
form of

21
to its own rate
can not
arc. Herbert
says
iIIu:strati'ms oi
as

The inflaence of the lunar
upon
animal Ii fe
very marked. Insects
hatch
in an average time of
three and
Sometimes it
sometimes a llIulwhich are the real
and
and the
which excite and represent

WISDOM FROM "THE SECRET
DOCTRINE."
once connumerous shortcom·
her
should
the best evidence
itl abscondlto within
anyUung divine in her.
that the Materialist and
should
that everv.
blind force and
and to the survival of the strongest, even
often than
the fittest. But the
Xature

(the scarab,cus
lives

which
influence of neverAbstract Xatnre-the
views the Great
Woe to those who
and

ART OF THE THEA"RE.
York

of the mystIcism
East
he would discover
main error in Edward Gordon
Theatre:' for it is
of the
Mr.
il is ill

alone that
are to find our ;"'mir::t:ti,,,"
In other words. hnman emotions are not
whal
express
mere disto por"y,,,...
ac-

23
he
;;bstract

for the cXllrcssic'l1
('[notions.
of
human
a theatrical human he-

IUCdlU1lJ

id<.'3S

we are hound
as£ertion that
\.:d)l.:f
must
the
the acto, 0 t the fntnn'-that is, if we
mit
t:1(: fir-!
that the Art of
Theatre should
imtead
()II this
the whole
the matter.
Mr. Craig shares,
e"lmmon with the
rest (,f the \Vestern world this erroneOU5
of
relig'ilclUs
Budd'lism, the Oriin
ental",;
Brahm
not
" ....
.... ,)1IC: on the other hand. Brahm
of
and (''lIm.

EASTER ISLAND.

hI

with
and varim's forms of
whose existence is
attain
of n:pose. In other words. Brahm
of
elements. that which
attained ,,"irvan:: and
which is >trili'
't..:r ['Ie :\irliana attained.
,,"ina:la itscl
the
a slate of
I ;,1' 1(' r
(lne of
dwell
since
have
!'cht'!>.
at olle
torce of the l111h·e:-se.
f ML
had take:1 this
Oricl>tal
whie:1 IS the aeview accordin,:" te>
Hind·.!
: if he
fo:mdeti
theories on
RuddJ,islll.
-lead
on
weak exoteric ide1s of
;umihilati\m. the result would
\'ery different. He
then
.1,at Ii fl". movement, and
<F\'i"e ;·s
and
tion. He
t'len not
t'"le 'ut of
human enloliOlIS
their variou:,
sineinl{, and
nor would he h'l\"l'
lool<ed upon the human
as an illimtrumcnt to express the son!.
But most of all
ones to whom
faith
II !lin"l.k
Drinkil1::! the hles.cd Amrit
-R"agu!'(ld

havt: as evidence the
lr;',dltlU'IIS of various

ancient

founded
we II-deli ned

laws

Natnre

umcctarian. with no creed or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER

r!):'!H·,."Ii",,,. in its work are
be found
none whatever. No
to its one fundabe held
hold their
the
This
is believed that
human
all branches
wherever
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CHANCE.
Annie Lyman Sears, author of
"The Drama of the Spiritual Life:' falls
into the usual confusion of thought with
regard to chance which she seems to regard as in some way a disturbance to
the orderliness of the universe. She
;ays, .. A tornado, a chance shot, a pure
accident as we say, destroys the man of
genius who might have greatly served
the world, and this seems to us one of
the most irrational of the facts of human
txperience. Or again two men maywithout thought the one of the other, ue
iollowing aims which are perfectly rational from the point of view of each of
them, and yet a chance crossing by each
of the other's path may cause disaster."
Here we have an example of a very
(ommon fallacy. An event is assumed to
be insignificant because it happens to be
or to seem small. Now a link in
a chain may seem to be small so long as
we overlook the. fact that it is a link in a
chain, and yet tb.e fate of a ship Illay
depend upon it. If our vision were so
limited that we couW see only one link
at a time we might
wholly unaware of the vast ismd involved. How
many links 111 the incalcidable chain of
human destiny are we able to see simul·
taneously? How often do" we fail to
recognize that even the smaUe.st event
IS a link in a chain? How do we know
where that cimin began and where it will
end?
Xowevery event in the life of the in-

22, 1916.

Price 5 Cents

IIi vidual or in the history of a nation
Illay he traced hack from effect to cause
until at last we reach some other event
that we should thouR'htlessly descrihe as
accidental or insignificant. All things
have minutt: beginnings. A poem once
popular in our public schools descriues
how a great battle was lost because the
horse of the general had been carelessly
shod. A broken or missing nail had
changed the fate of a nation. \Vould
l\1iss Scars maintain that the issue of the
battle helonged to the contemplated order of thing-so that it was a part of the
scheme, but that the carelessness
of the farrier was an accident? But if
one was an accident then the other must
ha\'e ueen accidel'! also. If the loss of
the baltic was a link in the chain of
destiny, thea the breaking of the shoe
nail
havc becn another link, and it
is only tlte faulty perspective of OUI
\'ision that causes us to describe one as
small and the other as large. Actually
they must ha\'e been of the same maR'nitilde, an(1 we should so see them if We
had a hl'tler standard oi valucs. It is
said that 1\ apoleon lost the battle of
\Vaterlo,:. because he had an epileptic fit·
at the critical mOI!H:llt of the fight. Did
the fit belong to the chapter of accidents,
and the defeat of tht, arm\' to the chapter of Jaw? That is impZ)ssihlt:. Were
they hoth :1ccidents? Or wt:re hath link:-:
in the ch•• in of destined cause and dfl'ct,
and links of thc same s'z
I
Cim\lort,
D,g, ized by

I

distorted
our
'.n.','I"'·" or
standard of
lIIustratiolls of the same kind come
that
the mind. It is
save,1
the cacklll1g of
the
been
these
accidelltally ?
the civilized
accidentall, and
law or

the hOIl1('
fOllat
the small
life, and
so fatruism as almost to demand an
for its
somewhere that this universe
{or the sake of the
which means
that the universe is
individualized
hUlrna:mt:f, and that it
upstatus
every
nature and
countincarnations.
and
nill",r,m,,,a'p must be
law
cause
01'
which must therefore govern and
all events, and
events
be
of the same
themselves the
effect of
causes and the parof their
results.
we

f)

THE INVISIBLE.
world invisible, we view thee,
world intangible, we touch thee,
world unknowable, we know
Unapprehensihle, we clutch thee.

the
to find the ocean,
The cagle plunge to find the air,
in motion
thee there?

the
the
races.
due to chance. Socrates
lock
chance. Chance
mother love, for
honor, and
should not the "accidental"' shot
the man of
be due
not the
witnessed
that seemed at the moment
but that were
time into benedictions. The
death of
Lincoln seemed at the
time to be an unmixed
But did
not the· manner of his
to his memory
to
"",rt,·r,1,,,,,,
exhaustible force
we
rewrite any
tory,
it be
can

cidents,
Once
dental as
time
we are
aCCIdental as ""v;d;n,,,
at all times. There
tl](,111
same

pvprVWI,PT·,·

and
hoth

where
wheeling systems darken,
And our benumbed concei"ing soars
oi
would we
at our own clay-shuttered doors.
The llngdb keep
ancient places;
Turn hut a stone, and start a wing!
estranged
many-splendored thing.

water,
(;cncsareth, hut Thames.

-F,·o ..cis Thompson.

saw a new heaven and a new
first heaven and the first
and the sea is no
shall be no
there be
any more: the first

,_I
and those who
at all
it as superas one more

with
with that
marks 50 many of the
in
articles that
papers.
In dp""",hl;nu
Professor T ...... ;, •• _

and
that

Diffuseness
of intellectual
a mental
not he recreative." A little
tell!> us that
concentration
f,lind 6mb forces of
it has not
been conscious. It seems often to create
new forces. It raises itself to the
of power. It gets
Its
feet
It runs with
the
and it does not
of the very
Its
becolulcS
It calls out the
re-erves. It discovers the truth of the remark of William
each of
has rt'sources
which he does
dream.
This is indeed a gorgeous
We may all of us become gelrllUSeS
will--e',:en the least of us.
erudition or elaborate education
lated. I f we will but bend our
lhe task we have before
to
ciusion of every other
task is
we are
attainment
our end and an
pfT...",I,ivp one. but also an introduction to
nature. If we will but
what our hands find
reach the
readers all
read Pro-

of
yet that is
what
two thousand years
to drive
the
vagrant
that find
entrance and a
welcome
to the
corridors of our minds,
exhortation to exclude these mental
and devote our
to
entertainment of one
resema time bear
Testaas

have
the

and comthat
gave
thousands
little who
but

lhy might.
To ;:row straight in the
and live out
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THE SPIRITUAL IDEAL.
the

to covcr the
with many
and she
own
are

It
truer in its
powers

and
ethical.
of the
those who are able to ,!"p,'''';'',!"
subliminal consciousness
Sclf) a memory of
and such a power results
l)pl"';cm:lI
It seems strange that so
should be
to swallow the
of racial
and yet strain at
of
and of indimemory_
The volume contains
faithful
both difficult

the
Muses, hut in our
another name has
sudden the
name
This
n:gion

The
those
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of del:e!clpililcnt

that
THE SIXTH RACE.
)

United
this war? A new race is
pneli<ire'd for in the United Stales.
you had to
born there-llu'oull:h whom I write. That
to
you in my work for
The

Ix.en Lorn arlvv\ih,ere
could not have been born "n"",h" .."
the United States is a readiness
a
for the
\v,>!eonw
because

that ho:>piltable
lhe great new race

exi,tence there.
This race is not made of new
ill1t or the oldest and most
in other lives of the
il)f:enuOilsness and the chlldAmericans are the
The race as
; but the souls arc
much-needed
that go
will find rethat land
111 sevhund:red years.
will
be here
disco\-er the fountain of immortal
unless you come back soon, renouncthe rest of heaven.
de Leon was ins,pil:ed when he
the fountain
J\' ew World.
there i f ; but Australia and
Russia will rUIl you keen race for the
future.
X'o. I
not tell you about the
lnth Race.
will come in
time;
bUI now I want to talk to
about the
you
Due of
ae.
When the Sixth Race is
nate, all mcn and women
ment will be able
see
world. and to hear
lQ read the
MUrse there will
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come,
more will
the
of the ocean and
reif
You came that
you but knew it.
Recover the
you
of the
can
It is part of the
that
J ncrease your
as you are nervous.
on your house and
windows.
secure. Then
dream about brotherhood-when you can
it.
the

GEMS FROM THE EAST.
lA Birthday
of Precepts and
Compiled by H. P. Blavatsky.)

first
one's

in

deand

5-As all earthern vessels
potter end in
so is the life of mortals.
I<1I11",rV 6--\Vise men are
ers.
a religiolus

obnot
like
Every atom
can break:
Each rose-petal holds perfection
could
make.
each

of the
shine in every
saints

dom Christ

rain does not break
a well-thatched
will not break
a
mind.
mies.
15-That man
wise
mastery
16--Seek
have there
heaven.
her
virtue
17-AII our
in
therefore let us contrive to
the
of
well; for that
1II0rals.
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That a sorrow's crown of sorrows
remembering happier things.

lra,nlluillilv: and I
e1sc than
mind.
this retreat, ami rencw
be brief and fundaas soon as
shalt TCsufficient to c1eansc
and to send thee
with

lann::u'v 22-Musk
musk because of
and not from
the on,g,,'id
every
in tranSllcting
ness,
gnlceful a

dISOOSil-

lion,

became a
and
own wisd,()m fa'ultless,
heT OWil child beaultihlt
27-1£ wisdom weTe to vansu,ddenly fTom
no one
himself a
narrow stomach may
to its s3Itisfal:ti()n, bUl Ilanow
witl neveT be
not cven
the riches of the
Ianll:u'v 29-He who nell:lects
conscience will
debt to hi,; neiigh,bor.
FROM MARCUS AURELIUS.
And he does live
shows
with that
and that he
which

ior
;;eashoTe, and
wont to desi re
But this is
common sort
power whenever
retire into
with more
trouble does
own
in him such
into them he is

That onty which we have within
without.
If
meet

He only is
things

we see

which
founded
three well-defined

at

an Universal Brotherhood of Ht:llmtnity,
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THE WORLD CRISIS.

It is no small matter for congratulation
Ihat America should possess such a
thinker as Dr. Felix Adler, whose voice
1', so perpetually raised in indication of
the hetter way in national action and in
the conduct of the individual life. Dr.
,\dler is one of the few men now before
the world who invite us to look at facts
iearlessly. and to recognize that there is
no royal road to reform, or indeed any
other road than that of the toilsome and
continuous effort of the individual.
In "The \Vorld Crisis and Its Meaning:' puhlished hy Appleton's, we see Dr.
.\dler at his best. lIe tells us that there
can be no permanent peace by any of
the methods now so noisily advocated,
and that without SO'11e radical change in
human thought we must be prepared to
regard war as a continuing institution.
Indeed we might have learned this already. and from the llIany futilities that
have now become a part of our history.
The Baroness von Sultner, for example,
implored the world to lay down its anus,
and to cease forthwith the infliction or
wounds and death. It was the humanitarian plea, and it \Va:; heard with respect. But it produced uo effect, because
it left the causes of war undisturbed. A
humanity trained in the ways of selfishneSS and of rivalry, inured to the tragedies of commercialism, accustomed to the
iar more terrible wounds and deaths of
peace, was not likely to he deterred by
mere physical bloodshed. The Baroness

Price 5 Cents

von Suttner appealed to emotionalism,
and nothing is more short-lived.
Another tvpical inellicac" was the argument of 'Xorman
War, he
said, was always commercial, and it was
waged with the hope of financial profit.
It was only necessary to sl1C'w that ther:.:
could be no such profit and war must
comc to an end like all other bad
ments. It was the appeal to r,reed, and it
failed because war is not caused by
greed. It deserved to fail.
.
Religion has
,10 better mccess than
emotionalism :lad greed. At the prescnt
m0111ent we have an ever enlarging circle
of nations, all of whom are praying to
thc same (;od for succcss in killing- their
cncmies. To judge from the national
prayers of the
we might suppose that hluodshed was the only passport to Diyine favor. and that the Kingdom of H ea ven is in very truth to be
takcn by violence. Lord Kitchener exhorts th'c soldier to .. Fear (-;od and servc
the King"-hy killing Germans. Th(,
Cerl1lan chancellor savs. "Let your hearts
bcal for God and vO;lr fists l;cat on the
Europe echocs the
foe." FroT]1 all
cry, "In the name of Christ, kill." \Vas
there ever such a horrid sound?
The old n.'n1t'llies ha\'e obviously failed.
l:ut thc crop of new ones is cOI;tinuous.
They arc illusions. am! an illusion. sa... s
Dr. -Adler. is the notion that what oug-ht
to be can he realized i111lllclliate)v, witlt011t working O\'er the actual. without cifort, without pain-at If<l's witl a miniD 1,I,z, j by '-J

OS C
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reform consist of
coercion to some one
themselves. And it
prethat reason that Dr. Adler is
apl>lall()ed for
it.
there
a

vnll ..

the same

differ hom each other
of the various
the molecule or
the modes of

that
rectification
individual conduct
will
banish war. but most of the other
under which we are
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Lunar
generates life.
it.-Vol.
serves and
Each week has a
Occult character in the lunar month; each
the

is-·-con:si(lcr'ed from another
great
snowflakes or

L p. 553.
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lalions.
tion with the other
mfluence either
\'01. I. p. 440.
national re"""""",i,.."11,,, and the
of
read when
transliterated
nullIay be
merals and j:{e,omletlric:al
obtained from
",,,tr,,,,rrli,,,u'v agreement of all
much
.\-Iore and more.
chemical and
scienl:cs progress. does this Occorroboration in tlw
the scientific
DO,thesis. that even the
elements
matter are identical
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DREAMS.
The fact that the London
its
to a discussion
is a reminder of the ralr>idity
which
pass into
years ago
domain of science.
dreams
to the dothe fortune-teller. The dream
was synonym of fanciful
A
serious
of the dream states
would have been
to
luna··
a
tic
has not

miliar.

says that dreams can be expl:lirled
a
us
nished
the
Dead.
we
to a
work
difficult to understand?
what is
man.
have

said to

consciousness

which it is
In other words
he must learn to incarnate in his own
his
for ex-

and

IS THERE A SANTA CLAUS?
(From the New York Sun of Sept. 21, 1897.)

We take "I",,,::,, ..,,, in
at once
and thus
the communication
below.
the same time our
that
faithful
numbered among the friends of
the SUll:
DEAR EDITOR:
I am
Some of my little
Santa Claus.
says "If

Sun it's so.
a Santa

me

VIRGINIA O'HANLON,
N"INETy-FIFTH STREET.

ht'
thousand

(;o<l!

he
vears from now,
ten thousand vears
continue to l;lake
childhood.

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN HYMN.

Death i"

exists as
and
know that
iife its
how
were no

there is a Santa Claus.
as love and genand you
to

{'('rt::Icin1Iv

It
there were no
be no childlike
then,
romance to make tolerable
existlmce. We should
no
jO'l'mleI1lt. except in
with which
would be eX tingu:ished.
believe in Santa
You
1

I/IIS.
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A

von Selloe'c1er, prclfes;sor
and Indian literature at
Vienna. Professor
have had a
the
then
into
even greater
be settled in
mental
realms of human nature:
But

York

Fools may prate as
method to reltn1late human
while still deiifyiing
as the lord
of
under the name of
and progress, but men
the world know
can not be done and
of
brotherhood baserl
either heal
or prevcllt
von Schroeder

AN ASTRAL LIMB.
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There is
these nunlerous
The astral
described as

The
force
devoted heart sets free the
It
The eternal verities
forever upon the
where the mind
Soul echoes

truest haIPpine:,s
interior
nature and
lind the best manner in
the
may express itself and in a constant fulliliment of this manner when found. If
can be
to see and feel this
the true
of
the work is
done.

y

to acfor we can
we ourselves
is one with
burns for

The divine
, take your part of it
your own
the power will then
;'ours to
others. Remember
are not needed.
In the silence
Those in whose
you
and unknown, will have the ral!lallce
Upoll them
is not ",,-hat
an' that
that which will
as ineffaceable mark
each cnar:acteT
meet as
time. The Soul
to express itself in its relflel:t1I)ll.
life.
live that it may do so. So
and act that
may become a
channel for
to descend to
lower
but an
Most corlfu:;e

He

he

.\Ieditate on
want to know.
Seek all
within yourself. do not go without. You understand what
meant
this
what
that inbooks should be

what
love. Strive after what
beautiful and
and let the

The Theo;,ophicaI

which was founded
three wc,lI-delhm:(!
Uni'I'crsal BroUlerhood of Humal:tity,
im:no,·tmH'p of
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A PATRIOTIC HOPE.
The de5en'ed distinction that has been
lI".m hv Cardinal Gihbons, his intellectual
L1ninC;ll-e. and the sincerity of his patriotI'm, prcclu<!c the suspicion that his proT10unccmellt printed in the San Francisco
frail/ilia of January 23d. was based on
the conn:ntional platitudes to which
!l'sser men so commonly resort. Thereiore it hecomes proper to examine that
-tatcmcnt with some care in order that it
be neitiler accepted nor rejected without
t;le consideration that it merits.
Cardinal Gihbons has an abiding hopc
that our present form of governmcnt
lI"ill endure. and that for many generations to come the flag will float over a
iree and enlightened people. In this
hope all men of good-will must share,
Fnr many thousands of years we have
'e"('n the struggles of humanity upward
toward freedom and enlightenment, and
if the road has heen marked hy discouragement 31'd tragedy as at the present time we mav none the less helieve
that thl'
has been forward and
that no effort has been Jost.
Rut what are the factors that have
(nntributed to such succesg as has hecn
lIon. ami that must be continued if the
advance is to he maintained? Our
statesmen, savs the Cardinal. must have
wisdom, our' people must have patriotI'm, a1\(1 our army - and navy must hc
animatetl by valor, But greater than any
nf these things is the ';protection of an
overruling Providence,"

Price 5 Cents

And so it is in no spirit of levity that
we would ask the Cardinal what he
means by an overruling Providence? In
a matter of :mdl tremendous import it is
well to cultivate alike a directness of
speech and a precision of thoug-ht. Are
we to suppose that an overrulillg Providence will in any way compensate for
human folly, or change the direction of
universal law? 1\1ay wc expect that eli\'ine intervention will interposc itself
betwcen cause and effl'ct? Are we to
beliCH' that we shall reap what we have
not sown, or gain some kino of immunity
for our mistakes. our ignorances, our
wilfulnesses? \Vould any of these things
conduce to the dignity of human Ii fe, to
its sense of responsibility, to its growth?
Or would it be wdl that we should
rather pray that not l'\'Cn the hand of
Providence be e\'er laid upofl the sweep
of incxorable' law. and that the lllldl'viating succession of cause and effect he
allo\lt'd to continue forever its educati\'\:
<tnd redclllptil'e work?
:\ conklllplation of nature certainly
gi\'es w, 110 reason to hdicH' that thest'
Jaws arc \:\'l'r abrogatcd. Thc whole of
science is hased upon the proper con\'iction that the\' never haH' been or can he
ahrog-akd. :rhc fate of nations is as directh' the result of the things that thos\.·
nati,;ns han' dOIlt' or Idt undone as tlh'
pro(!ncti'ln of water in the laboratory
is dirt'ctl\, the n'sult of the mingling- 0 I
the
gases. :'-10 man cver hreaks
the IaIIS of I,odily Ill'alth with impunity,
! lis pil'lil's ..·.·ill
1'1 f -;,n the

i
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of

Providence
not
of violated law.
othcr
Providcll1CC than that of a
and that

other
torment.
even its
structive of human
man
man 1IT'[}WIO.

be

and
are as certain as the
causes
the
of the natural
nomena around
likc all otht'r
the
law. J I:'
to Ilt
and it will nc\'cr
The whole

III

can trace the
A 11""";"''''' in<}ep,en,derlce, of the
other crises
the
and we
And ill

ances and do,cmnellts,
ment all of those
the same God
and with
tisan interference on their
the
of universal law iu their
and discrimiof their
an

come our historians
of the
the
mav search
il1l1umerable wrong
arc therc
human deeds

to

aU,cl)tion to the
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that there is more involved in the
called "vital" than is here
since
seem to hold relawith centres
power.
is instanced in
a
the life of an
or
of a
man. These
centres are the motransfer of the unili\'c power in
Icrsal
The
then must
be. \Vltat is
that in these
degrees has power to
of energy
the table. Xow it is thrown
across the room. The arm
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and absorb
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observations reveal
that there
a selective consciousness
in this
mechanical transfer of energy which is
the transfer
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until
this consciousness
re'eo:::::nized and understood
self-conscious man in his
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It is
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Because this effort
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in its
such an
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their own statements.
when science sees in n:ill::ll)lI
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called
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to
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which he can
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either belgil'llling or end. Amid the mysteries which
the more
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and Eternal
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
There
one ever-fruitful cause of the
perplexities felt by every thoughtful mind
that contemplates the convulsions of war
and the threatened dissolution of our social systems. We ask ourselves why
these things should be, what we have
done to deserve them, and to what theory
of the divine government of the world
we can assign them? And we ask these
questions not only concerning the fate
and fortune of nations, but also of those
incalculable vicissitudes that seem to assail the individual life.
The solution is twofold. First we
must ask ourselves who and what we
actually are. And then we must inquire
if we have the right time perspective,
or whether we are looking at events
from an angle so narrow as to rob them
of their significance. A single day in a
human life would seem to be utterly
meaningless if we were to isolate it from
all the days that preceded it and from
the hopes that animated it. There are
some pains that we willingly endure for
their prospective benefits, and that even
cease to be pains in view of those benefits. The part becomes intelligible only
when considered in its relation to the
whole.
And so the first of these questions
nearly always answered from a standpoint of misconception and mistake.
Persistently we look upon ourselves as a
unit of consciousness, or even of matter,
living in a world which is quite separate
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tnd distinct from it, and even hostile to
it. We imagine the universe to be mad!'
lip of two parts-ourselves, and that
which is !lot ourselves. And the larger
of those two divisions. that which is not
ourselves, we suppose to be something
rigid, imlJlacablc, and un fricndly. SOI1lCthing that must be overcome .and conquered, something that can not be conciiiated. something that inflicts evils upon us. And if we are piously inclined
we learn also to look upon God as a
being outside of ourselves, of uncertaltl
t('mper, and who must be propitiated hy
worshIp and flattery.
This is the first of the delusions frol1l
which we must escape, and we find then
that we have also escaped most of our
terrors. At least we shall have learned
not to be afraid. We shall see then that
we do not stand arrayed against nature
as units pitifully struggling against adverse forces that are set upon our de\Ve shall see then that we are
parts of the universe, intimately relateo
to all other parts. that what we call our
consciousness is but a ray of a larger
consciousness, and that even its seeming
pains become henefits when considered
in relation to the whole. I f we can concciVt' thc fingers of the hand as being
endowed with a consciousness of their
own we can imagine them as complaining bitterly of the compulsions that sets
them to work on piano practice. But if
that lesser consciousness should learn to
itself into the consciousness of the
body as a whole it wouldhcn par icipatc
•
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AFTER THE BAT1"LE.
Attention has
been drawn to
Mr. Sinnett's article on "Our Unseen
Enemies and Allies"
in
the .Vineteenth
of October,
of the au1915. The main
thor will be well remembered. He
deavored to show that there are invisiiJle
entities of enormous power both
amI
and that the war that is
the
is hut
a reflection of that greater
that
takes
ill
unseen
and that
determines
issue for which
are
on
field
no means
and indeed it
occult
it should now
so staid as
is cel·tainlv
nifkant
the peneltratil1lli!
ancient lore.
Sinnett now returns to his
111 the X ovember issue of the same
He entitles his article "When
the
Hosts Are
and he
effects 0 f
tries to sketch the
the war upon civilization. But first he
argument and
summarizes his
attempts to show that there is
"ntlllnv new in the idea of the intervention in the affairs of the world of invisible powers
for evil.
He
For all
theolollY
vening more
is

foot
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their most
must

effect
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great
thai conbelief

hYP'olhesis
alback on
curious
in order to exregard II .as
out
Divine
predilection
is anti-Divine. To say that
the

no doubt lead
but the Divine prclgr:amme
llroiviile for the ""ffprina
came to be strewn.
e\'olvcd
the method
mon\' and Peace. It is the intervention
;J.'
for evil that
evolution with suffer-

In the same way the extreme sufferwar will find their comperL:>atlOu 111 a
the sniritu:l.l
Mr, Sinnett seems to
not
such
national Karma, but rather to
of malefic forces. Here we are inclined
to
with him. since such an attlck would not
su:cessful unless the
had been
Xoue the less it
must
that he

" and
this connection
we
commend his words to those
whose eyes are
fixed
the {uLure
that
sometImes
the
duties
the present moment:
There never has been a time when
imagin.1tion has been untolll::hed
in a "Second
festations

IIlgs im'olved

But Mr. Sinnett does
seem to think
will be heralded
tbat the new

In
.Mr.
has a word
to say to those who look upon
the cessation of their human terrestrial
mterests'
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Mr.
of rare
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THEOSOPHY AND THE CHURCHES.

The reality and extent of the decline
the membership of country churches
ha, now been placed beyond dispute by
:h t Gifford Pinchot commission. The
of the commission have
confined to Ohio, a fairly repre'tntative state, and it seems that ten per
('tnt of the countrv churches there have
'",ell abandoned al{d that more than half
"i the remainder are decreasing in memiJtrship and even are dying.
A similar census in the great cities
would probably produce a result that
;Iould be different numerically, but not
'lifferent so far as the essentials are conctrned. The city church is able to em;,Ioy sensational preachers and sensa;ional methods. At best it becomes a
:nert centre of intellectualism and so attracts the intellectual curious, while at
:1> worst it rivals the moving-picture
;how, not only in its spectacular features, but even in its suggestiveness.
That a large congregatioa can be collected by a sermon on "Should Women
Propose?" can hardly he considered as
nidence of Christian vitality. There is
always an audience for the clown.
The decline of the church is due primarily to education and to a growing
recognition that organized religion is
pretending to a knowledge that it does
not possess. Minds that have been expanded in the schoolroom by an endowment, however scanty, of proved and ascertained fact. that have been trained to
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demand fact, can hardly be expected to
tolerate a theology that is not only unproved and unprovable, but that is even
demonstrably false and puerile. l\Iodern
education constitutes a perpetual challenge to theory and creed. It insists
that the intelligence shall be satisfied. and
that there shall be no faith wiihout evidence. \Ve have boasted for long
enough that superstitions must wane
with the advent of the schoolmaster, and
if we are now to find that the test was a
more searching one than we had supposed. that it includes even some of our
supposed sanctities, it would seem the
part of wisdom to accept the verdict and
to put our theological house in order.
It is not too late. Indeed no time
could be more propitious. But the work
must be done by the churches themselves, and as a preliminary it would be
well for them to abandon the theory that
their failure i:; due to the growing irreligion of the people. As a matter of fact
the forces of real religion were never
more active. A const2ntly increasing
idcalism is abroad in the land. and a constantly increasing desire to attain to it.
There was nevcr a clearer recognition of
the difference between things as they are
and things as they ought to be, or a more
hearty wish to lessen the distance bet\Vl'en them. I f the churches wish to
lead and to illuminate, thcir opportunity
to do so is here and now. But first the\'
must c1ari fy their own vision.
.
And so it may be asked of the
churches if they are more a J.xious t folDigi ized by
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of a sacred commercialism and of a diabolic militarism. \Var has its
",,,,,u,,,,, terrible as it is. The evil
is not that men
which we are
that
should kill each
should so hate each
as to wish to
kill each other.
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civilization is that men should
hate each other under
be
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and
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DEATH.
rest of death, sweet friend
where?
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the lesson I once learned:
I sailed
million miles
dreamful, flowery,
I retllrned.

lie dead for need
rest,
the soul
out and
waters to the shore
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Past
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RELIGION AND SCIENCE.
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but differsame force. Science
cOlocluslvelly proven these truths for
us even nlore than
to
link
force and
substance. She has shown that the
the
the elements which make all substances
upon the number of unit
force.
Science
of
or chel11UC,ll processes, be
down into their constituent parts and
\Vhen
is done to a molecule of water, for
it becomes
one atom of
two atoms
of
this is done to a
common salt it becomes one
atom of chlorine and one atom of sodium. Thus have the substances of
forms been reduced to the elements
which compose them. Science has conclusively
all substances are
some
of
or more of
these Se'vellt"-Oa(\
It
never
Instead
it
transformed. In the case
the salt which
to be deit is found
not
are
these two constituent elements
chlorine and sodium able to recombine to
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molecule of
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an
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new partner or any
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it is the same force.
when science examines one atom
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it to be such an atom and not an
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And when
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GEMS FROM THE EAST.
Birthday

of
by H. P. Bla1,atsky.)

Fetlru:arv 20--What
neJ<::le,ete,d. what
done. The sins of
21-Without
catch a fish
110 fish would die on
In boIling water.
F .. I'.n",rv 22-Let
first
teaches
come himself that
others to be.
23--He who
to
himself may
the most
0111.'11
master.
Felbnlarv 24--Hatred is never qU1enl:hed
; hatred ceases
this is an old rule.
F .. t.rn:"rv 25-The
of virtue lies
the seven great
In the renunciation
sins.
",-..Ir.r",u'v

is
the man
virtue of the man of
ness.
FRACMENTS.
There was great war on earth' vast
shock of

God heard the
and
sent a message to them: "Men
see
and hear with their ears,
with their
touch
their hands. The tumult
and horror and agony of war
to recoglllze
and destruction of
, filled with blas-

TheoTHE IRREVERENT BRAHMIN.
Brahmin, fat and debonair,
potency of prayer

" Absurd
ease

Gods

This Dogmatist of early
lost within a jungle's maze,
Where,
To find a

about

And-wonder horror
A
Tiger, bowed in prayer

there

the noise of man's
The trustful Tiger closed
Behold! a Brahmin trembling
The Brahmin
a whit.
The Prayer had answer-He was Jt.
-Arthur Guiterma".

The
at New
VI)le<"".

which was founded
three well-defined
VIZ:

First-To
the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood
without
race,
or color,
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern Iitt:ratu,-es
reh,glc'lls, phlllos,opllllC,S, and
the '11I1f)()Y-t:lIH'P
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HUMAN INTEllECT.
Edward P. l\Iitchell, editor of the
f \ew York SIlIl. seems to have been in
, a despondent mood when he lectured at
the Park Avenue Methodist Episcopal
. Church on "Efficiency in the TwentyI First Century." The human mind, said
Mitchell, does not seem to have
,;\'olved at alI during historical periods.
, It has increased the volume of its posses,ions. but not its capacity. It has ac'luired experiences. but not power. It
has gained distance, but it has not imllrO\'ed; and progress is by no means the
,arne thing as evolution.
This must be disconcerting enough to
modern complacence, and it becomcs still
I more disconcerting as Mr. MitchelI proto prove his contention. \Vhere.
he asks, can we find an equal to the mind
that wrote the Egyptian Book of the
Dradr Have we ever exceeded in political skill the men who conducted thc
<liplomatic correspondence of antiquity?
Have we better military tacticians than
[he officers on the general staff of Alexander. or better artists or better lawycrs
than the ancients? These questions an"wer themselves. I f we would find the
highest peaks of the human intelIect we
must go far back in history. Emerson.
the greatest philosopher of modern times,
knelt at the feet of Plato, and said that
for two thousand years the world had
done no more than repeat his doctrin'es.
\\'e may doubt if today there is a single
figure on the human stage who will bc

I
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remembered two thousand years hence.
or who will shine with other than a light
reflected from events.
Now Mr. Mitchell is unquestionably
right when he says that the human mind
has not evolved during historical periods.
Hut he is not right when he assumes, as
he seems to do, that there can be no human evolution at all except the evolution
of the mind. He might draw exactly the
same infercnce from the fact that there
has been no evolution of the human
body, that physical advance seems if anything to have retrograded. But just as
man possesses mental faculties that are
higher than those of the body. and to
which those of the horlv are subordinated, may he not possess' other faculties
that are higher than those of the mind,
and to which those of the mind must in
their turn hc subordinated? \Ve do not
ask of the plant that it shall produce au
indefinitely lengthcning stalk. On the
contrary
expect that the growth of
the stalk shall presently ceasc in order
that the flowers or fruits may appear.
Does Mr. 1\1 itchdl seriouslv think that
any conceivable cvolution o'f the human
mi nd could ever produce a perfl'cted human race, or e\'cn a tolerahly happy
human racc?
I ndeed this is jw;t what he docs S('CIll
to think. and it is inexplicahle that he
should thus wholly ignore the faculties
that even in their present rudilllcntary
de\'c!opmcnt are so far ahove thos(' of
the intellect. He asks. for instancc, if
SOllll' future
will e" 'O( ',"l;I\'er
DIQllzed by
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WOMEN AND REUGION.
Mr. W. L. George, writing in the Atlantic MonthI)' for January, tries to tell
us why women are more religious than
men. Perhaps it would be more to the
point if he were first to prove that
women actually are more religious than
men. since an appearance of religious
zeal may be no more than an attachment
to formulas and conventions, a habit of
conservatism. I f we are asked to assume
that church attendance is an indication
of religious feeling then it becomes
necessary to say that it is nothing of the
sort, and that there is much more religion outside the churches than in.
But Mr. George may be right in his
contention. Probably he is right. but at
least he is deplorably wrong in the arguments by which he sustains it, arguments
so weak. indeed, as to be pitiable.
\Vomen, he says in effect, are more religious than men because they are less
educated and less intelligent. Evidently
we must regard religion as something
from which the world is being slowly
weaned by education. The perfected humanity, finished and polished by the
;,choolhouse and the university, will
doubtless be wholly devoted to materialistic biology and mechanistic philosophy. In other words it will be composed of persons precisely like Mr.
George-a prospect too melancholy for
consideration.
Was there ever so false an argument
as this? Women are not less educated
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than men. On the contrary they are
much hetter educated. They remain
longer at school and they continue their
education hy reading-which men seldom
do. Women are not less intelligent than
men. On the contrary they are now so
much more intelligent that there can he
no comparison. The woman's club, for
example, devotes itself steadily to serious
topics. It makes at least a pretense of
interest in art, science, sociology, and
literature. The man's cluh devotes itself
with unwavering fidelity to money. Generally speaking, it never deviates to the
things that are worth while. In the vast
majority of married couples the woman
is incontestablv the more intelligent in
the breadth of her interests and in her
conception of social duty.
Assuming that ;\1 r. George is correct
in his assertion that woman are more religious than men we have to look elsewhere for the explanation. And it can
be found quite easily. Feminine interests
lie almost exclusively with persons.
That is to say they are the interests of
sympathy. The interests of the man arc
with thing-so and they are usually gratified. not hy sympathy, hut hy aggression and rivalry. The activities of
women tend directly towanl religion.
The activities of men tend directly away
from it. And the reading of such a portent as this is unmistakahle.
It need hanlly be said that sympathy
fills the whole 'field of religion', as religion is understood from the theosophical standpoint. Wh.f\, we ha 'e once
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SURVIVAL
William Archer. distinguished as
a man of letters and as a dramatic critic.
belieYes that psychic research sheds at
I...ast a ray of light on the problem of
immortality and that science may yet
have some definite comfort of survival
ttl offer to those who have been bereaved
IIY war.
We are sorry to be unable to agree
, with
William Archer, or to discern
the particular ray of light of which he
,peaks so hopefully. Light there is indeed. It has never failed, and it does
not come in fitful gleams. but with the
full radiance of the sun. But its source
i, not the laboratory of the psychic reEx lIihil, nihil fit. If we must
await our assurances of immortality
upon such dull mechanism as this then
our plight is indeed a perilous one. Imagine. if we can, the mental status of
the man who wil1 reject the spiritual
philosophies of the ages, the testimony
of hierarchies of sages and seers and the
evidences of his own introspection and
self-realization, only to be final1y convinced by the maunderings of Sludge
the medium, the squeaking and gibbering
idiocies of the seance room. I f these
constitute a ray of light, what then must
darkness be?
The psychic researcher falls into the
common error of supposing that material
appliances can be used in the examination of immaterial things, and that the
senses can be employed for the analysis
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of the supersensuous. Life can not be
seen. nor touched, nor weighed. nor
measured. I f the psychic researcher
should tel1 us that he had found laboratory evidence for the survival of life
after death he would do no more than
prove that whatever else he might have
found, it certainly was not life, for life
is not to be found in this way. 1\1aterial
mechanism and the physical senses can
he employed only toward material and
physical things. The attempt to apply
them to what is neither material nor
physical is not only certain to fail. but
it seems to imply a certain stupidity on
the part of the investigator that produces a feeling of bewilderment and
hopelessness. For what should we think
of a man who tried to ma!'e a watch with
a pick and shovel, who first ;:sserted that
his failure to do so was
that
watches do not exist. and who l!'en announced his hope that he would I,resently succeed. \Vatches can not be made
with picks and shovels.
Those who wait for a physical proof
of immortality will wait in vain. And
those who think that the beliefs of humanity on the question of iml110rtality
are affected hy the verdicts of the psychic researchers are iikelv to he undeceived. In this respect' at least the
sa vagI.' dancing- around his totem pole
has more intelligence than the professor
of biology. for he docs not allow intl'llection to triumph over feding. The rejecnO place
tion of the survival of
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YOUTHFUL DEPRAVITY.

; :\ Xew York journal finds grave cause
, fnr concern in the increasing degeneracy
(,f the young men and boys of the city.
They are to be seen, we are told. at
every street corner after nightfall. They
/ are unemployed and unemployable. They
are addicted to alcohol and drugs. They
have neither decency nor a sense of re} '1I<lDsihilitv. Most of them will hecome
r profession'al criminals, and already they
, are a menace and a terror.
It is a serious matter, and all the more
,erious inasmuch as every great city
could tell a similar story. It forms an
illuminating comment on the claims to
5Uccess that arc so constantly made by
our many agencies of social reform.
The suppression of one evil seems
to imply the creation of another. The
prohibition of alcohol is followed at
once by the increased use of drugs. \Ve
exult loudly in the mitigation of bodilv
<:Iisease, and we become suddenly
that our lunatic asylums are overcrowded. We applaud ecstatically the
triumphs of material science which
are to abolish poverty and discontent.
and we find that most of these achievements are being used for international
murder. And, finally, we foresee the
millennium in universal education, only
to discover that we have exchanged ignorant criminals for learned ones.
But what are we to do, asks the
York journal. in this matter of youthful depravity? What is its cause and

I
I
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how can it be cured? Is it due to the
moving-picture show, or to the war. or
to the lack of religious teaching in the
schools? For all these are gravely advanced as causes. Is it the result of
overcrowding, or of the tariff? How
would it do to appoint an investigating
commission of the politically unemployed? Douhtless they would oblige.
Or perhaps the clergy would like to
point a moral and adorn a talc. Or why
not pass a law, and then sav like Mr.
Micawber when he had give;/ his I. 0,
U.. "Thank God, that's paid,"
Actually there is no cause for surprise
in the juvenile depravity of the day, but
there is cause for a great deal of surprise in the fatuity that can not see its
cau,e, that is willing indeed to see any
and cn:rything except its cause, For
how were these boys trained? \Vere
thcy saturated with 'the prevailing con\'iet ion of the day that the supreme object of human Ii fe is to antuire possessions and to
fy all
ures
far as the pol icc will pcrmit?
\ \'erc thcy taught that
the first law of life," that the "devil
takes the hindmost," that only the "fit"that is to say the
sun'in'? \Vere thl'Y taught to worship
"success," IIn(\ the sublime duty of "geton"? \\'ere they il1\'itccl to emulate
the great
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A NEW CHRISTIANITY.

Dr. Charles A. Eaton. the well-known
minister of the Madison A venue Baptist
\,'hurch in l':ew York. has resigned his
pastorate in order that he may help ill
the foundation of what he calls a "new
l_ltristianity" that shall be more spiritual,
mrjre tolerant, and more social or practical. Dr. Eaton modestly explains that
fle does not wish to abolish either the
,hurch or Christainity. but they must be
modernized "like the aeroplane or the
automobile and made equally usefu!."
The aeroplane leaves much to be desired
a,,, an example of utility. seeing that it is
aDW employed exclusively for war. but
'\lIubtless this little detail escaped Dr.
Eaton's attention amid the stresses of his
,ew e\·angel.
we mav confess to a little uncertainty as to
Eaton's meaning. Christianitv must surelv consist of the teaching!'> . of Christ
of nothing else.
There may be other teachings of equal
\'alue and of equal truth, hut they are
not Christian teachings unless they can
shown to have emanated from the
founder of Christianity. What, then,
dr>es Dr. Eaton mean bv a "new Chrisllanit....
I f it is new it 'is not Christian.
and if it is Christian it is not new. Bv
Darwinism we mean the evolutionarv
promulgatell hy Darwin. and not
")me other theories that we think Darwin might have promulgated if hI: were
,till alive. Xo one has a right to speak
"i Darwinism unless he is prepared to

Dr.

Price 5 Cents

point iu confirmation to chapter aud
verse of Darwin's writings. .\nd in precisely the same way no one has a right to
talk about Christianity except from the
basis of something that Christ said or
that He is believecl to have said. \\' e
may be of the opinion that Christ would
he an advocate of eugenism, or preparedness. or unpreparedness, or free sil ...er,
or anti-toxins, or a protective tariff. hut
we have no right to call any of these
things the ;'new Christianity,"
There
is no new Christianity. There never
can be one. There n'lav he new inll'rprctations of the old Christianity. and
we hope that
will be. When Dr.
Eaton talks of the "new Christianity"
what he prohahly lIIeans is not Christianity at all. but Eatonislll. But when
he says that religion lIIust be practical
and useful we may express our hearty
agreement, although with an uneasy suspicion that Dr. Eaton's ideas of' practicalitv and utility are not ours.
\
we
need is not a new
Christianitv. hut
old one. If wc werl'
10 abolish !lriestcra ft and l·stahlish Chri,,t ianity in its place there would he no
IKTd for these con"tant t1111nderings hom
little theological Sinai". and perhaps we
l1Iight tlwn find that lIIo"t of nul' "ocial
prohl"l1Is soh'cd thelllselH·". For a" a
lIIatter of fact Christianity has nnt hn'1J
preached or taught for a 'thou";lIId \TarS
and 11I0rc. Tht' theology of the churchc"
,hes 1Jot hear the dillllllest re"e1l1hlance
to the rt'lig-ion of Christ. eJ-.t is falillllorc
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THE NEW SORCERY.
The New York E'!.'Cllillg Post, in an
editorial reprinted upon another page,
draws attention to an aspect of modern
Imsiness Ii fe that is not without a certain sinister significance. It' is the in\'aSiOI1 of the commercial field by a sort
of uastard mysticism and the open recommendation of certain psychological processes as an aid to salesmanship.
The range of what may be called the
new sorcery is a wide one, and those who
are disposed to look upon it as a mere
momentary aherration, a transient eccentricit,", are unaware of the extent to
which it has saturated the popular mind.
There are now scores of volumes, all of
them persuasively written, all of them
appealing to the sordid hunger for "success" and advocating it as the greatest
of the virtues, and all of them advising
some illegitimate mental way to secure it.
The commercial colleges have openly
adopted the same expedients. Under the
cover of a sickly and unreal mysticism
their students are taught to practice hypnotism in order that they may obtain
some subtle advantage over their prospective customers. One would suppose
that the virtues of punctuality, courtesy,
industry, and fidelity had been wholly
superannuated in favor of the new mental juggleries. Rectitude and reliability
are all very well in their way and for
'those unable to rise to the heights, or
;ink to the depths, of the new psycholQgy. Uut science has now shown the
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better way. Henceforth the palm of
commercial succcss will be givcn to those
who can "hold an idea in the mind," 0,
"visualize" their amhitions, or harness
the image-making power to the service
of their greeds and so rub their customer
of his free will. The divine forces of
the universe arc supposed to be vastly
interested in salesmanship and eager to
cooperate in the stimulation of competi.lion and rivalry. Uut they must be invoked in the right way. They Illust first
bc conciliated by the usual metaphysical
rubbish about the Absolute, and Cosmic
Consciousness, and Spiritual Identities,
and they can then be depended upon to
hold themselves at the service of the
cOlllmercial traveler who is versed in the
ncw witchcraft and who holds the diploma of Voodoo from the business college and the course in salesmanship.
Kow we can smile at these cxtravagances with the conscious supcriority of
the thick-headed. \V e can look superciliously upon a revival of "superstitions"
that we had supposed to be killed and
buried by education. None the Icss it is
hard to believe that methods so widely
advocated. so extensively practiced, and
by those who can hardly be classed
among the ignorant and credulous, it is
hard to believe that such methods have
no basis of fact aud experience to susta in them.
Of course they have. We can hardly
describe the results of PSi'Gohical research
as highly scientifio Imerd.yJ) , t 5 they

..
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THE MAN OF GENIUS.
A considerable shelf could be filled
with the modern books that have. been
written upon the meaning and nature of
genius. and it may he said that the theories advanced in those books are quite
as "aried as their size and binding. The
mystery of genius stands unsolved, alike
by those who would dismiss it with some
and depreciatory phrase and by
those who recognize its shining isolation
among the phenomena of the human
mind.
Perhaps no other word has been so
misused. It has heen misused by a current colloquialism which identifies it with
mere skill. aptitude. amI capacity. It has
been still more misused hy the intellectual
conceit of the day. which refuses to
recognize any powers essentially different from its own, and which defends ithy arrogant denials against every
mvsterv that it can not solve. CarlYle
is'supposed to have said-although -he
said nothing of the sort-that genius is
merely the capacity for taking pains. It
was a phrase exactly adapted to our vanities. and therefore it was greedily accepted. \Ve can all take pains, or we
think that we can. and therefore we arc
all geniuses. Assuredly we arc the
people. and wisdom shall die with us.
But certainly genius is not merely Ihe
capacity to take pains. There arc innumerable people who have an almost
infinite capacity to take pains. and they
have not a single mark of genius. And
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there have been many geniuses whose
chief characteristic has been the power
to achieve great things without taking
any pains at all. Beethoven, who was a
master of the piano at the age of four
years, can hardly be said to have taken
pains to acquire the art of music. Certainly Joan of Arc took no pains to acquire the art of war, nor Abraham Lincoln the art of government. 'Vhatever
else genius may be. it certainly does not
come' from taking pains. The definition
is not only incorrect. It is diametrically
ami pointedly false.
(;enius is not an extension of some
normal power in the same way that running is an extension of walking. It is
distinctive ami abnormal. It stands
It is a light shining in darkness, a
green tree in a desert. a star in the sky.
There have been mig-hty intellects that
were wholly untouched by genius. and
there has been genius nearly unsupporteel by intellect. Zerah Colburn. who
at the age of six performed mathematical
feats that are nearly incredible. was not
intellectual. seeing that he could do nothing clse. and certainly he did not acquire
this power by taking pains. Mozart said
that his musical compositions camc "in\,(lhllltarilv. like dn'ams." There was no
intl'11l'ctllal powcr ht·n'. nor the taking- oj
pains. Robert Louis
said that
thc plots oj his no\'l'1s camc to him in
drcams, and whilc Stl'\'cllson was cel·
tainly a man of intcllcct as well as a l11an
of genius, we may sni TIS '0' skCourD 1,IIZI j by
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is his
his
of reface
a
that stlccess
IS success or failure all
It is
as a great
have been sharedand faith where there
was none-that his flame comes to include these extensions from himself.
a
not counted in houses
or merchandise. hut
after life in character,
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himself and to Ii fe; let him exercise
this
with an
aud with a
that courts
Let him know that when the battle
on this inner
the vichis. Then he
out thlrotl£h
that his own greater character
He may not see this
move-but neither does he see the acorn
into the oak. True
and
true
are thus.
is true
No,thillU!: else abides.
victories measure true success.
10

TO VOLNEY STREAME.R.
When in the
aeons,
Where in the cosmic
How did I meet you
And know
and greet you,
Ere you were
alDan?

Dim like a dream i" the t1Illrll:ill:iT.
Blurred like a cross-'writ page,
memory
yOI',

to yOIl,
to yOIl,

my yestcrage
Were we two souls in the ;ether
from a central Soul?
In
vaults of the Blue
Did I first find you,
""'here the great sun-rivers roll?

I t is dim like a dream iIi the ni,OrlUllie
It
blttrred
a cross-writ page:

to you,

Y.-t-somehou' /
YOIt,

my
-Johll

to
!

YOII-

Neihardt.

MR. SINNETT AGAIN.

Mr.

Sinnett is
to the
congral:l1l:ate ourselves
of the
convention is enablinlg
articles to appear more
Mr.
the staid columns of the
Some of the
articles have
been mentioned in
these colurnns, and now we have another
entitled "The
Place in the Universe," and
rich in
and
Mr.

the
one
did their

wandergates of the earth,
for breath
wisdom of
Seekmg the boon of birth
meet thereafter
serve me
I wroll1Q;ht
Could I have
for you,
Died for you, ages ago
Once in a
\Vas I a
And were you
Of the
Mad with the

madto
?

And could I have heard your
the centuries since!
(
horns blown for
throne with
a
\\'here does our dust lie buried?
\Vhen shall it all be clear?
From There and
Oh, how and when
Did we come to the Now and Here

that Divine
and mechanwhich is the
as the
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Sun therefore must be

mental difficulties
those attending
can,

other direction.
certain sources

information.
conclusions.

Tht' author's sketch of the part
Free \Vill and Karma upon
mendous stage
to
nne. The
set for
\\'ill.
anee of the
an'
for the rilles
In other

in-
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for embodied
no concern of
content to know that

for the meek of the earth; and he
earth with the rod of
smite
with the breath
his
wicked; and
the
of his
his

in
that

most
reverence
we presume to speak of

Mr. Sinnett is
an article that is
ful and that can
on

reins.
kid. and
the f"I,I;'H''''
child shall
shall

THE PILGRIM.
I am my ancient self.
I've

I

words
tongue,
songs
ha ve sling.

I have not fared alone.
In mount and dell
The one I fain would be
Stands
me
And bids my man's
list
To the far bell.

STILL UNFULFIu..ED.
out
shall

The Them;opillcal
is an
which was founded
at New
of NO\"el1'lber,
three well-defined
'''. VIZ:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllm,aniity,
without distinction
race,
caste, or color.
Second-To
the
and other Eastern Iitl:ratures,
dernOllstf'ate the imJlorl:alH:e of that
laws of Natnre and the
vowers latent in man.
The
with "no creed or
to enforce or
its
THERE
NO RELIGION HIGHER
TRUTH. Hence in its rank!' and coiJpl:rating in its work are to be found
of all
as well as
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save
to its one fundato be held
mental
Brotherhoud"
of ils
hold their
respo:nslble for the
own views and to receive for them from
the
turn should show for
This
is asked from all
is believed that
dOlgmatism and intolcr:lI1ce have
foes to human
branches of
dOI!1:nJatism wherever

1
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FIT TO SURVIVE.
The doctrine of the survival of the fit
i.la'; naturallv hailed with delight as a
from the moral
: l1le,sage of
!n. Humanity. already restive umler
;ht' restraints of ecclesiastical creeds,
:urned with rdief toward a science that
promised to abolish them. The super14luralism of the churches had been
tT:l"d in the balances and found wanting,
nd the scientific reaction, when it came.
'Wtpt away not only the supernatural"fil, but also the morality upon which it
12.1 been founded. but which it no
represented. Indeed there was a
:ertain vindictiveness in the energy with
the world of intellect repudiated
I'll" old theology and turned toward the
evangel of materialism that offered
" ;ustification for most of the things
:hal men wanted to do.
The extent to which Darwin and his
'eachings had been misunderstood need
',"1 be considered here.
Darwin, in his
,,jd age. asked plaintively if the blame
:',r that misunderstanding must be laid
'n hi" own powers of exposition or upon
the receptive intelligence of his auNoone lamented the misconcep11 more than himself nor the wayward',...-'; with which his teachings had heen
,1Ii,;ted in the service of a predatory
But it was too laIc to rec'i" the wrong. ]'I;or would humanity
ewe willingly surrendered a doctrine
'';11 exalted aggression and force to a
" 01

22,1916.
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place alllong the virtues. It was too convenient to he ahandoned.
Darwin did indel'd teach the survival
of the fit. '''.'ith an almost unprece·
dented prodigality of evi(lence he showed
that nature gave her protection only to
those creatures that were ahle to adapt
themselves to their environment. In
every department of Ii fe we were invited
to observe the struggle for existence and
the extinction of the conquered. For
the weakling, for the disabled. for the
inefficient, there was no toleration, In
the tremendous conflict of evolution no
quarter was expected or given.
"red in tooth and claw." was inexorable
in her demand for fitness. She would
tolerate onlv the best. All others must
go down. Darwin's illustrations were drawn
mainly from the vegetable and animal
kingdoms. and here we find the reasons
for the misconceptions that have proved
so fatal. Thev would have heen avoided
had we prove;1 a little more attentive to
his teachings ahout the hU1l1an kingdom,
hut these we carefully avoided in our
eagert\l'SS to find a
for our
animal hehavior.
[t is true that Darwin taug-ht the survi\'al of tilt' fit, hut he gave no justification for our hasty an(1 careless, and e\'en
vicious, assumptions as to what constitutes fitness, ]'I;owhcre docs he sugge,;t
that there is any g-eneral standard of fitness to he applied indiscriminately to all
departments of nature, Quite the conDigi ized by

CoogIc
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He tells us that fitness
to
but before we can
determine
to the fitness of any particular character
we must
first
all
to the nature of the
environment. That the fitness of the
is
be found in the
of his
and the
of
teeth is
It
true
that
ruthlessness, and
are among the marks of fitness in the
animal world. But
are not necesthe marks of fitness in the
kitll':'clorn.
Darwin never
nor
that

ous kirlgdlonls
ent.
ca!lac:ity
mum

not
nature has
mankind shall
driven from it and divorced from its
laws.
It may be remembered
did
the mischievous
what
could to
Adhe
said
of the fit was unof nature, but that we
must be extra,ordirlarily careful
make
no mistake as to nature's definition of
fitness. The fitness
one
was no indication of
fitness of angreat evolutionist
other.
went on to
declarations ever
science. He
mal
it

consisted of
the
tion to serve and to renounce.
was
same. Xature
determined to preserve the
of
had
tween the two
Indeed their
was reversed. The animal
must serve itself. Man must serve
selfishness
from
unselfishness from
the animal
characteristics
man for
was th..:
continue
and to
was
But th..:
would soon
when man must
rec:02":l1ize. not that the
had Ch,lOl!cd
-laws never
that man
reached a
the
of
hlw
Those who pcr5isted in their
to the rule of
the
would be
the unfit to
and nature would
them.
Nature seems to he
so now. And
she will
her corrective
hand so far as
be necessary.
Therefore it is
that
to
Darwinism as a
for
selfishness.
contains no such
Darwinism says that selfishfor
but the
of
had
for men. Darwinism says that human
must
founded, not
and rivalbut on
And so it
to
who talk OVI"r'lI"'''+
about
survival of the fit in JUstiltu:ation of their
unto Cresar somewhat less clo
it
that unto C;;esal
must go.
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THE RULE OF THE GODS.
What is Ihe Karmic reason
the
ubunce
men in these great
timu!
tht' Masters
Wisdom
to r141e huThe
causes

men will come when the
or'lldllce great men have mabut we do not know except in a
way what those causes are. The
great men of the world have
come in
and those
a
law like pVI>rvthiina
nature. There are seasons
and
in human
as
life
when
irnesi:;tillly. and other
down and the
supervene. \Ve find one
men in ancient
the Elizabethan
another and
the NaRevolu

that his
above all other
ways be
"the formation of
the nucleus of
universal brotherhood
of humalnilty" a feat that so far has been
even
much less
achieved.
If a Master of Wisdom were incarnate
it is hard to see in what
he could add to the
he would not interest
..,,,,·
who
to each other and
who do not
with them.
such a
could do no more than
counsel men to love each other as of old.
He could not add to the wisdom
and Krishna. nor
and
to attempt such
he be

alike

GEMS FROM THE EAST.
Birthday

of

H.

and

believer prohe renews the
enthe Dc\·il.
in every
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ORIGIN OF REASON.
Mr. Wilfrid
our time
can never come within
But this
says that we
and

a

the rational and moral
that

tne
ence.

we

a

bv

of
fur·
which wou1<l.
their somewhat indefinite
not this an intelligible exthe highest
reached, of conrelll.:"'US consciousness? Anti
logomachies
the

all
growth
trust. and is the
test
the track to more systematic

of
facts of
he shows
there have been addition!
to consciousness and that, in the
of Mr.
"when we come to con·
scious
each stage ill its evolutior
new
in kim
the
stage.
For this rea·
son Mr.
"demands a source
and morals distinct from thl
which naturalistic evolu
lion
Mr. Balfour's book and l\ilr. \Vard"
have therefore a distinct
who
h
eanee for the
of those numerous and extell
of
Secret
deal
the sources of the
1\;1 i nl
of
to the Sola
have we here hut ;
and
Prometheus the Titar
of fir
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REINCARNATION IN FICTION.
few novelists have
, ;:hosen reincarnation for their theme
and this is
the
has
taken in
Marie Corelli wrote a
of
but with this exthere are very few
or
the front
the
iront rank, who
drawn toward a theme that should be so
rich in romance and the drama.
But now comes Mr. Vance
with a series of stories based
of rebirth. He calls his
and
Carnival of
;JUrpose

street he sees a face
knows not why.

IIpon him and

he knows the
and the eternal eyes.
?" he whispers.
says: "It is always

The
narrative
folk who
who
love each
intervenes
Vah is a
Ahi and

his story with the
and
nrin, ••i",,'
little or 110 larlglJlag'e, but
to
in' some way or
and to say so. But Vah
the
and as
d,·"•• ath
overcomes
Jllln",:u, and she
reconciled to the loss
so there is murher
der and
and the
of
the karmic seeds.
We need
follow Mr.
a series of stories
are
ages of human
and in which the same characters
and
in order
drama that was
in the
The stories are told with extn,ordillal'V power,
as works of draleave
to be
author would seem to
of the real
or of the real
the way.
the

mav
not in'the
Rather we may
as the inevitahle results
Imille'r lec'tlO,ns of
charthe helmsman that stands
wl1l'e1 of Ii ft'. Character steers
tht·
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rna, and when the
that
caused them have been removed
expelriellce it is obvious that the
must
too.
reincarnation
we may encounter the fruits of our
characters and that character may be
and
under the imJ[>ulse
of eXllerience.
N one the less
will serve a pu:rpo,se,
ize his readers
hold of the im'lgillatilon.
fail to
it may
that other writers will be simi·
encol1r<llge:d to enter a storehouse sc
filled
material for a class of
fiction that has been strllng'ely
Vance
& Co.

TELEPATHY.
(By Dr. Alexander Graham Bell,)

recent scientific
to a
when men will read one
when
will
be
from brain to brain
without
of
or any of the present known methods
communication.
I can ima,ginle,
told
coils
the ele<:tric:al elrlg111eel's,
of wire about
to one
It
a
not fill in
the details
I could should not be
about it, but would be
facture
A
to
end I have
a
gap to be
before the
reached.
It
not ,unreasonable to look forward
to
when we shall see without
hear without ears, and talk
of this character has a
value to science. It
individual worker
achieve
and it stimulates interest and
in others, No man ever made
scientific
without imthe end
before
out the
dethat mind can
with mind rests
or vital force is
that it
trans-

mitted to a distance either
the ::l1l··nelrvarlll'llZ
the case of wireless telethat suggest
that
the nature of an elecof
trical disturbance. A nerve which
the same substance as the brain is an
excellent conductor of the electric current.
first
an electric
current
the
of
dead
man we were
and amazed to
him sit up and move. The electrified
nerves
contraction of the
muscles very much as in Ii fe,
The nerves
to act
muscles very
as the
rent acts upon
current malgnetizes a bar of
at
to it and the
the
force
flows thlrolligh
traction of the muscular
that are
arr'anlg'ed at
to them.
It would be
to cite many reasons
and vital force
he
the same nature as
The electric current is held to
be a wave motion of the
the
substance that fills all
all substances, We
there must be
because
the electric current could not
a vacuum or
space.
is reasonable to
a wave motion of a similar
prcldu,:ethe
ot
and
force.
mavassunle
brain cells
.
and
the
it not
which
world
our
the wireless waves passed
unpel'ceived before Hertz and others discovered their existence
that evel>
mind vihra"".,irlit" and infinitesi
pass
the
and would reveal h
if there were some way of peror
them.
It is remarkable that
all our
cent
in science have
to
with
new vibrations.
you have the power
mak n iron rod
vibrate
ency ill a
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,lark room. At
when
its movement will be indicated
one sense, that of touch. As soon
the vibrations
a low sound
will emanate from it and it will
to
two senses.
about
vibrations to the sec,md the sound will be
and
but
vibrations it will be silent and
movements will not be peirceived
:ouch. Its movements
be pelrceived
OJ' no
human sense.
to about
we have no sense
effect of the inthat stage
movement
indicated first
the sense of temperature and
the rod becomes red
,ense of
At
1:iolet
Above
the ultra-violet
some
which
reived
instruments ami

With the
of the Protestant Reforwhich was the
of the
the world for
Renaissance in the
first time awakened to the fact that
the church had
a radical
of
and that the
Bible from
it had
withheld for
was to prevent the
from becomknown. More
more
it
was
seen that the church was in
Roman
resurrected,
wilddiing its
not
Seven
but also
the throne
the
The
then
under

Christianity seems not to have been perfor
the ruins of the Roman
in the North rose
dissimilar. For centuries still
to
that the "niritll,,1
not
must
outer aUitho'flty.
ma:int,airled
the creed had to
as a material origalt1izati:on
dlsaplJear.
it
po:ssible
a man to become a Christhe Sermon on the
the
not as now
nll"tv-mne Articles or
matprcifes;sion which
all the
churches still
are of divine
wonder that the tide has gone
the church
that the whole vesture
with which she overawed the milhas been
off
art, still ca; that art has
of
men to its defense
become
in our
is still acti ve
inchr"'trv" and that the
church is nothing? Is
not a comment
the hollowness of her prf!terlSi()Ils
as civilization' has advanced the
has receded and that
her
millions ooze away
are
lost in secular affairs?
of little moment and
All this would
would merit the unconcern with which
were there not a
it is
side to
matter.
For nineteen centuries
has
direction
in the hands of the church
of
moral forces of the world. And
now, a fter all
find
into the same moral
ourselves
the Roman
vacuum
fell. After
hundred years
is
into
as easy for men to thrust
heathen
each other as it was in
Is it not
that the church
"The World
Published
tire

fervor
had as its
ment of Ch:ris;tia:nitty
the overthrow of
with its cerltr<llized, im:per'ial
That
Ihis centralized aU1tho,rity,

Thou
this' that
outward
free and
be under
that thou
not

Xow it has occured to me that there
must be ;:
deal to be learned about
the effect
those vibrations in the great
gap where the
human senses
see, or feel the moveare unable to
ment.
THE CHURCH.
(By

Edwin Davies Schoonmaker.)

hut

which was founded
three well-defined

at

form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllm:ani:ty,
caste,
color.
without distinction of
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
delnollstrate the im!Jorltauce of that
laws of Nature and the
therefore

no creed or
IS

HIGHER

in its work are to be found
none whatever.
to
fundabe held
to hold their
fellow-m<:mtlers the
This tol<:ration
is believed that
foes to human
and all branches of
do,gmatism wherever
and
an untlulctung
and of all that tends to feed or propa-
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HAECKEL AND CHANCE.
Weare not at all sure whether
liaeckers reaffirmation of what may be
• called the dice-box theory of human life
. and evolution is a mark of his courage
',r of his ignorance. There is always
"'mething admirable in a willingness to
,.tand alone. but we may reasonably doubt
:f Haeckel is aware that he does stand
..lone. He seems still to look upon himseli as the representative of science and
the spokesman of the world's intelligence.
He still regards himself as the leader of
serried ranks of materialism, pressing
victoriously onward to the overthrow of
superstition and credulity. The serried
ranks of materialism melted away ten
years ago, and only their ghosts remain,
I IlUt Haeckel does not seem to know it.
He is a survival, a relic, an antiquity, an
anachronism. \Ve may even suggest that
ht, is a scientific absurdity, and not a
rarticularlv honest one.
new book, EtCYII;tV, is beginning to appear serially in the' columns
I)f the Tntthscckcr. It is described as
"\,"orld-War Thoughts on Life and
Death. Religion and the Theory of EvoI
lution:' :\ 0 one, says Haeckel. who
looks upon the calamities of war can
hesitate for a moment to attribute them
to chance, and so to be confirmed in the
conviction that cho.nce rules the universe
" and that the immortality of the soul is
a mvth. That the calamities of war have
, had' a diametrically opposite effect upon
' the human mind, that it now believes in

I

,J
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law and immortality more firmly than
ever before. is either unknown to
Haeckel or disregarded hy him. He is,
of course, writing only for intelligence,
and the test of intelligence is agreement
with him. In this way he secures an applauding assent that is attenuated but
unanimous.
Look, he says. at the vicissitudes of
the battlefield and be persuaded. Ten
men are killed by an exploding shell, and
the eleventh escapes untouched. Une
man receives a hundred wounds, and his
comrade, two feet away, receives none.
Severe injuries recover. while lesser
hurts prove to he fatal. Improper treatment, careless, and ignorance claim thousands of victims, who, but for adve,se
chance, would have recovered. The
breadwinner is carried away by death,
while the man with no one dependent
upon him survives. An epidemic may
follow the misconduct of an individual,
and the fate of millions may be invoked
by one. How, then, can we assume that
there is a "moral order of the world"?
Let us give up these "nehulous fancies."
Let us recognize them as "the products
of uncritical credulity or of <kep-rooted
mystical superstition:'
:\ow it would be all insult to Ilat'ckel's
intelligence to suppose that he himself is
dccci"ed hy all this nonsense. In spite
of his constant appeal to inklligence and
to "the thinking man" he is actually doing' no more than he has always done,
that is to say he is addn'ssing himself to
Digi ized by
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at the expense of the
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THE WIU-

di,;en:tangling it from the mesh
r"",tnri",.,. it
its PO:sitlon
that carries alike

call tile

In the same

muscles are
WAR VISIONS.

ot
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me into
regiment-and
been
child.
must
consciousness
"The

the biggest man
me
if I

REBIRTH.
what of lovers
two
two,
lie
Under linen bands and rue,
Dead-who loved so
?

In the dim earth lie
side and
worm for
who loved so
the shroud and linen band
can touch nor knee nor
Give nor take nor ur:lde:rstall1d,
loved
Over them
Life

expresses itself as
these stories and
f"'II,,m;....,. letter from a corre-

GEMS FROM
(A Birthday

EAST.

H. P. Bla'/ats!<y.

I-The eternal
where. It stands encoI11lp,as:sinj{
world.

:';aney.

It may he
tions arc oroiec1tio·ns

of

2-1fe who fcds the
has
own
for
eternal food.
renounces that food for the sake
a weaker hrother is-a
3-The altar on which the sacrifice is offered is Man. the fuel is sp,eech
the smoke the breath. the
the
tongue. the coals the
the
the
ear.
moment in (.t" ..nitv is
moment, for etcrneither
one part
better than another part.
S-Better it wonld
n1;;\1
iron thar
that olle should hreak his vows.
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NEW THOUGHT.
By Stephen

LeaCI)CI<.}

Here we have first of all the
cult of
to itsel f the title
contains in
did Selfishness.
:lcular outlook the
f',und in

In its more ecstatic form this creed
itself in a sort of
feelor a desire
internal
The votary is haunted
his own elevation. He
touch with
to
r-_h<'-_
to "tune
and geIlenally
on himself as on a sort
accordeon.
gets himself somewith
with natural
falls
the
dew. Were it

hair

betters.
to

He was of

for
flock of
He
precultiva1te the sense of

CHINESE DRAGONS.
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the width of the
like the
curves of
serpent, the sllggesl:lOn
so strong that we lowered our
in order to examine the
more
and
we found that we were
a
Further
revealed
presence of six or
these enormous monsters.
a few small
of loose
of scale for examination
a better
we left,
to return the folpurpose of meas-

a

of
The
the
wall
flat head simi-

illoroslIllrlls

feet from the
un-

It looks
more derided fable had entered
domain of

Sciclltific Americall,

CENTRAL I.
little self, within whose smallness
All
man was, and is, and will
come,
unseen
And tells the
the
roam;
That, without
knows the
of
The

the

FROM UPANISHADS.
a

of

had
but he
converted

more of the same kind.
and
written
heneath its
FIFTH.

Brown

Granville

If

The ThleOS()pllical
which
founded
at New York on the 17th
three well-defined
vUJC'.'''. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of J:-l11manlty
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern
reliigio,ns, philoSIJphies, and
the
that
laws

Nature and the
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.
"The world," S<"ys an Eastern theo"'Ilhical lecturer, "is trembling on the
verge of a wonderful discovery which
will revolutionize science, transform religion, and revitalize philosophy." 'Ne
\\(Illder how the theosophical lecturer is
:mare of this interesting fact. Is he
line of the favored ones who are allowed
til peep hehind the scenes, or is he merely
1Il<llliging in the sensationalism which
always finds a profitable market? But
p"rhaps we are doing him an injustice.
/"';:sibly he is referring to the remedial
power of fraternity, which would certainly desen'e to be described as a won,Iedul discovery and which Theoso'phists are supposed to preach and to
J.ractice. but without noticeably doing
either the one or the other.

The discovery of an ancient American
'lin temple ought to hasten the day when
serious attempt will be made to synthesize the archreology of the country
and indeed of the world. What, if any,
lIas the relation between these early sun
w,jrshippers and the serpent mound
I,uilders whose structures are the amazement of the traveler? "Vho were the
:,rchitects of the ruined cities of South
\merica? What is the meaning of the
traces of the Egyptian cult that have so
·,ften been reported by explorers of these
ruined cities? And what connection is
thtre hetween American archceology and
that of the rest of the world? What we
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need is not so much the reports of in(lividual excavators and discoverers as
some attempt at a synthesis that shall reconstruct for us the Ii k of a prehistoric
humanity of which we now know so
little. And when that time comes wc
shall find that wc have a confirmation of
theosophical teachings that will compel
attention,
Reports of superhuman phenomena on
the hattlefields of Europe' arc increasing'
in number. and sOllie of them are now so
ahundantly sustained as to command the
attention of even tho>,e superior persons
who would like to prohibit a belief in
anything until they have graciously affixed their imprimatur. But the world
at large is somewhat more willing to be
convinced than it used to be. Some of
the vcils of nature have worn a little
thin. and there is now a disposition to
believe that the confines of reality are
not necessarily bounded by our seuse or·
gans. There may, after all. he a spiritual
government of the world, unseen out
emergent. and that hastt'ns into activity
to save humanitv from fol1it·s that would
otherwise be fatal. We may go back as
far as we will in history
evcr
passing wholly fmm the radiance oj the
saints and sagcs who
incarnalt'd.
like successin' amhassadors. in order to
hring to mankind the id'·llt ical message
of human brotherhood and of the
spiritual law, \Vhy should we suppose
that these men are less activc iu the
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PLEASE, DR. GLADDEN.
Elsewhere in this issue of the Outlook
is printed an extract from Dr. Washington Gladden's little book on "The Forks
of the Road." It is an indictment of
dogmatic religion as a war-maker, an
indictment, we may suppose, to which
public opinion has already given a large
approval. Religion, says Dr, Gladden,
has become "a type of nationalism baptized as Christianity." God has become
a patriotic institution. His characteristics arc th06e of militarism.
The law of love, says Dr. Gladden, is
like the law of gravitation, or any other
dictate of nature. Its violations are not
punished by some superior being. The
act and the result of the act are twin
hirths. Nemesis is automatic. Just as
a dollar has two sides, just as the existence of one side of a dollar proves the
of another unseen side, so
cause and effect are inseparable and mutuallv indicative. The reaction of evil
minll and character are inescapable, and since character is the steersman of life, so we encounter the rocks,
'Ir the deep safe water, just as we our'<olves determine.
Xow all this is unquestionably good,
hut why is Dr. Gladden so tardy? Why
did he not say these things before?
Why did he not denounce a theological
dogmatism and materialism before it
produced the dire results of which war
is perhaps not the greatest?
But we should like to ask Dr. Gladden
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another question. Transgressions of the
law, he says, "register themselves instantly in the character of the transgressor." Of course they do, and we
hope that we may presently congratulate theology on its recognition of a
fact that it has tacitlv denied for a thousand years or so. But how about the
characters, already soiled, with which
we were born? \Vere these soiled in
some other way than by transgressions
of law? And how is the smirch removed, since this has evidently not yet
bcen done at the conclusion of our lives?
:\re we born with characters already
stained through no fault of our own?
And is there some sort of a superImrnan laundry that will cleanse and
renovate our character after death bv
some other mechanism than that of C01;scious effort, and under conditions
wholly different from those that produced the stain and the distortion? Dr.
Gladden is a good logician and we ask
to know.
Thus inevitably, "inescapably"' as Dr.
(;ladden would say, docs cvery sane and
helpful truth point to the reincarnation
of the soul. If Dr. Gladden does not
accept .eincarnation, thcn will he be
good enough to explain to us the origin
of innate character distortions and also
their ultimate remer!\'? He is a champion of justice and he begs us to rely
upon it. Therefore he will not say, he
can not sa\', that the individual soul arrives UpOl{ earth with a 0rt of andir'l'
C
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MENTAL HEALINC.
XearIy every day brings an inquiry
from some anxious student as to the at'tude of the Theosophical Society to'ani Christian Science and the many
CIlher schools of mental healing. These
-questions indicate a fallacy that it would
k well to remove.
The Theosophical Society has no attitude toward these movements. It has no
4ttitude toward any movement except
'me movement of human fraternity. Human fraternity is the one thing unto
lI'hich "all other things are added:'
Xor is there now anyone in our midst,
IIOr a\'ailable, with authority to add to,
remove from, or interpret, the presentation of Theosophy received some forty
,ears ago. Those in possession of that
presentation-that is to say those within
each of a public library-have all the
miormatiol1 that is obtainable, and they
. ,. draw thei r own conclusions in con. 'pt of the heresy hunters. In other
'..ords. the member of the Theosophical
iety may believe what he pleases
bout mental healing, the tariff, pre: JI'lredness, gravitation. and all other
i, Cjut:stiolls that swim within his ken. And
r. ii he supposes that there are teachers or
gltaders in our midst who are qualified to
his footsteps he is recommended
Join some church where they make a
cialt)" of guiding footsteps, and where
estcra ft is always available to weakIded persons who are in need of it.
'one the less we may exercise our
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common sense on such matters, assuming
that we have any. And to common
sense it will always seem deplorable that
there are such large numbers of persons
whose minds seem to be concentrated
perpetually on the health of their bodies.
It is one of the diseases of the age, and
a dangerous part of the very materialism
that these people profess to deplore.
The spectacle of hundreds of human beassembled in a church in order to
tell each other about their toothaches,
their pains in the back and elsewhere, is
of the sort to make angels weep. It is
still more saddening that we should be
compelled to refrain from casually asking an acquaintance how he is for fear
he should tell us.
H. P. llIavatsky. asked once as to the
dutv of the occult student confronted
with illness. said that he would do well
to seek the advice of the recognized
medical authorities of the country in
which he happened to be and to follow
that advice. It
a part of the concentrated common sense that distinguished H. P. Blavatsky and that she
tried so vainly to impart to her followers. And it may be said that this
reply will hear a good deal of analysis.
I t seems to indicate some of that "divine carelessness" which is antiseptic
and prophylactic. Physical disease may
indicate many things. but among them
is invariably some broken physical law
that must bl' identified. A toothache
may be the Karma of some long-past
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MONOPOLIES.
tions lies the hroad right of every Im:\ news item to the effect that Wil- man being to seek relief from
liam Sch"latter, faith healer, has been in any way that he pleases. The persearrested in Xew York on a charge of cution of the faith healer is precisely on
a par with the persecution of the
medicine without a license Quaker. In each case we see an attack
reminds us of the time when Schlatter upon orthodoxy. and the invocation of
was the sensation of the day. He the law in its' defense. And the comclaimed to have cured thousands, and munity that allows orthodoxies legally
certainly there were thousands who to entrench themselves is in a bad way.
claimed to have been cured. The old
•
man seems to have fallen upon evil
SUPERSTITION.
days and to have become something of a
An Eastern clergyman who has al,"harlatan since he was accompanied by
a clergyman who collected the fees that ready obtained far more publicity than
his intelligence should warrant is gravely
Schlatter himself repudiated.
But sooner or later we shall have to concerned bv what he calls the recrudesand by superstirevise the laws that make of healing the cence of
monopoly of a small group that calls it- tion he means whatever he himself does
>elf scientific. The laws are alreadv a not happen to believe. Theosophy, he
dead letter so far as wealthy organiza- says, is making its appearance under a
tions like that of the Christian Science dozen other forms. It is the inspiration
Church are concerned. They ought not of most of the books that call themselves
Thought. The newest psytf) be used as a hammer to crtlsh poor
men. Medical science itself is inclining chology is practically a presentation of
more and more in the direction of what Theosophy, while the number of people
may be called mental therapeutics. The who <10 not call themselvcs Theosophist,;
use of more than some half-dozen stand- and who vet entertain a belief in reinSomething
ard drugs is discountenanced everv- carnation' is "appalling."
where. It is becoming increasingly at)- II1USt be <lone, says our ecclesiastical
that the doctor knows practically . frien<l, hut he does not sav wha"t. flow
nothing about the human body and the would it do to pass a
:'\ow we arc quite ready to admit that
, finer forces that play through it. ami we
: may readily believe that medical antipa- there is a reCTudl'SCenl'e of superstition,
thy to unorthodox practices is due not hut Theosophy is its l'nemy. not its
The fortune-teller and the
friend.
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the avenue of
but
further
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the end in
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beautiful
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And his wife was
But there was still
where, another person
Vishnu. the Preserver of
"ted alld destroyed. He

meet

heart.

eyes
brown
That peep from out the
con fest.
nest

In
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is content
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Of

rest.

to take
to your

The author
and

done a creditable
she inclines

em-
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THE WORLD MOVES.
\\"e .are still much in thc habit of talking loosely 'of thc conflict between religion and scicncc, forgetful of the fact
that wherever such a conflict is found
to exist one or othcr of the disputants
must be sa;ling under a false flag. For
there can be no religion that is not also
science. Nothing that is untrue can at
the same time be religious. Whatever is
true is both sciencc and religion, and
whatever is untrue is neither science nor
religion. The theologians of the last
centurv who maintained that thc world
was
out of nothing some five
thousand years ago may have believed
that they had religious sanction for their
contention. I n other words, they. belicved that it was true. But when
science proved that it was untrue it
ceased at that moment to have any right
to a place among religious concepts.
The schoolboy who defined faith as the
power to believe what we know to be
untrue would have to revise that definition nowadays. Nothing that is known
to be untrue can have any place either
in science or religion. And nothing that
is known to be .true can be cxcluded
from either.
This is
clearly enough hy
Professor Newman Smyth in his remarkable book, "The Meaning of Per-onal Life." Professor Smyth is a
Christian scholar of eminence and distinction whose Lowell lectures of 1902
were a worthy introduction to his later

I
!
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work, Professor Smyth sets himself to
the detection of
missing link in the
current materialistic schemes of evolution. I f these schemes are true, then
they must be accepted by religion. Religion can not afford to deny anything
that is true. But, says the author, they
may be true so far as they go, and yet
bc insufficient. They may not be the
whole truth. They may cover only a
part of the ground. They may tell us
accurately enough what has happened,
hut they may fail to explain why it happcncd. And it may be just here that religion will find its justification.
Scicnce say::: that the world has been
built up from at;.ms and electrons, that
thesc atoms and electrons have ceaselessly assembled thcmsclves into more
and more delicate and intricate forms
until at last we have a m:ivcrse of vast
complexity, but of a precise 'lnd orderly
balance and proportion. \Ve
suppose that space was once filled utterly
with motionless and incoherent :.tOI11S,
that there came a moment when
atoms moved and gyrated, that soiar
systems coagulated and receivcd their
impetus, that vegetation appeared upon
worlds of slime and water. that animal
Ii fe arrived upon the scenc. and that all
earl\" and primitive forms became more
ann' more complex until at last we have
the material systems as we now see
them, hut still ...ith infinite complexities
ahead of them. ,\11 this may he true as
tionsketched for us by
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there any
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unless it is
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confess
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matter.
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of
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seem to be so
present
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attention of
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are never in agreesmall concern to
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hood we shall
find it
find the
links. If the theoretical cause does not fit the theoretical
effect it can be made to do so
main
But there is no heed 10 dwell
much on the Freudian
Like
the
that have
it we
expect
will have its little
cease
be. The shores of time
with the wrecks
such as
and even their names have been obliterated.
there are some neuroses,
that are the
result
childish
But those
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? Doubtless we
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thus
to the fact of
that
to segregate time
watermesmerizes us
In-
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CLASSICAL DEATH PHANTOM.

spirit:ualisn1, hastens into
issue of the
article entitled
Death Phantom.
He has
where a communication thl'OUI2'h
tranced medium has shown
c!,lssic,ll
that of
of the medium.
instance is so
a
nificance
seems
Oliver's attention.
The
the author
seems that
gences
mediums that
are
is
Now
the parconsideration a
as to the nature of Lethe was
put to
irreverence is
not
Dorr. Now Mr.
it seems, is not a
nor is
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but none the less the
showed a definite classical 1r"Ii,uifl"no'p

that
references were reminiscent of the

"not

unknown to Mr.
to Mrs.
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On the other hand 1\1 r.
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BIBLE TEACHING•
.\ recent COllferellce
workers find what
the number of
h,tl-speakm:g children who are

what,
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TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
We can find no
as to the ovi:ni(lI1s
a
But we are
beliefs and

111-

TUE CHRISTIAN

J. E.
B.
It IS
Christ
as an
and to
a life after death. If death ends
it should end
is founded
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the clear
the covered way
form of
Death is
as
from the under side; from
it is awak'ening:.
Rev.

volume on
Death" that has
the Funk &
made up of
for some inscrutable reason, are
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but who act:ually know no more than we
the less
followdo ourselves.
quot"lti(lI1s may be
interest:
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in matter.
in which
outside the
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THE INFINITE.
Los n"l<""'"
was
inhabitants
He
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Admirable dental tools. constructed
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it is known that
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Science has been n,.,p,,,'I1_
half a
innumerable
are
the law of the
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And now when
red with the results of these
conilphlcelltly told
we want

of

',ne.
lf intellectual attainments are to heal
the wounds of war it seems strange that
were not more effective to
them. For scientific achievements are
unknown to us. VVe have
of discoveries and inas the herthem
millennium and most of them
emlpll)y(td in the wholesale oelife. Science gave
pralctically all the airto

:,cience
laid its COlr)lnlj!'-sto,ne
\Ve find
the same indictment
when we turn from inventive science
its
domain. It is the
science
Haeckel and of Darwin that
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fact the world has no
parti,cullar reason
be
either to
or to intellect.
has no laurels
either for the inventor or the discoverer.
It will remember
after it
has
still
when
but a
half-remembered
Nature
upon edlllc::,ticlII

In the
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a modern universi1tv gra(luate would put
whole of Vo,lh"II. to shame.
President Hibben should think
or rather he
without ethics is a curse, and it has been
curse.
unillumined
has
and now it
lest some
to us. In the meanto ask the colgr:adlJat:e to
the course of the
That would indeed be a
hair
that bit
We know
him

such a step may be.
the
other
vention hall the
seems to be occu;pie:d
firmation of the rule threE,te:nirlg
sion to any member who
or
or visits a
should be unlawful
to dance
not to run, to attend a
but not a
is one
those
into which it would be
useless
because there
restrictive
is no
measure, and a new one, is an ordinance
minister
at the
a divorced

SOME NOTES.
We note with satisfaction that a fesin commemoration of the birth of
Buddha
been
in Los
that a well-known

of

can
in the
confine
that
not
in its way.

vice."

said to have fiddled while
he
so
earned for
Im-

Here are some facts for the
with a recommendation that he
to a field where
some of his
more effective. Last
in
States alone
sons were killed in ac(:id,mts,
were wounded.
were killed at their tasks.
while the railroads accounted for
Is it not
and 200,000
strange
of this
list
it in
able
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no

should
and the

fro
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MEMORY.

which will
and renew
either
must
to the

I have

me-

';esired
It is
and

mind
must
my
or it
me to action and
the deed.
now knows well that
nothing is ever
We may not
to recall the
but
are there. The
of mesmerism and of
abnormal states
that all the picturlEll
show
of the
every thl)Ulrht
even
least among
once more
float the vision
Ps,ychololrists
conditions are
of what
have
the
call the subconscious
or the sublimthat the record
inal self.
from the dowhat we may call awareness,
the floor of the mind into
subterranean mental chamber whence it may
emerge into
the
into awareness, if the
conditions are furnished. But
no need to invent a new
one. The
"subconscious" were
the ancients
of their seers.
rect
the existence of the
records that
are never
be summoned
knows how to
And
memories take
expelrielrlCe of the soul
web and
of

these mental
and every
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eSI)ecially with
of it which
forces
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react upon each
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once been
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I
wrong action. I
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and become part
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of the
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have
his character.
He remembers them
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be no
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Occultism says the same.
tells us that these memories
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it does not tell us how a mind
can
unconscious. Occultism tells us
on the
that these memories are
and that their
waves of the astral
absorbed
the
Soul. But occultism tells us more than
this. It
us that the memories of
all our past incarnations
also
are available
the soul and that
we can make
them in the
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have no idea of
or indeed that
He
that
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less
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INDIVIDUAUTY.
Life is moved
one effort.
effort for
comes from the
tion. Each life
won its area of
consciousness. The
of this
circle of consciousness is the evolutionary
One
of this
is
in an amreba
Christ.
The kingdc)ms
mon fact c011cerniing

of a combination of atoms. In
and this death
birth to a
order of life. An element has
there
now come into
is a
mass of gas or
In
the same wa:,- as substance
individualized and became atoms,
this molten mass individualizes and beIt matters
whether
of the
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of a
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cools and
and
called
other.
movement
called forth the
from sound.
inherent desire
called forth the colors from
Yet death is
case
life.
must
become elements.
elements must
become substances.
to blend into a
colors merge into each
birth of hues.
Herein lies the
that
the vast
of the kil1igdoIT1S
of the universe. The geoltletlrical
that characterize the
of the
mineral world could alone
man the
one secret of life. A thousand times
over have the ages witnessed their
deaths of sacrifice. Ruskin writes in

Ethics
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to give up
formatio<l of a
have formed together.
ah5loltltell)' without Raw or
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the two
agree
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and honor, and
contest.

This is the
of
of men,
and of worlds. There are lives within
are carried in a common
purpose.
within
cause. Forever
there abides this cause. Forever there
that from which it
and·
which it will return.
The force that moved outward from
eternal centre of life in the
is a definite force. It has
moved on and out
the
of
man. He has come
an evolution that has
efflorescence. He has
the
life as a
He has now arrived
outpost. The force that
has come to rest
him.
It is locked in man.
for he is an indiWill
vehicle of
He
He
This
cord
source of
him with
This is his means of involution.
is his means of resurrection into immorhas now to re-merge into the
Great
He
to
individual form the
He is to become
Instead of
he will
,tead
resistance
sacrifice. Instead
will seek within. There will be one
heart of huma,nilty for him. He will
that which he
the individualized
consciousness of
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H. P. BLAVATSKY.
The December issue of Tile Word
H. W.
25 West
New York
cOltltains
article on H. P.
the work
Mme.
mo\'ement
the entire

like a wa ve over
the Civil War:

Another

friend was Mr. Charles
himself an occultist of attainments
a leader of occult
in
York:

As

attention to one of
to the efof the Soits more permanent memberwould be
America.
in
she said, would be
and in
would be more
years. and the
after that
active in the United
an extended one and is

A LETTER OF SENECA.
fo1l1owine: extract from the
Lucilius
strol1,,,,lv of well-rememhered passages
Gila:
;-ou ever COlne ncross a man
in danger, untouched
desires. happy
in
midst of
storm.
ordinary mortals, on the same
gods. does not reverence
not compelled to
is
sornethirlg
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esis,

in
overpower and master its
the holiness of their
causes. It
on the manifested lower
shadow of the Unknown
But
or LufUlge'lic EIlTruth
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WISDOM FROM "THE SECRET
DOCTRINE."
have discovered with
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. . was
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Globe,- Vol.
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PhiioSOIJhy
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any other; a fact which led
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p,' 570,
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AMONG THE PROPHETS.
tence. and that the man v "Saviors" refrom
The London Lal/eet may almost he corded in history were
'aicl to he the official spokesman of medi- those groups. The contumely poured
cal science throughout the English- upon her teachings was of so extravaspeaking world. It is staid, conven- gant a kind as to make her wonder if
tional. and orthodox. Its sense of re- she had done well to cast such pearls
'ponsibility gives to it a veil of actnal before such swine. And now we find the
;olemnity. One would as soon expect Lal/ccl speaking of the "well-known"
profanity from a bishop as the slightest powers of the Indian Mahatmas. How
long have these things been "well
>eientific irregularity from the Lallcet.
Its current reference to occult mental known" to the Lal/cetr
Perhaps it would be ungracious to expowers is therefore almost a portent.
We rub our eves with bewilderment at pect that the LClIIcct should swim well
the sight of Saul among the prophets. . in such strange waters, or that it should
That the Lal/eet should even admit the show any adequate comprehension of a
cxistence of psychic phenomena is be- spirituality to which wonder-working is
wIldering enough. but that it should go but an insignificant concomitant. Rome
0n to speak of the "mental concentra- was not built in a day, and we may well
tion of the Indian Mahatmas" that is be satisfied with an admission that shows
;aid to give them "powers of insight and how widely the leaven of Theosophy has
of divination that to the ordinary man worked, and how strong must be the
may well seem to partake of the miracu- force that thus breaks into such unexlous:' is itself so miraculous as to make pected display.
);one the less it was predicted by H.
II_ gasp. These powers. says the Lal/cel,
are "well known," and it then goes on to P. Blavatsky herself. She said that
,peak of the relation between statt·s of Theosophy, no matter how loud the deconsciousness and the feats that arc rision. would presently find its way almost unnoticed into the minds of nwn.
described as miracles.
So the world does move. Galileo was and that even its terminology would heright. When H. P. Blavatsky reintro- come a part of the common speech. The
duced Theosophy to the Western world prediction has been fulfilled a hundred
her theories were received with a shout times over. There is hardly a scientific
IIr derision. It became a shout of re- discovery of the day that was not foreligious execration when she said that shadowed bv the S,'crct Doctritl,'. An
research deals more
there were groups of divinely wise men orthodox
in the world who possessed abnormal liberally with the incrediJlilities than
who
l"lWerS amounting almost to omnipo- Theosophy has eVCfrgd0nev LT 1 ..
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THE ASTRAL PLANE.

filched
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world
of
greater human
The authors
their own disfaces
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accept the
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know
and Holt and
of them, that
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of their illumination.
know the well from which
their water.
the world
it. too.
time. But it
matter.
no value unless
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are translated into action.
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I1c,:essar'ily the better for a belief in Maar in anyenemies of
believe all
of India

and
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that it
M'l.h'ltnlas exist
governand inforof

OUTLooK-Sir' I inclose an
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and it
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that
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researcher
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of Patience
Here is a whole mass of communications
thl'ou2"h a Mrs. Curran. who.
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humorous.
are literature
are couched
me,direval lal1gu:l.ge that could
sirnu'lat'cd---<::er'tainlv not
Mrs. Curran. But
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sions that were not in use when
Worth
to have
are still to i)e
the archaic
Ozark Mountains and Mrs.
familiar with them. Moreof Patience \Vorth occurs
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a
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i
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the dead.
could all
a
Patience \Vorth of some sort if the naturaJ and wholesome
of nul'
The
would
us
record will
sounds if we
necessary conditions.

HAECKEUSM.
Professor Ernst HaeckeI's new book,
much
in American newsnow
is no more than are-statement
old
with
addition
of much new and ;nir"l",r"nt do,gnlatisrn.
has
or
Haeckel. There
have hesitated
world 111
or
own opin:iorls with the sumin its every
human
But here we see this feat
is too extravagant
described as science,
no
wild to be set forth
in a ceras
Professor
tain
Haeckel has

Baconian
he
means that
into the human
discovered
the human
the human soul.
soul is not discoverable and is non-existent.
not revealed the auhmills. Therefore

There
Parace!slts.

in nature.-
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drink and
is the enemy

and crime. lIaeckelism
the human race.

•
.Mr.

the

So chance ru1es the "entire universe.
law of
distances is
result
chance. So
the precesl;ion
of the
where
nature
chance. In
world
mathematical
sequences,
Professor lI<,eckel can see
chance and accidental combinations.
must believe either that Professor
lIaeckel is
from what may be
called the monoll11a:nia
that he is
of
now
world of science
In
of fact the world
science
ashamed of Pwfessor
lIaeckel.
materialsuch a basis of
ism it is
natural that the
law
out of
should be
And so
we find
recommendsuicide. lie says that to denounce
is "idiotic."
that suithe
of those to
to offer.

Is
should now he
of Haeckelism?
that made the war.
Haeckelism that fills our lunatic
Haeckelislll
at the root of

as
brain
sort of impelrialislic
disco\reH:d that
around and that we are
and not God.
some way
our admIration to those who
saved life or
it beautiful we reserve our ho,m:lgc
of life. There
for the
a cultured hvme in America
he says, that does not have
walls
of some
there are no parhas become
the
makes them
of some imfor the
and this
an ac-

to are
the
muscle. The same i"
commercial enterprises.
there is no sentiment
heart slands discredilt'd
brain thaI
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PATIENCE WORTH.
M. Reedy in St. Louis Mirro... )

When the
were first made

It
a
and with no more
of the
than an
truth.
more remarkable than
the success with which orthodox .... Iii"..:,,"
.
the attention of men away
trom theIr earth life and toward some
follow it.
other life that is
lt is an intentional and
inverof
deliberate
Christ
for
with
never showed any
interest in a
after death.
mentioned
it. Still
did
in
for
of some bliss
to come. He
1I0t seem to think that
to
mattered much what
after he was
but
did seem
it
deal

been
on
diearth. and
to the
of a palradise
here and not elsewhere. But we have
in
all that. \Ve must
hell
earth for the sake
a heaven
One of
function of Thleo:so}:.hy
restore to life the
to it. For
has
offer than rest and
lives on earth. Life
prepal'atiion for death.
We
for
the
We have
in ourselves of transcendental
of which
the full
p(.rfe:etlly new

of Patience Worth
it was natm'alllY
would be
to
fierce attack
orthodox
who believe that
a
of the devil. It
fake or
was
that
or
the methods of those
the
the
would be assailed
as a
who is known
h"I;"" .... not
in the
but
of communications beFrom a
and the
'mii ..il'id sta,ndpoi,nt. Professor
dea tremendous attack on
introduced and
Mr.
: A
Yost-"Patience
Holt, New
review of the
current issue of the J ourYSVcl1icai Research. The professor
rather strong
in
larlgllag;e for
cool-minded scientist.
far
am
he
to be.
terested in
Patience \Vorth phleno,mthe
communications are
literature-the
researcher
at odds
:>nvtl1l"<r I have
He admits
Worth's writiru:-s in the
in
are
literature and deserve re.arline:
on
account alone. Professor
finds
with Mr. Yost's introduction
are not scientific
comment.
for him.
of
were too
I
article in
Mr. Yost
of
into the
thl'oul!h whom the Patience
COI11n1l1rlic.lti()ns come. He says
Mr. Yost does not tell
about Mrs,
Curran's
He does not believe
that Mr. Yost
made allowances for
the
of subconscious memory.
There are other
in
than
article much more
and no better sustained.
Curran is not an illiterate.
woman.
She has done verv cOl:lsi,::Ier'ah1le r,earlin,g'.
It shows in her'n ....Ii",,,·,,
one
know
the
Patience
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It
not
now, and never
been. asserted that
Curran
without
mental
whatever. Her
father wrote well
was
read.
Professor
thinks that 1\lr. Yost
should have
his introduction that
Curran had read Chaucer and diswith her husband.
don't
had
would
with Chaucer
Piers' Plowman would not
an'yhCldv to
Worth
is
more Chaucer in
Patience \Vorth than there is Patience
\Vorth in Chaucer. Professor
writes himself down no ph:llolloglst
he COflve'vs

in the
numerous and
isms
which
stress. That there are some
words used in the wf'itings which are of
a later date thal1- the
or
date of
existence on
earth
true. This has never been denied
the Currans or anyone who has
the
to the contrary notwiHlstal1'dirlg'.
Worth
their
scientific men
have

tience \Vorth

The name was
there until
after the
Patience \Vorth communications had begun.
Curran or
Curran
read Miss
novel
had
Worth.

seems
Yost's
comment
Patience \Vorth
elilnirlati,ng all evito support other
the
true. So far as
to do with Mr.
",,,,,,,n,,, action had
eliminate elements tPI'uli ... a
the comment too much of a flavor
of acceptance of
It
seems to me that
such
lisher has
to np'rnf't",tp
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am as UI1ICOIU][lf()misProfessor
credulous in that respecl. I say this
to indicate that it
from no or";'l":ii,',, in favor of the
taken
Yost or the Currans that I
faith in their
faith as
insin nations
accusations
Professor
the
her relation to the Palienee
has been
cealed
Curran. The
facts of
of her
residence
where
words still
chaic
life with
!i\·e. of her association in
of the or,'lIr',.""",,, of
in th"
have never been concealed. Her rdusal
submit to
Professor
Prince was
at the time
occurred. Xo
who
made
of the
Worth words
has been
off, no matter
what line of
his
look. So far as
Patience Worth
connected
that Professor
book in the
issue of the Journal
scarcJJ
a wanton
a malicious attack unjtt>;tified
I do not believe
facls of the
best work of Patience
in the book
not accept
the idea that there
Mrs. Curran
Worth. I am not interested in
feature of the work at all. I
, however, that
tified with the communications
has dealt
board with
made any pretense of in've:ilij;alting

21-When desire
abstract-when it
of
-then it
,,t.-.,'\(J,ents are rare as the blosof the Udumbara tree.
23-The
immutable
law of life alone
and
demn mau
24-Will
Desire are both abfOI'mine: the man himself
25- W ill creates

THE DECEIVER,
N. Cleghorn in

SUl"1)cy.)

de'ceitft.tl woman this
and then
the
SOil

his
fond.
Or she button-

. which was founded
three well-defined

The
at New
form the nucleus
without distinction of
Second-To promote

Brotherhood of HUlmaLOity,
caste, or color.
and other Eastern
dernOllstr"ate the im,nOr"t""rp of that
laws of Nature and the

powers latent in man.
The
is
to enforce or
Hence in
of all
restriction is

with no creed or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER

in its work are to be found
none whatever. No
to
one fundato
held
hold their

found
condemnation of vice in every
gate it.

This tol'f>ration
is believed that
foes to human
all branches of
wherever
and
all
and of all that tends to feed or propa-
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A CENSUS.
The ;\jnu International Year Book for
1915 says that there are 30,000 enrolled
members of the theosophical society.
This is, of course, a defective estimate.
It includes the membership in one organization only. There are very many
independent and unaffiliated societies not
included in the census. And there are
thousands of Theosophists who, for rea50ns best known to themselves, are conlent to pursue their work in private and
10 abstain from any formal association
whatsoever.
the less the showing is an impressive one, impressive alike by its success and bv its failure. Its success is
shown by the fact that Theosophy has
taken its place in the thought of the
world and that it actually stands at the
helm of modern mysticism and of occult
research. The 'Ultimate triumph of Theosophy will never be proved by a counting of heads. Nor is such a thing to be
wished for. Labels are alike deceptive
and seductive. They are usually a substitute for actual values. The work of
Theosophy is best performed by the exercise of a constant and modifying
pressure upon the mental movements of
the day. And it may be said that the
part of occult wisdom is to ask and to
accept from all men whatever they are
prepared to give rather than what they
are not prepared to give.
But what a vastly greater work might
have been done by these thousands of

Price 5 Cents

Theosophists if they had shown even the
slightest comprehension of the real essentials of their philosophy. If they had
only known how to think they could
have transmuted the forces of destruction into those of construction. It was
once said, and with high authority, that
human nature has not substantially
changed in a million years, and it is easy
to believe this when we see that even
Theosophists are unable to rid themselves of crude superstitions, servile
prostrations before authorities and leaders, with their invariable concomitants
of fanaticism and cruelty. Such things
have always been the result of organizations and perhaps they always will be.
Even the least formality of membership
becomes a wall that separates those that
are within from those that are without.
It creates a caste, and from caste come
orthodoxies and heresies, creeds and
dogmatists, and then at last the "leader"
with his, or her, little coterie of sycophants and adulators. It is the old story,
as old as the world. Even Paul protested against it two thousand years ago
when he wrote: "Now this I say, that
everyone of you saith, I am of Paul;
and I of Apollos; and I of Cephas; and
I of Christ. Is Christ rlivided? was Paul
crucified for you? or were ye baptized
in the name of Paul? I thank God that
T baptized none of you, but Crispus and
Gaius:'
None the less it is better to look upon
the things that have bee
t .ther
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the
that
have
save in so far as
recogfailure shall
wisdom.
should
a
I nfcrllutionul
in
it should be
the
no
nized forces of the
matter.
TOLERATION.
stories from the battlefield is
Rabbi who
himone of a
self with crucifix and ritual
consolation of Christian soldiers whom he
of
And
may meet upon his
there is another
of a
who serves
to a
to make
himself understood
a wounded
Frenchman
own
Such are
the
fruits that
from
soil
human hate.
What a contrast to the attitude of
childish and
intolerance that marks
so
congresses of
and
tions
tration
that are
no moment.
more
than the karmic account between
nations
now
the tornado
war that has swept across
It
is also
away the surface
of
and showil1lg
the pure
nature of
the very existence
in the
sordid and
PARACELSUS.

This issue of the Outlook contains
some extended
from BrownParucelslIs that may
as an
im'ita,tion to the
of one of the most
the age.
remarkable
Where
get
into
the nature
such a man as Paracelsus
own
was
with
an
Indeed he seems
antipattly to
somewhat darkened expr,css;iOllS of Occultism that were current
own
And yet he
the great medireval
a warmth
and
accuracv that
to be
that seem to
a
that
not
aca

similar

Sir Edwin
aUl:horship of the
out
trace of the
and without
with the te;:lchinj{s
he none the less
immortal poem
else that ever came from his
shadows
that in some
comes
that
from initia.ticln--if we may accept H.
statement
that effect.
occult
These are among the
and
their exnomen a of the
remains
save
few students who know how to reaSOil
the seen to the unseen.
PATIENCE WORTH.
When Dr.
was asked what he
of a certain
animals he
remarkable fact was not
that
should do such
so
should do them at alL
Mills Alden's comwe may say of
ments on the
Worth
nomena which
in the current
issue of
Mr. Alden has
say,
nothin:2' that
But it
al11rthinfl at all.
communications
says Mr. Alden.
of
masters of Iiterawho edits them, prenot a miracle
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forces of basic hube a foretaste of
In still other
look either backwards or
mind. or the intermeforwards.
is bounded
diate field of
the subconscious and
the one side
the
on the other side
-terms sha,me:ftdly illog'ica.l,
able.
We may
Mr.

herself is a "medium."
And so we must confess that Mr.
much. Nor does
Alden does not
of the other writers
J\{r, Yost nor
Mr. Alden seems
about Patience
the truth when he
to
that
says
death is an
"and our
mortal ve:5tll!es in our own shadi:Jwv
Alden would
the trouble to
himselt with the
occult theories of the Astral
has done this, but does not
so-he would find that there
about Patience
and he would not be
to
that H\Ve have
the mystery of our controls.
once
more, the remarkable
about Mr.
Alden's article is not that he
have
done it so well as that he should have
done at all.
SOME USEFUL DREAMS.
(San Francisco Coli.)

genius.

But

scoff at dreams, but
a useful part in many lives.
nr,nh,hll" that no modem man redreailllinl!" to so scientific and useLouis Stevenson.
was a wonderful
and
could dream in sequence,
a
dream from the
where he
broken
like a serial story. It was
this
that the greater part of
was put
if a
can dream a mclst,erJ:lie,:e
it is worth sOInelthiltlg.
national
"Battle

Mr. Alden

so.
us. is a character
To Hat'e Gild to
1621.
not
of
name have
in one of the "crannies"
Curran's mind
what of it
for the wise and
Patience \V orth ? Does
account for
Ihe
Does it account for
And how docs Mr. Alden know
Ihat the Patience Worth
slon's novel was
real character?
Xovelists often have recourse to hisrecords for their material. Per-

taken in
inventor of
was
was not

this
the
the
maave
m.
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He

he was in a strange and
land and was to
executed if
he
not
the machine and
make it sew.
He was
and
of
aphe
until he was
of death.
warriors

THE WISER FOLLY.
we shall have the
novel, but ap,pa'ren,tlv
not
In the meantime we may be
for such small mercies as are .
vouchsafed.
"The Wiser
Leslie Moore
P. Putnam's
, is not a theonovel in
real sense of the
word. It is a novel
which one of the
characters
to be a
-at least he
himself to be one.
It would be
a novel without
the
indeed we are not
at all sure what he is
dalls cctte
But there he is.
His name is Corin and he is a sort of
He
down with his friend
a
to do some restoration
church in
to an ancient
and of course
are relig-:iotls
di;;Cllssiolns, but we are not sure
the
or the
the author
Catholic. He seems to be neutral in
and word, like President Wilson. Thus we find
his
friend's creed to the
the story,
who asks him what

even that of the veriest
the suffering it has deserved for
sins.
HOh!" A moment
was silent.

Some

"Ob, smiled John,
affair to comp,re:ss
take.
pain-·the apl>ar,ently

Much nic,er, Rosamund, altho uJi:'lil,
better word
found. We
therefore intend to
to
and also to avoid the
souls that "refuse to
shall
sail
between
and
his
another character cal1ed
word karma and
definition:
"shows us
the
the so-called iniius,tit:e
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call a little sub-

tbe

WISDOM FROM
SECRET
DOCTRINE."
of one's self" as this,
is the chief factor in
of
or even
words
mountain be thou removed
the sea, and shall
doubt
will come to
are no
the
"faith"
"WilL" Faith
is like a windmill without
barren
results.-Vol.
62.
To demonstrate more
in Nature, it
be added
seven
does the

as that.
how on earth are
plain the apparent injustice
cried Conn.
see that
endy reeks with

It is to be feared that the author
not know very much about
we
that he consult some
convenient
on the
and as
an evidence
faith
be
to
him one,
n(J,th:ing and postage

(1\

of
be
the fruits of the
themselves
to

eat.
29-1t is not necessary for truth
on
30-You can not build
truth
dead
themselves
foundations must
so!111ticm of life.
like
from
I-One can not fill a vacuum
from within itself.
is
2-Whell a certain
becomes its own
a man will follow a
Few will
truth
a
Hate and fear breed a
blood which if
nose, and the organ

unbelief in
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me and the bird.

He

PARACELSUS.
(By

In his good

Browning)
FESTUS:

PARACELSUS:

I profess no other share
the selection of my lot than this
My ready answer to the will of God
VVho summons me to be his organ. .
How know I else such
fate my own,
But in the restless.
force
That works within me? Is it for human will
To institute such impulses ?-still less,
To disregard their promptings. What shall I
Do. kept among you
your loves, your

life-all to
mine? Be sure
to waste the strength he deigns
I

have been pos-

high

I knew not then
the
and spoke
out
midnight. If some mortal, born too
Were laid away in some great trance-the
ages
Coming and
the while-liII dawned
His tnte
; and could then
cord
The word they spoke who kept watch by his
bed.Then I might tell more of
breath so light
my
and the fingers light
my
I seemed
trample on yet save
make some unexampled sacrifice
to
some wondrous
good
winning
Eternal weal in the
And softer came the yoiee-"There
'Tis hard for flesh to tread therein.
With
if indulgence first
ripened
germs of sin
strength:
'Wilt thou adventure hr my sake and man's.
from all reward ?"-I answered
",nlovnn:g him.
he
was endued
With
steadfast will;
And when
my brow was sealed his
prove my
their
way.
What time. what circuit
unless God send his hail
stifling snow,
shall

Men have set out as gallantly
seek
Theil' ruin. . . • Were I elect like
I would encircle me with love, and.
of my fellows; it should seem
Im,possible for me to
watched
By gentle friends who made my cause their
Stay with us, Aureole.

Cast these hopes

PARACELSUS:

I have not
Truth is
From outward
Ii eve.
There
an
Where

disesteemed. But, friends,
ourselv"es; it takes no rise
whate'er you may be-

entry
without.
of a truth, its
effluence
its
; where broods ra<liance
be elicited ray by ray, as chance
Shall
hitherto, your sage
Even as he knows not how those beams are
born,
As little
he
unlocks their
fount.
Hence. may
The lowest as the
The interposing
And makes the idiot, just
makes the sage
film
the happy outlet whence
Truth
?
the
of
One-when, a beggar. he
a prince, he
plunge!
short: so little have I paused
never
behind to
Illy primal
from wane.
am-what I am
I
more bitter
To fear a deeper curse, an inner ruin,
beneath plague, the last turning
the mastermind
man!
but one hour of my first energy,
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,\ VOICE \VITHIN:

one more recreant to his
with unexerted powers,
join
leaving as
world
was to loose.
:\rt thou the poet who
the world
mine
Stay. fix thine eyes on

Yet whom existence in
Includes;
dwells enjoyment there is
he:
With still a
of bliss remote.
a

thou?

till

would lo"e infinitely. and
loved!
Take me to thysell,
Eternal, infinite love,

their nature's bound,
cares which fast

3m

he that aspired

AI'IULE:

PAIlACELSUS

1,
have sought to know as thou to loveExcluding
as
excludest
thou hast beauty and
wake.
APRILE:

Knowing ourselves, our world, our task so
so brief, 'tis clear
we refuse
Our
The means so limited, the tools so rude
To execute our
life
fleet,
:\nd we
and leave our task undone• • • •
Let our God's
Go bravely through the
last
What
care
Through me or thee
PAaACELSUS:

Thy spirit, at least, Aprile I Let me love.
have attained, and
may depart.
\Vhy strive to make
fret
what is past their power to comprehend?
I should not strive now: only.
The faint surmise that one yet
earth,
One. at least,
the utter fool of show.
alone
For their possessor ciawn these qualities,
Flut the new glory
heaven
And earth; man, once descried, imprints forever
presence on all !ifeless things;
. I stood there
sufferance--not
gaze, but cast
Light on a da.rklinll:
for that doubt,
I stood at lirst
aspire at last
To nand: the secret
world was mine.
I knew, I felt,
unexpressed,
our narrow thought,
But somehow felt and known in
shift
.'nd change in
spi rit ,-nay, in every pore
Of tb'" body, even)-what God
what
are.
What life is-how God tastes an infinite
In
ways--one everlasting bliss,
From whom all
emanates, all power
Proceeds
whom
life forevermore,

; they grow
Their proper
fast
and wrong, which
For narrow creeds
fade
Before the unmeasured thirst for good:
while
more and more.
Rises
the earth
Serene amid the
creatures round
Who
be saved by them and joined
them.
Such was my
and I was horn to it.
FESTUS:

on earth
sit upon thy name forever.
the heaven
for thee. .
after-ages shall re-track thy beams,
And put aside the crowd of busy ones
worship three alone--the master-mind,
The thinker, the
the creator
Then who shall sneer at the convulsive
throes
With which thy
were horn, would
as well
The sheet of winding subterraneous fire
Which.
sends no
at
last
Huge
Behold
first;
early and

I saw thee rise.

late,
And though no glance
thou dost accept
homage)-thus no
proffer it,
bid
enter gll)riously thy rest.
I bid these walls
wl'etchcd cell hecome
here God speaks

You understand me

The Thleos()ph:ical
York on the 17th
VUI:<;:<",".

which was founded
three well-defined

VIZ:

First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Htummilty
caste, or color.
without distinction of
promote
and other Eastern
reli:gicms, philos()phies, and
the im!)orltan,ce of that
latent in man.

laws of Nature and the

The

is therefore
with no creed or
to enforce or
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
TUAN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
prl)fess()rs of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental prlinciple--Uni\rer:sal Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
resiponsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
for the views of others. This toIleration
which
in turn should
asked from all
as a
since it
believed that
dOlgmatism and intolerallce have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOigmatism wherever
melnbers an unflinc:hin:g
found
feed
propacondemnation of vice in every
gate it.
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nIEOLOGY AND THE SOUL.
The many philosophies, more or less
rational, that are now being presented
for the consideration of a somewhat inattentive and preoccupied world seem to
;be defective at the point of personal ap; plication. In other words they invite
-us to believe something, to accept some-thing, but they seem to contain no definite inference that we ought to become
something. They lay no compelling
hand upon human action, nor do they
give us any clear vision of a law of
right and wrong with its consequences
upon human happiness. For example,
"'e might accept the whole of the Bergsonian philosophy without being aware
of any coercive effect upon conduct.
The inference may· be there, but if so it
is among the inferences that we are
naturally prone to ignore.
And yet there is a certain basis upon
which every mystical or spiritual philosophy ought to rest, and it is a basis quite
easy to find. For no such philosophy is
comprehensible without a clear realization of the essential difference between
consciousness or life, and the body in
which consciousness or life happens to
be. :'Jo one cau possibly understand, or
C\'en begin to understand, an occult
philosophy until he shall first have
leamed to think of himself as a unit of
consciousness that inhabits a body, until
he shall have learned to discriminate between himself and the physical form in
which he resides, and that is subject, like

1,1916.
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all the physical forms of nature, to the
law of eternal change.
Dr. George Macdonald, in the course
of a notable address to parents, once a<lvised his auditors never to teach their
children that they hat'e souls, but rather
that they are souls. The parents themselves probably needed such instruction
far more than their children, who had
not yet come under the perplexing spell
of an absurd theology. Indeed we may
thank the dogmas of the churches for
the discouraging fact that the great majority of persons habitually think of
themselves as bodies that in some mysterious way are supposed to possess
souls. Theology has nothing at all to
say as to the nature of the soul. It does
not tell us what it is or where it is. It
is something that we possess, a"·1 it is
something that we must "save," but of
the fact that the soul is the man himself
they seem to have no inkling. Now if
John Smith can be said to have a soul,
we should like to have a definition first
of John Smith and then a definition of
his soul. Apparently there is both the
possessor and that which is possessed.
And as a result of this fatal ambiguity
there are innumerable John Smiths who
habituallv think of themselves as bodies
that owTI' some vague and nebulous and
intangible property that they call their
souls, and that it behooves them to
"save." \Vhat is it, and why should it
be saved, and from what should it be
saved? The first duty t 1-t philo,sophy
D,g, ized by

oog
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STRESS.
un,:overe:d a
lends itself to
and ethical
has revealed this fact
his
of stress. There are
certain structures that exert. or may
tain
stress that is difficult of deternuof this is
common
furnished in the arched
of hr,,,1!Y"f"S"
In order to ascertain what stress may
be
to such a structure the enhas been led to use a model of
This is because the internal conof transparent metals under stress
can be
in
It is in this that the

owes to
that he
sible

to the
seems to
with color in
The color
with
stress.
normal
be,:olll1es first
; then a
and. as the stress is conbecomes a
With a further inthe scale of colors
crease of
The same
IS
amount of stress in',aI"ialiJly
same
of color.
we find a
definite
between stress and color.
This leads to the inference that there
must also exist a definite relation between other kinds
stresses and
varied manifestations of the pnYS"ICa,l.
mental and
realms.
.
all be 'the direct result of certain
ties of force. The stresses of a man s
mind must have results as definite
in the
of the stresses on
those
the
model.
from the scientific
there is one ocean

of
have become auand characteristic.
inward
of
inward and outward man
love and true

and
at

are in-
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musical note. A greater
cause the etheric

n",rti,..,,'b ..

mrlsl(:al notes
would be
thlrollgll1olJt
Iiie

in
are

the
ocean of space. The ancients
called this ether the "Immaculate
\lother." At one rate of vibration she
birth to
At another
ratc
vibration she
birth to another. The vibration is the
force. It is that which
manifestation. The ether
vitalized
this force. It is the immortal
Life.
is that which is the "I am" in
man.

is the 1110st
man's nature. He can
at will. He has
in
the ether into vibrations
determine. He must
ever order he
do
very act of IivAll men do so conthat fate and forare born. All men
the elifthat arise from
of
orders.

as vast as those seen to exist in the material manifestations of nature. In the
case of these natural forms and
science is
doubt. It is now
known that a difference in
the rate at which the ether is vil>rating
is the one difference between the
inert
and the
volatile
The law
not stop short
the mind
of man. The stresses of mind are exto the stresses
case of the
IS
as
the apli>ea,ral:lce of the red or the blue
color
the
so there is
of
mathematical
human character
One
stress causes the
the soul to
vibrate in one
to vicauses the
stress is the
brate in another
The
encloses
Thus
man
of the
stresses of
which
exercises.
Christ said, "The
of Heaven
violence."
such is the
energy that must be
to
the
of mind.
must
from those of
and
doubt to those of altruism and courage.
T1J:oughlts of self hold the consciousness
as the life forces
rock. The selfconditions of
is a
called
to be effected
the
mind.
RELIGIOUS DIFFERENCES.
The Atlantic
for
tains an article
Rev.
"The
of Difference.
dll'feireilice referTcd to
of course,
religiiou:s difference. and the author finds
satisfaction in the evidence furcurrent literature of a wider
between Christian
Christian
call
to his COI1of
India and China arc
some of
the Old Testament.
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of
is to be
might learn
ideas of the

has
with it the
means in tbe education
refinement of the
that
whenever they stand in the way
soul's
must be denounced and
I believe
the human soul
enter into, or is
and
communion
the
Pratt !laYs, "A friend of
in Calcutta
servant and a
The servant

as
days in
this seems inand doubtless it
extreme.
But
is not merely its extreme form
seems to us so strange. The
notion
contemplation
become to
Iigible
no time and
for c,
to
spend our
is an evasion.
not know how to me:diltate,
to learn.
. I doubt
man in
be alone
a book

over
man's sense of
and his great
What we need to
this revival
of a
that
pro-

can hearken

NEW DISCOVERIES.
(Edgar Lucien

Director Mount Lowe
F. Examiner.)

Once

I have
in the
fifteen years this statement: SClerltltlc
may at any
time discover a
law of nature so
and
laws
were, into little

Examiner

all elements of
disimte:gra:ted back
electrons was such a
so great that all human
was
and all laws
and
will
and
discovered what
is.
some tireless
of the true nature of
of
will
transcendent and at
render all other laws mere UY··la'NS.
create now,
to
to intuition in some
minds to
of the absolute ultimate units of matter as
inert. But
the words intuition is not a scientific
word. Science demands absolute
But the
hermetic
of
very remote
far back of what
we call
that
ultimates
The prunordial
trons was a
serve is within
of dernarcation

time.
What creates? The
swer is Mind. I f not,
created and now
themselves.
have not
ever.
electrons created themselves
for
then
think, are
is a
process.
has to
nnthinG" can exist, come into
tho.uglht before.
180 electrons
a common centre with
Then 179
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or
would not form an atom of
element. The
of 180 electrons
with absolute
and all numbers
atoms is a mind
for all other
order.
function of supreme or
Then mind existed before electrons.
Therefore mind created electrons.
I assert that no
can
In
cosmic space unless
If
or
other fixed
set number of
electrons
how to count themselves
from
centillions and assemble into one atom then mind and
electrons are identical. Thus all science
now
mind from every direction.
The tt:rm cosmic consciousness is rapits
in literaIndia discovered
ture. Professor Bose
to nervous sensisensation
the antiveness in metals. And
cient hermetists here now,
would
assert that mattcr is
had a
secret order entitled the Sublime Order
Philalethes or searchers after truth.
Hermetic wisdom is now
revived.
this
It seems to me that masters
out wisdom to counteract the
in iil1ri"" of the war. I can
say to
reader that an
very mind of the race
now
I receive letters
theothe nature
mind.
vitlration, flow
reRates
of
of
actions
a
thinker in from external source. reflex
external stimulation;
these and morc

work
some master inventor: Discover some method of refractU1tra-UJltJ'll-\'lOlet-cllCI'll::Y to a focus

PATIENCE WORTH.
Professor
H.
of the Sofor
is
with
William Marion
St. Louis J/irror. So is Professor Robert T. Kerlin of
These
write to
of the
in connection
Professor
favors the
He seems to
think that she is a
substanon the "other
tial
shore.
Professor
believes that
Patiellcc IVorih is "another self" of Mrs.
Curran. "a richer,
retircd sclf."
Both
these emincnt men believe that
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the
to the fact that
Chaucer. Could
?
the
cer had no stich
we intend to
It seems, too,
mT,;t;.n..,. strain in her
How extrclorditlal'y I So have most other
all that is necesof a work of
read Chaucer and to
who used to
verses. At least there are
to be "vital facts" that must
cat'eftdlv submitted to the )JunQilts.
Kerlin's
is at
least a res:pe;:tahle one.
he
seems to be not
so conceited as his
that Patience Worth
rival.
another
of Mrs.
"that
with a
even
frivolous

PYTHAGORAS.
"He is
!" the awe-struck sailors
cried;
"We saw him come adown the moun-

o'er the earth did

As
"Our little

was

the
oar.

more.
within our
souls
'twere well
carry him to
and to sell
Him for a slave
the ocean swell.
"But here he
his head upon his hand.
from
prow the trackless ocean
As if its m,rst"TV he

understand.

food nor drink he
the morn
Three times anew above the wave was
Three times to darkness
forlorn.
not use,
Professor Kerlin
a "facile" one. It is.
some
I t meets some of
of them. If it is a
what does it matter
Curran ever read Chaucer
as immaterial as her readThe
and fervor and
He says
And

and death

"And fa,rOl'in2: breezes blew us on our
way,
Across a
sea that smiled as
gay
As merry children at their harmless
dr()o[led his
even now,
runs our prow."

an altar from the fresh-cut
fruits to him as to a

and
the
researchers
or admit that
is not "mod-

I
sons of

of you
t1lg11.-·l'J:all'1lS

lxxxii.

truth.
was the noble Samian who
O'er land and sea the
of human

And then at
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WAGES.
of warric.r.
of orator,
of song,
to be lost
Paid with a voice
011 an endless
to
of
to

WHAT IS COMING?

no
and
The
for

?
bask

on, and
GEMS FROM THE EAST.
Birtch;od,nillYlliled by of
H. P. Eila,ratal;nll:dy.)' .n. _n.,..

4---Esteem that to be errlinlently
when communicated to anincreased to yourself,

so many
free who has not
of himself.
8--1t
the business of
mu·
harmonize
instrument,
himfortune.

were never so
under some
to pose as a
to demand the
But
a series.

.

The
which was founded
at New York on the 17th
three well-defined
uUI"\..'''. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hlun:a.nj.ty,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
relilgicms, phiilos:oplhies, and
the 1n11)orltau1ce of that
powers latent
man.
The
is
to enforce or
TRUTH. Hence in
pnlfe£;solrs of all
restriction
mental priincipllc--U1ni'velrsal

laws of Nature and the
with

DO

creed or

THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER

in its work are to
found
none whatever. No
to its one fundaHrlrlUIPrhonli.
to be held
hold their
the
This tol'eration
is believed that
foes to human
and all branches of
do,gmatisl1l wherever
found
and
an unflirlcl1.ing
condemnation of vice in every
and of aU that tends to feed or propagate it.
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SCIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE.
Plato gave one of the fruits of his
philosophical knowledge in the epitome,
"(rlxI geometrizes." The Delphic Oracle
declared the condition of knowledge in
the injunction, "Man know thyself."
is here an identity of Nature,
f'JOd. and Man that the world of science
little suspects. Yet the scientist 10 the
measure of his capacity can help us to a
\'erification of both Plato and the Oracle.
It is he who has shown Kature's mathematical law and. geometrical order. He
may also be regarded as "The witness
of the universe." With him lie the
means to scrutinize. He must not be
thought of as the only witness or the
most trustworthy. His comprehension
is too limited. It lacks the i1Jumination
of intuition that characterized the
Christs and sages. These alone bring a
realization of the significance of the
witness and his relation to that which
he witnesses. These alone understand
the significance of man in nature. The
laws that the scientist reveals may be
put to philosophical purposes. They
may be applied to verify Plato's declaration that "God geometrizes:' They may
lend themselves to the acquisition of the
knowledge which is to be had from within the Self.
The scientist has found the means to
look everywhere throughout the universe. It is wen enough to declare in a
sweeping phrase, "the orderly march of
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events." It is more convincing to consider department after department.
The mineral world is made up of crystals. These crystals are of six kinds.
The first group has three axes at right
angles. The second has its fundamentals in the square and pyramid. The
third has its faces referred to four axes.
The fourth is characterized by the rhomhoid, prism, and dome. In the fifth system there are three unequal axes at right
angles. In the sixth l;ystem are three
unequal axes all oblique to each other.
The crystal may be said to be perfect in
the matter of the position of the faces
and of the angles between thenl, aside
from the fact that some crystals are deformed by conditions of environment.
The substances which make the minerals, and the substances of the other
kingdoms of nature, may be analyzed.
They are found to be composed of
chemical elements. These are seventyodd in number. One would little suspect
the laws that exist in them.
The chemical elements increase in
weight in mathematical proportions until a group of eight is fonned. Such a
g-roup has the related properties of a
familv unit. There arc twelve stich
The law of mathematical
grotll;s.
periodicity is so exact that elements not
discovered can he predicted. A numher
can be attached to each clement, and the
weig-hts of the elements that combine arc
ratios of these numbers. or whole multiples of these numhers.
O'Qllzed by

Coogle

The nature and
these
chemical elements has more of interest.
The chemical elements are different because the atoms that compose them may
have different numbers
electrons.
and
Electrons
number of
increases we find definite
mathematical combinations. Three electrons form a
; four a square;
five
when the number
the
electron
centre. This has
illustrated with
in a solumagnets that were
with six magnets, there is
and pentagon
five
say, ten nlagn'cts,
of three

recur.
in the
the muare horn in
When the
any
note reor an

a new
the
a thermal
visible spectrum
octave.

There are also mathematical relations
vibrations and form. Musical
vibrations. Ex""""'Cd' notes

into differ-

The same note
the same
It
the same inherent mathematical law that
causes the surface of the
Mars
marked as it is known to be. The
canals of Mars form so remarkable a
network of fine
have
ascribed to
of
But naof a
been
of Mars and
that are formed
when
from
mud.
nature's mathematics are to
wherever we look.
scientist in eXIPlaining the matter of
in order
leaf
the series
the kinds of leaf arrangement
been noticed. There were one
third. two fifths,
fraction
the
ence of the successive leaves. The numerator indicates the number of
made for one
The denominator
the number
in
relation which these fractions
to each other contains an arithmetical
law which holds
for all leaves.
The numerator
each fraction is
the two preslim of the numerators
fractions. The denominator
is the sum
the two predenominators. The series can be
rule
five fifteenths.
thirteen
These numbers have
The series
third. two fifths. three
thlrtj{-t,ou:rth:S, and tWlEntv-(lIle htl,v-ntl:ns
all the
aralternate leaves
abnormal ex,ce!>tiIJns
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conclusion.

These
appear like
and deCrea!iing gec,metric
Plato had
when he said that man,
without
senses, viewed
the
sh£ldows
His
We see the
life.
must be about some
its rise in some force.
yIan is that force. He
eternal witness and the
encer. In one sense he
to
universal life what the motionless hub is
the wheel. In another sense he
his
His thougllt
the circumference
Here he will revolve
in the darkness of
his
he may
life.
This
truth has
in the common world. It
man's
"be still" and realize
of
consciousness
time
and all the panorama
nature.
there is
Here
and Now. It is
Here
Now.
In this realization is
and the
of Heaven.
are like earth worms
around a mound of earth. Because one
side is
and one side is
For
there
to be
this
consciousness
the worm it
so. But for the man who
above
the
the
are
For
the man
has
mind
from the
of
the moof his own immortionless central
is eternal
consciousness of the
and life. For the real sun
there.
source of life is there.
of himself
"I.
Man now
He has come out into the circumference
of
as
When this inconscious effort of invoof
it
the
as
and Solomon
"Before the universes
This is the
of
Self. It is to this
that
and the Oracle would
observed that the natural
It is to
world exists and subsists from the
as an effect exist:>

WAR MYSTICISM.
Mr. Gilbert
in
York
says that Lieuthe
tenant-General Helmuth von
chief
German General
who
dead in the Reichstag a few
ago, owed his downfall
not so much to
misfortune
the fact that he was a Christian
but
the movement in

Jivlr.
reasons,
Christian Science should
the German authorities. In
Christian Science comes
Arnelric:a. and in the second
it seems to
unfairly
with palml!;try
stimulates
and
tude about their own pelrsonal
comf,lleite
which is not
self-surrender to
reasons there has
a ca:mll'ail<:11,
Christian
whole
confess to a certaia amount
the views of the
far at least as the
the
is conScience does not tend
toward
be any
"""tp"i" I sufferof the

not beCa.lvlimsts are not
would be
their
creeds.
the fortune-tellers
mediums are concerned the
government
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est Mr. Hirsch's
seems to be some
tween unconventional
and a love of music
officers. Von Moltke was
of the most
musicians in
Berlin. And the son of one of the greatest violinists the world has
who
is also a member of the General Staff,
is
the most devoted :l'ollowers of
Rudolf
the leader of the German

dozen
the
dream:
I was
ness

man, who stood on my
in front,

pe:rs(Jlnallv known to Mr. GurGhISlr;OW, which he
in
condense his
narrative, says Mr.
in his
own words. One
in
Robert
emThrough
who

the next post
manager wrote
that was not suicide.
that
Mackenzie had drunk aqua
in mistake for
Later Mr. D. says of
the dream:
such that
of him

This

to lessen
.
apparently
thought
consideration, saving
('ommon incidents of daily

Mr.

moved
London, and never
saw Mackenzie in the ftesh. Some

I have

mentioned in
the mUn>tiv".
of his countebluilsh-pale
was
appeared
sweat. For
r
Still pondering upon
color some
hisIa
consult
by
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Iimicarried past them
ited
Unqwest:ionablly it is."
were able to converse
"n'Clth,pr do you not think that
in the habit of
which
saw be-

shadow
would refer it

mE SHADOW·WATCHERS.
(From Plato'l!I Republic.)

a number of men
cavernous
entrance open to the
the entire

III

exthe

number of
this wall. and
statues of men, and
with
of other
in
and all kinds of
various other
the wall; and,
of
others silent.
a strange scene,

have been
their
is not

order: all that
earth has its
which all essences
measure and
: nor
:llnvt}linlT which does not emanate from
one above
return thither.-Henlles.
There was never a
a
moral. 'HUll"",
able creed.-1I-faeterlinck
f{e'!n(:ar,'Ia-

the

lion.
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THE FOURTH DIMENSION.
1\! r. Claude
as a writer
and upon
are bel:ofnirlg
of an un,alrald cOllJectlllre.
us another
that
"Four Dimensional Vistas.
Mr.
follows a course that
orthodox precenot attempt
the
dent.
existence of a fourth dimension. That
wouln
at present,
individual may,
prove it for
but he could not communicate
to another. Mr.
atrather to show
a fourth diwould
are
dreams and c};:lirvo:yalllcle.
elucidate the
also of those
consciousness in which
moves and has
but that are
neither
his
nor
In
other words the Fourth
is a
and one that e1udotherwise inwith
and
presents these
are admirable

bv action. It is the moral law of compensation, and
its operation
all con·
ditions of
misery and
birth,
death, and rebirth; itself
both the
lind the effect of action. Its operaindicated in the
"Whatsoever
that shall
also reap!'
The essential idea of reincarnation is indicated in the following quotation from the
liS a goldsmith, taking a
gold, turns it into another, newer,
more beautiful
does this
having thrown off this
and
ignorance,
himself
more
the periodic
immortal in,iiv·id'l.Ial into
working out of karma, after an
or shoft,
under other
istem:e.
alternations
broader and
diapason of human
which the
from waking
represents the
and the m(,men'tal'Y
and unawareness of
to
the

the

aspects of the
tlr,lj![dlon cornpa,res the subfield of consciollsness with a
in which the conscious
the individual is
line. But in

an
and

which
both

higher
tillle :lnd
these doctrines

SOUle cOllsideration

anti r"ineanmlion lll:lY "pl'wpriatdy
here.
that self-adjusting
which
h:lrlllion,y e1isl'llrlled

not be
who are but
fourth dihave we seen
to the
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student or couched in more careful and
Claude
New York: Alfred A. Knopf.
VISTAS.

By

A POOR BOOK.
be
conceded that Mr.
author

GEMS FROM THE EAST.
(A Birthday

of
and
H. P. Bla'l'atsky.)

who have not
learnt to argue
still live acto reason.
13-The
beautiful in
excess and defect do not

the
of a diof the sort.
he
near
thinkiing ahout the beautiful.
over a
15-As two
of wood may
rich in
materials for
come
in the
and
discussion. he shows a oosit:ive
met, may separate
this
their avoidance.
with some
of mortals.
from a
on the
mountain torwe search
influence of
dust on one's
the pages devoted to reas a watersome scrap of nY",Ulln:l1
at least for some delil1llttcin
that shall wo,rtl:lily
memory. We find nothing,
lief in
we are
rived from "universal
.\dmiral
is
THE WISDOM OF KIM.
rein,caTl1lati()l1 of
(Rlldy,ard Kipling: A Chapter Heading.)
the
of
There is also a
Something I
to the soil that grewbelieves herself the
to the life that fed
Louis
and who calls attention
But most to
who
me two
thereof. There are
her nose in
Separate sides
my
dozens of
of this kind that
without shirts
described as
and
I'r, ..n .. " IUJ,'''...... u. and
described as drivel. Some two
pages are thus
and in Sooner than for one instant
Either side of my head.
some careful search we fail to
that can be read without
time. To comment upon these
ab!lur!dities would
as much space
the book itself.
At the same time we
protest
the
of the word TlleosoIlhy
connection with nonsense of this sort.
there
no
to
vent such caricatures from
to the world. All that
cz.n
a well-founderl conviction that
the author knows
whatever
about
and that all he has
an
to
book for weak-minded

•

that this sensible
as in a garment,
world.-HCrttlcs.

The ThleoS()phlical
at New York on the 17th

which was founded
three well-defined

UUJl:Cl:>, VIZ:

First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hlunanilty,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
reli,gio,ns, phlilosioplhies, and
the lm!loTt:al1l:e of that
powers latent in man.

laws of Nature and the

is therefore
with no creed or
its motto
IS NO RELIGION
ranks and
in its work are to be found
as well
those who
none whatever. No
to its one fundarestriction
members save th..t
mental prlinciple--Unhrer;sal Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
res:ponsible for the
of its
who all have a
to hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This toler2LtlCln
and
since it is believed that
foes to human
and all branches of
wherever
found
members an
feed or propacondemnation of vice in every
gate
UUjlJV"C,
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A WARRIOR.
An old lady in southern California.
-uffering constant pain from a chronic
llisease. believes that she can help the
soldiers in Europe by an uncomplaining
endurance of her own affiiction. She
thinks that courage. patience. and fortitude. wherever or by whom they are
manifested, must in some way be added
to a common stock upon which all who
are in need may draw. and that in spite
of her age and her infinnity she. too. can
be a factor in the salvation of the world
from the scourge of war.
Truly this old lady is a warrior und
a wise one. Would that the army to
which she belongs were a thousand
times greater than it is. There is in
, very truth a common stock of thought
iorce. and it is of two kinds. There are
thoughts of self that acculllulate upon
the unseen planes of nature until at last
they react upon the world as war. and
IJCitilence. and convulsions of nature.
And there are other thought forces.
those of courage and endurance and selfsacrifice. that hold back the floods of
:\emesis and mitigate the calamities that
would
destroy the race.
Every vital thought that emanates from
a human brain is a reinforcement either
of the destructive or the preservative
forces of nature. Every such thought is
a weapon in angelic or demon hands.
The thought plane is a reality. a
reality more tremendous for good and
evil than any that appeal materially to
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our senses. It is fed from human minds
that know little of the progeny to which
they give birth. of the fates that they
create. of the silent. relentless forces
that inexorahly ban and bless. And so
once more we may salute the old lady
who will henceforth bear her pain in
silence and courage in order that the
pain of others. thousands of miles away.
may be lessened. She, too. is taking her
part in a struggle in which there are no
racial divisions. and although it be unseen of men it will not go uncounted
upon a record that is of all others the
brightest and the best.

•

AVIATION.
The last issue of the Scicntific American contains a full-page article on Aviation. \\'1.' are told that scientific achievement is on the eve of adding this crowning gift to its list of big guns. Zeppelins. and hospital cars. \Ve are even
told how it is to be done. There is a
sense of weight as the explanation unwinds the last of such terms as breathing hose. cockpit ruhber sides. soundconducting diaphragms. and all the rest
of it. An old colored mammv in the
South wouln say. "Lord h1ess n;y soul!"
It is to ht· hoped that hlessing finds
its way from somewhere. Humanity.
left alone. seems determined to keep
power browsing' on its mt·tallic tastes.
But it has heen said that consciousness
is a circle. and if such is the case. it is
to he supposed that the
,'ide of
Digi ized by

'-.:Ioog C
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the
must
with the arc that moves heavenward.
the
centres
fact that these arcs move in 0Plr>miite
rections.
evidence that there have
there are. men who are
the
the earth.
sure that
no part in
con·
spiritu,tl consciousness over
nature. It is rather to be in·
that the consciousness of such as
these has released itself from the
of
as the
is in itself
no
that humamilty
possesses latent powers is a fact of true
concern. Here are millions of
faith to mechanical
man who sang
his feet, while he
functions that were
them.
have
message to the world
"Know ye not that
are
are the
are no vain words.
utterances. the almost
of the most
earth has pr()(ltlced.
no whistles or electric
To rivet
the
these
the
man's true power.
TO WARRIOR SOULS.
ye the seas for
And search the foam blown shore.
nut all earth holds of Kitchener
no more
with

ATLANTIS.
the fact that the
Atlantis may once
Pierre Terlllier of the
French
Sciences remarks
in
separate of the
"No afSmithsonian annual
firmation
yet
but it seems
more and more evident that a vast
'of
continental or made
has
west
the
lars
otherwise called the
strait of Gibraltar, -and that its collla][)se
occurred in the
far
any event, the
anew before
of science.
To many minds Atlantis has been a
of the
fabled
a
the '::'''.'''t'lll

Plato's

in the
called the
From this island
pass to other islands, and from
them to the entire continent which sur·
rounds the interior sea. In the island
of Atlantis
of
power.
domain sev·
and some parts
eral other
of the continent, as well
as
far east as
and
as
the
Sea.
was once united
hut the Athenians
and restored all the nations
the
the

blowitllg' free
and

E. Buhler.
SvnuJathv between two distant minds,
so strong that
communi·
the
the other without
channels
the
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who
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had been warriors
Athens were
swallowed up, and the island of Atlantis
beneath the
author says that the above narrative has not at
the
fable. hut an
almost
It
be
that the dimensions
of
island
are
here,
must
ber

black or

since grown

the story of the Atlantis of
fabulous in its
of histories,

know

In another
lantis,
which
Plato

the
of the Atus what
this
well have been the base
the loftiest
great oceanic
Azores, He
when the
exact and
with
indi-

them
mountains.
which has been
eastern zone
continues the author.
in
fOf'ming an
zone on
in such a zone, great

terranes,
lava
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not tht·
automobile
Or
at the end
the solemn

AN HOUR'S THINKING.
(San Francisco Bulletin.)

A man who will sit down without any
or other artificial
books.
011 one
and
for a
hour can control the destiworld.
who doubts
nies of
There is
this should make the
than
more
in consecutive
in
or witches' kettles.
Alas
is almost the worst of
As we
back over
it
evident that it never has been resorted
to except under the most
circumstances.
circumstances
are
those
which man is confronted
demon Work. Man has
been
to think
when
The
would save manual
common lever-the first of all machines
-was the
of laziness, and so
was the
which steam enfirst
automatic. Mech,anical
has been
common.
this indolence. But abth'Dulght, which is its own reward.
be a poor em,pl()ve,r.
avoid it.
wOI'killig all
a

GEMS FROM THE. EAST.
(A Birthday

of

and

by H. P.

IS-Even in a forest
over the
: the reof the senses in one's own house,
this is asceticism,
action,
of that

sin

river
away
away
are
lor,dshlip. the
the wise be dethis world.
waves, death for another
earned
virtue in
23-The shadow of a cloud, the
base. new corn, a
time' so it
with

THE SWEET-SCENTED NAML
little peasant
ill in her bed.
And in heaven God
to
His side and bade her go down
earth
and dance before the little
her. But the
lJeCiomling to her
of the
knew
of
and
a pUlriislilnlcnt for
was born into the world
and became a little child there-a
pnnc,ess in a
house-and she
got all that she had known of heaven
her former
ever her own
name.
l\ow the
been called
a
name of
and the
of
earth knew no
names
these. So when she became an
she had
a human
was called the
Mar-

came for her to marry.
of the
young
came to her father's court
woo
but when she
to talk
them no one wanted to have her as
wife. At last a
named Maximilian
when the
him
said to him.
"With us human
separate from
hear words,
I can
yet I can not hear
dull and un interest-

to
there are
the earth.
wept sad
sorry for
than
world. He
"Do not
and find out
come and tell

but
the little

not sweet-

well.
Sbe
and was
lIsual quesliions.
no one
she grew

this. Maximilian grew
And will you then be my
wife? And the
answered that
she would.
So Maximilian
to search out
all the world until
found ont a name
which would
forth a sweet fragrance and
the air when it was
He traveled into far lands and
of rich and
made
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went up
him
told him of
quest, and how he was in search of a
up

and an, there is such

princ,ess remembered all she
had been
to
she knew
that the sweet-scented name that she
had been
was her own ne;av'enlV
name. and she remembered
she had
been sent upon the earth.
The
peasant
and the
married
Maximilian
with him happ,tly
on the earth until the time came for
return to her
home and
God's eternal kirlg(lorn.
Fedor

G.

little
looked jovfullv
milian and smiled
she could not remember
name. She told the
dream an
had come to her and
danced before
as she watched
was
the
she saw that his
of
colors, like a
rainbow.
Then
had talked
and
would
told her that soon another
visit her and would
before her in still more beautiful colors
than those she had
He told her the
name, and as she heard the name
smelt a delicious
and
the
was filled
a sweet
"But now," said
remember that wonderful name,
it
makes me
to think about
it.
I could remember it and
it
think
should be
But
beautiful
come, and then
shall remember the
name."
Maximilian
and
fallen

CONQUERING IllUSION.
Rudyard KiI,!inla'q

at the crC)SS··le,rl?ell

silence of ev'en inl!"
close.
"Hear me!
"But let
Out shot the
silence.
"Hear me!
news The Search
is finished. Comes now the reward. . . .
Thus. When we were
the hills.
I lived on
branch
and
we came out of the
for thee and for other matters which I
held in my heart. The
lacked
I could not
into the
Cause of
So I gave thee over
to the virtuous woman
I took
no food. I drank no water. Still I saw
the
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sake.
saw the
River of the Arro\v--and
the waters
hehold, I
Teshoo Lama, but
in the
the

house.
the Sahiba
"I
in that
and
did
hear. So thus the Search is
merit that I have acended. For
the
of the Arrow
here.
feet, as I have
broke forth at
I have
it. Son of my soul,
I have wrenched my soul back· from the
threshold of freedom to free thee from
is the
all sin-as I am free.
Wheel! Certain is our
!
Come!"
He
his hands on his
and
has W9n salvasmiled as one may
tion for himself and his beloved.
"What

tated a
sionless,
Ali
What
dead ?'
forth

pasof
cried:
if thou
and
and
lest

{'"....,_o

You cmnplam
can never know
V"'>Ir,elt ?
me,
tell you a story that
If I chose
would open the ears of your memI

of the future that
me, when the
birth are built

coiled

The Thleos()phical
whieh was founded
at New York on the 17th
three well-defined
v ....
viz: '
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllln:aniity,
without distinction of race.
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern Iit(:ra:tures,
reiligiclns, philos()phies, and
the iml)Orltalllce of
laws of Nature and the

The

latent in man.
with no creed or

to enrolree
TRUTH. Hence in
profes!;ors of all
restriction
mental princllph:-U

THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER

its work are to
found
none whatever. No
to its one fundabe held
hold their
iellow-ml:mtlers the
This tol,cratloll
is believed that
human
all branches of
wherever
and
an unflillcfling
and of all that tends to feed or propa-
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FIVE THOUSAND PEOPLE.
Dr. Samuel (;raham Wilson. D. D.,
has written a hook called "Bahaism and
Its Claims:' The ostensible object of
the book is to "expose" Bahaism, and to
,Ienounce the Christian ministers who
have aided in its exposition. But Dr.
\\'ilson has actually exposed himself as
a narrow-minded and fanatical bigot of
the class that has done more than any
other to discredit religion in general and
Christianity in particular. Dr. Wilson's
is peculiarly aroused by the contention that all religions are but aspects of
a central truth. He repels so heterodox
a theory with the theological scorn with
which we are lamentably familiar. In,Iced his arrogance is so offensive as to
cause a well-known reviewer to remark
that vacillating Christians are more
likelv to be attracted to Bahaism hv this
hook than repelled from it.
.
Incleed the reviewer is far more interesting than the book ahout which he
writes. America. he says. is peculiarly
lhe home of new religions. Tnhahited
J.y peoplt's of many nations who have
heen cut loose from their traditions and
i'\Istoms and simmering in tht' noxious
preparation for prigs thai' we call eelucathere
lion. what more likelv than
should alwavs he a weicome for fads and
iancies? I f a man shoulcl wear his
dothes inside ollt on religious
lw would unqu('stionahly find imitators
el'crywhere. and especially if he should
charge a suhstantial fee for a permit or

Price 5 Cents

a diploma. \\'1.' value all things. incllHIinK religions. hy the price tag, an<1 the
hest of all ways to crowd the lecture hall
is to charge all almost prohibitive admission fee. :\11 rnhbish can hc sold if only
it
enough.
But we need not be uncasy, says the
re,.. iewer. There lllay he some five thousand a<1herents of I:lahaism in America,
hut what of it? \\'hat are they among
so many? Other systems, he says. have
their fl;I1owers in like numbers. hut they
are so small as to he negligible.
\\"ilson need not he alarmed. Creat is
Diana of thc Ephesians. and the silversmiths who minister to her shrine are
n"t likely to he impo\'erished yet a
while.
It is evident that this fl'viewer is not
likely to do himself serious physical injury hy the energy of what he would
douhtless call his thought processes. His
hrain is hy no means over-engincd. or
perhaps he is merely anxious to write
that shall side-track an orthodox
Christian nickel. It is true that five
thousand peop1l' would make a poor
showing at an election. \\"e mav el'cn
d"uht if they could raisc enough "money
to hrihl' a ward heeler. :\either conld
the t w('ln' apost les. It was many a long
\Tar hdore the earll' Christian church
iltlmhered five thousand people. and if
there had Ill'en I'ery superior hook re\,il'IITrs in those <lays we ran imagilH'
the loft\' disdain with which thev wouln
h;II'C w;l\Td asidc the clai oJI'S of i
little
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that were not
but crimillalily
Now
we can estimate
fluence of five thousand
should like to know what sort
A
deal
as even a hook reviewer can
stand.
are orl1i'l:l'"V
human
and

groups of

financial
bar to religi(JUs
are ac:luaJly
cess.
We do
know
there are in
must
very many who do not
themselves on the census returns. Probthe reviewer in
would not
their numbers or of their
much
wealth,
is none the less a fact that
have
affected the
the
and to an extent that
and acAnd their success would
have been a hundredfold greater if
had been alive to their 0PlllOl·tlllnities.

POWER.
The supreme
of the
the
or force,
exists
In the ultimates of matter actuates the electrons.
It causes them to combine and to form
atoms.
acts within the atoms as an
attractive
them into moleas a
it causes
the molecules to
its
power to bind and loose
elements it
into
all the forms of manifested Ii fe.
Since we know of
power thllOllgh
ourselves as self-conscious
its
\Ve must
becomes
it acts within ourlearn how and
selves.
The first
of types pO:!ise!!sirlg
power. Also
indlividu;d
sesses various means
of power.
ferent
that constitutes man's
He has an arm with
brain with which to
with which to love. The
itself that the ultimate
may be to
of power
that hUlnaluty
Maisters of Power
human
eV()hlltiOlrlar"y march
variation of type
from
inefficient
those who so far
men en masse that their
powers are
what are men, what are any of
the forms of life, and
the relation
exists between them and this
universal
force in which
?
live and move and have their
look within himself
obworks there. He uses
it, in a centre that he calls
can look in the atom
nel"ceive how the force
there.
he not
it acts in this instance. also.
from some such centre? And since it is
in both cases.
the same force
atoms that are
musl
that accentuate the one be
those that accentuate the
to be
to ascerof the nature of man.
see
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summoned and used at
in the
, molecule we see the result of the
as atoms build themselves
into aggre-

of that which
of an
of

the

gates.

Two atoms are attracted to each
because
represent
electrical
When
are,
into
an electrical current is set up.
electrical current
rise to an electrical
Where
there was
there arises
flashes its
and sinks
that from which it came.
to
in
or energy
. since
and In its homoWe
but the meagre conus
a
The
that can
I.e done is to
the
of cnthe atom and
forms
to man, Since man
the cl'Own1'''''lU''-l of this
he may also
ultimate
the real man seen to be consciousconsciousness
back of all

the
must
the current and
These results
cause. Other affinistronger currents
or
flash
the
evolution.
of
attl'actjon and rep,ulsion
The ocean
an ocean of latent
or
of
or centres of consciousness. In the manifestation of
these
have become active in the infinite
combinations. These combinations
are held
and released
when that
the
force
the universal ocean
which
severed themselves.
sever
each
to
to that state of
ml1sciotlsness which
have reached.
are' moved
the
express,

at a loss to
If looked at
hOl:nogelleilty on its way

when

other
asked
or
Were
the

that

upon it.
such force
that
to command
This consideration
ill ordt'r to gt'llcratc
op,er<\t'i.(lU,:-\
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love

made
north-the central divine will.
For. as we
molecules
them.
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beholds them within himself,
appear to exist in an external world.
consciousness
this
located
ill the brain rather than the
it
the
for
of this
of
It consists of an aggrewhose
the
form of

above all that
the pl'!'sollaL
its will to
the true north-l he central
so
these
become inItself.
of
there
are illuminated.
remains
that is not known. The
has become
ocean
within.
attainment
great
te the south

must

heaven
as
AN EXPERIMENT.
the

ter of
count. somewhat
here, because
liberation
tyranny
time as we
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fancy, which seems to be followed by a silence
no
not
They
and sudldellly,

in Ozan. In 1732 she
Chevroux, a man named Carterton,
she had two children, both of

'M aeterlinck's comments upon all this
are
concludes Mr.
value. He
fine tribute t(
of
"TherE
was never a more
purer. a more moral,
able creed, he
it is clear that he
to inform himself of the

method.
GEMS FROM THE
(A Birthday

of
by H. P. Bla'tats!ky.)

25-1£ evil be said
true.

is a man who
he has
from
-The heart of the fool
his tongue; the tongue of the wise
his heart.
There
and

in
IS
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ALI'KUI

RUSSEL WALLACE.

There are

nmnena, and it
for the
"uppose that
more
new ideas than
\Vallace

malife.
in this secProfessor Huxwitness certain
be
of
who
the scientific mimi
either to new facts
the
mind,
writes:

anti of
of

disbelieve in the
reasonable
but that
he should
indifferent to it is no less
than a miracle
like an
astronomer
be true
that a new
but
that
\V ith the
recounted
Wallace

I ha\'e been
branch of An,thlrop'O!{IGY.
your name
a
I

he en given.

The Thlws()phical
at New
viz
First-To form
without distinction
race,
Secondpromote the
rehlglOrls, plhllolsop,llIes, and

is an
of Novernbe:r.

which was founded
three well-defined

iml)orltallice of that
Nature and the

restriction
mental pr:incipl'c--UI nivCI:sal

is believed that
foes
human
and all branches 0 f
do,gm:atism wherever
members an unJiimchl:ng
feed or propa-
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NO MORAL SENSE.
An Eastern judge says that he is
wholly perplexed by the juvenile crnmnals that are brought before him. He
states that the boys and girls of the present day seem to have no moral sense
whatever, and that the problem is one
of pressing gravity. What, he asks, are
we to do?
There is nothing that we can do in
the way of laws, or punishments, or
reformatories. The child who seems to
have no moral nature is the child who
has never been taught to discriminatt:
between right and wrong, not because
right and wrong bring pleasures or
pains, but because they emanate reo
spectively from the higher and the lower
natures. The child who has not been
taught to recognize right and wrong, as
such, and not for their results, who has
not been taught self-control and selfsacrifice. is foredoomed to criminality.

•

PREVISION.
Captain Testu de Balincourt of the
French army relates that he met Lord
Kitchener at Dunkirk some few months
ago. Kitchener told him that a shell
had burst close to him, but "that did not
disturb me, for I know that I shall die
at sea."
It may not be of great importance that
we should have a prevision of the manner of death that 'Iwaits us, but that we
should have a prevision at all is of considerable significance. It proves the ex-

29, 1916.

Price 5 Cents

istence of a faculty that must he of vastly
greater scope than the few flashes that
find their way into. exceptional brains.
It proves also a foreordination that is
easily identified with Karma. The
trouble with most of us is a certain inability to argue from the known to the
unknown and to recognize the inferences
that cling inescapably to admitted facts.
The facts of prevision are so well established as to be beyond challenge, but how
few there are to inquire as to the nature
of the faculty that foresees, or to perceive that it is the brain that limits consciousness and that allows only a few
fugitive sparks to pass from the central
flame. If we were to cultivate the
faculty of reason, the power to argue
logically from effect to cause, we should
find that no event was too commonplace
to be an initiation.
EUXIRS OF UFE.
Professor Eli Metchnikoff may reasonably be said to have died prematurely at
the age of seventy-one, seeing that he was
loudly acclaimed as the discoverer of an
elixir of life. Everyone remembers the
mania for drinking buttermilk that followed Professor l\letchnikoff's supposed
discovery that senile decay was caused
through auto-intoxication following certain malign processes in the large intestine. and that these could be counteracted by preparations of milk soured by
cultures of selected lactic acid bacilli.
This momentous discover
Jwed
Digi Ized by ........ 'U' 'oJ ....
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The beneficences of sour
we were
found in the inThese eanine microbes
almost be considered to guar:mt:ee
introa sort of
of human beinto
once admitted that he had
christened and vaccinated,
of the
"took.
sillili1;arly suppose that the mithe intestines of a
failed to "take" in the case of
Or
it was the wrong kind

mere
found
world is not
fifteen years of

Ghost. There is no
the belief in the cliperha))s the value of
those to be
of thf
that of
thera-

Dr.
difficulties
when
he tries to describe the functions of this
Self. It
absoa pari
in

THE SUBCONSCIOUS.
D. Qua,ckel'lbos

himor at

many
true thaI
even
il
It can be
to crime have
often been effeelth·,e. even in the case oj
and of this there are

In
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sUllorf'ssilJn of selfish-

VIBRA.TIONS.
the SciCli t ific
vibrations that
a
know

The wneck:alire of the
in a
way
consonance. It may
re!;-al'ded
of vibration in which the
transcended its
limits.
momentum that caused such a result was
shocks
a series of
that were
timed.
Such facts
for the man who is en,de:aVlJrinl!
consciousness
its
indicate
is

like manner, a
will
small
cause
to vibrate
to transcend its
if the
tion be continuous for a sufficient time.
It is not
difficult matter to understand this increa;,e in
momentum of
at a
vibravibrations
tion and its successor. If one vibration
and the
from one
a second imeffect that is caused
is
then
mind can
cOlrnprellellld the effect for any number of
It is of no
whether
the substance that is
is a
atom or an ocean wave. I f a
second vibration is added to a first one
before the first one has reached its
or
such a way as to agree with it, then
this first vibration is
3n added
force which increases it.
that occur at
timed InIf'TV:lI'l will
have an effect
increases,
A child in a
who
a uniat the
intervals of the
form
oscillations will
will
the same.
or of a
In the
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trotted

that caused the

was the uniform and continuous impulse
of the
trot. In the other case the
force
must be recurrent thOlJlglhl
or
To him who
il
shall be

The vibrations of the brain must be
of the vibrations
considered in the
that
uniVf'rs,al ether. Nor is
and
it

THE CAlL OF THE SIRE.
earth's bond·

vior
all space and vidifferent
When the
fum:look without itself and
a world of
What
brain
does
to vibrate syndifferent rates of etheric
vibration and so behold itself in different
the
states of consciousness. To
consciousness is to cause the
its rate or form of vibrain the case of the
in wireless
There are the two
stations. One generates the
The other receives
Man
ether is the other.
the
Word made
wisdom inclividulalizel:l,
is the receiver. The Divine Mind. or
universal
the other, When the
brain is the
station for the sensation of red, the brain
with the 400 million
rise to
vibrations of the ether that
other
this message. In a like manner
and different rates of vibration,
brain
becomes the
station for all
colors. sounds,
tastes.
feeland sensations. In many cases
fact
demonstrated.
In others it is not
It is
fact that veils in
states
manv of the
de:signalted as miracuscio;lsness that
cCl5tasies,
and know 1lous.
sages
been
were trained to
due to
hrate SVllc11fcino,us)y with the etheric
brations
of

follow earth's
The devils
Sh,'ieking and

and
the outermost darkness
arms to

Their

deafened him with their rOiilriIlgs
blinded him with their blackness;
rended him with their clutches!
him
whirled him and
him,
him apart and asunder.

tht'ough the darkness
never
;
back into the currents,
vortex forever.
So I
me down with my
Safe in the arms of her kel:pilrlg.
in the robes that
robes of her
her
on her
But there is no rest in my slumber'
Because of a voice that is
"Rise. thou, and seek the adventure!
Perchance.
and
shattered.
the ternSome
tossed out
the hands of the sun!"
-M. E. Buhler.
The souls of men are ca'nalhle
in other bodies besides
never act but in some
Glatl1'il.
to star

may soul to
e..leltnellt of her

own.
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KARMA UI THE LATEa VEDANTA.
(lodes

M. R. A.

Meta-

To the
in the
the whole sum
well the
which make for
as the emotional
which make for
to

But the rule
clear: whatever done
under
dominion
the
idea
makes for
and continued
whatever enidea, free
from
self.
Self. make for
the custom
the name of Karma
former; so that. in the later
those emoKarma means almost
intions.
which are
pel'solrlal idea-to the self
conceived as separate and
the
the sum
centre of selfishness or.
of moral
and
conaim and
are the removal
sonal idea and the substitution of the
real man, the
Self. who is an unpart
the Eterual and whose
are infinite and
with
arises:

of India into
: an es()tertc doctrine derived from
and an
old schools of the
exoteric
ritual
the
himself a
the
of the
"sacrifices and
these
counsels the retention
order "not to shake the
multitude:'
definite
. "All moral and
which rise above the
sanal idea and are referred to the
Self and the
make for
and freedom; while all
acts referred to the peirsonality,
bond'l.2"e
separate

of

Ve·

of a true mastc%\

whom have arisen
of oneness
life.
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is called future Karma.
has
generated', as the
of births,
amassed
known

and sufireri,ng.

The idea of the conservation of moral
is herein

results of
another
or obligatiorls
tions
ha:rmon:y,

reached
are canceled for
is no
a pelrso.nalit,Y,
undivided part of the Eternal;
their way in
to universal ends. So the teacher
says:
Accumulated Karma comes to an end
the knowledge-the very self of firm
cOllvi,cti,)n--tlhat "I am the
"
also comes to an
rna
nol
him
has reached
wisdom, like water on
lotus-leaf.

To him who has reached illumination,
accumuwho has become the
lated
has
'am'
or individual
otherwise
will and power of
Eternal, which he
knows himself
has Karma entered upon
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THE. CHRISTIAN.
Professor William De Witt Hyde is
the president of Bowdoin College and he
has just written a book entitled "The
Gospel of Good Will." With the body of
this book we have no immediate concern
except to admire it, but there is a passage in the preface which is noteworthy,
not alone because it is an epitome of the
book itself, bat because it represents the
new and best ideals of the Christian
thinker. The author says:
The Christian is not a "plaster saint" who
holds "safety first" to be the supreme spiritual
grace; but the man who earns and spends his
mODey, controls his appetites and passions,
chooses peace or war, aDd does whatever his
hand finds to do, with an eye single to the
greatest good of all concerned. Sin is falling
short of this high, heroic aim.

One wonders what would have been
the effect on the world if this religious
ideal had been steadily presented to It
during the last thousand years. Would
there now be twenty million soldiers in
the field? Should we be confronted with
such menacing spectres as those of alcohol, drugs, insanity, Juvenile depravity,
and bombs? Would the gangrene of
commercialism have eaten its ways so
deeply into the heart and mind of the
world? Such questions answer themselves.
What a strange problem is presented
hy the human mind in the presence of
religion. Of what weird jugg!eries and
perversions is it capable. The foundation of Cht>istianity is the Bible, more
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particularly the
Testament, and
still more particularly the words of
Christ. And from this one source we
have drawn the Inq.uisition, a thousand
years (j)f religious wars, five hundred
sects that hate each other for the love
of God, a dozen mighty organizations
with their creeds, their dogmas, their
bishops, priests, ministers, acolytes, deacons, and
And now, after
these many years of wanderings in the
wilderness, we have the president of
Bowdoin College, who tells us that the
Christian is he who has
eye single to
the greatest good of all concerned."
Why should we need two thousand years
of misery and bloodshed, of hate and
cruelty to open our eyes to a message as
visible from the beginning as the sun at
noon-day?
nut Christianity must go further than
this if it is to answer the demands of
humanity. It is not enough to point out
the duty of the moment, to indicate a
rule of Ii fe, unless it tell us also why it
is the duty of the moment and the rule
of life. In other words it must point to
some comprehensive scheme of evolution
in which every act plays its part. carrying us away from. or toward. some goal.
The churches will have to tell us what
that goal is, where the journey began.
and something of the laws that govern it.
For too long they have been allowed to
draw the frontier line hetween the
known and the unknowable, and to
beaT'
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SIR WIWAM RAMSAY.
The death of Sir William Ramsay has
passed almost unnoticed in the whirl of
more vivid events, and perhaps the world
must wait a while before it appreciates
the magnitude of its loss. Sir vVilIiam
Ramsay. was not only the greatest of
physicists, but he was one of the few
researchers and discoverers who have
allowed themselves to be led by their imagination. In 1907 Sir William Ramsay
produced a copper compound from sodium, lithium, and potassium. It had
changed one element into another. He
has done what the alchemists were derided for trying to do. Later on he discovered that if an electric discharge is
passed through a vacuum tube containing a little hydrogen the two gases,
helium and neon appear. He explained
that this must be due either to the transmutation of one element into another or
to the creation of an element from electricity:
I don't know if the discovery will mean
that it will be possihle to turn lead into gold.
It might, although the cost would be so great
that it would not be worth while. The importance of the discovery is that we have deciphered another line in the book of Nature
and opened the door to further discoveries.
There may be commercial consequencesprobably there will be-but those are not the
concern of the scientific investigator. We
are on the threshold of an entirely new departure in scientific investigation.

The
maintained that all
matter proceeds from one homogeneous
suhstance, just as the flowers and leaves
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and branches of a tree proceed from the
trunk. Mendeleef went a long way to
justify the alchemists when he discovered
the law of periodicity in the chemical
elements and the relationship of that
law to the periodicities of color and
sound. Ramsay went still further whell
he actually performed the feat of transmutation. But actually he discovered
something far greater than a fact in
physics. He made it possible to understand that the universe is a unity.
THE FIRST OBJECT.
There are some theosophical speakers
and writers who would add largely to
their effectiveness by a clear preliminary
formulation of their objects and aims.
And they would add still more to their
effectiveness if they would adopt the objects and aims of the Founders of the
Society, even though this should involve
a diaphanous veil of obscurity over
their own erudition.
\Ve may usefully remember that no
man is necessarily bettered by the adoption of a belief. Nor can we safely assume that those who adopt a belief will
at all recognize the obvious inferences in
respect to behavior. They must be
pointed out, indicated, and reiterated.
;.lathing is more remarkable than the
facility with which the human mind can
hlind itself to the inconsistencies of creed
and conduct, and this without conscious
insincerity or hypocrisy.
Now the object of thcr'F H.' • r vcal
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NATURE AND MAN.
A correspondent of the San Francisco
E.raminer asks Professor Lucien Larkin
Ii :\ature is solicitous for the happiness
,i mankind.
The question itself seems to be based
:1I1 a fallacy, the fallacy of supposing
that the universe is divided into two
parts, with Nature, or God, upon one
lide, and Man on the other, like a class
In a school with its pupils and its master. The universe is a unity governed
in alI its parts by natural law. And because it is wholly governed by law there
i; no room for the supernatural anywhere.
Uut the reply is a surprising one.
Cod. says Professor Larkin, is not in the
!<lst solicitous for the happiness of men.
\Iore than a thousand people are
,Irowned at Chicago and "Nature wept
not:' Millions of men are being killed
in Europe and "the Creator" seems not
tQ care at al1.
We should have expected something
OIore intelligent than this from a scientist who is accustomed to rely upon the
universal sway of law. Does Professor
Larkin suppose that God should abrogate or repeal a physical law that is
dearly understood by the whole of humanity because humanity violates that
law and so incurs the inevitable penalties? Would he expect "the Creator" to
']eprive flame of its power to burn because some one insists on putting his
finger into the fire? The remedy for

19,1916.
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pain is to obey the law, not to abolish
it. The tragedy at Chicago was caused
by overloading a ship. The ship was
overloaded because its owners were
greedy for gain, and because they knew
that the public was willing to pal1iate
offenses that resulted in financial profit.
Does Professor Larkin think that "the
Creator" should have abrogated the law
of marine stabilities merely because human beings were determined to break it
and in order still further to lubricate
their cupidities? 1f the public had been
less tolerant of previous disasters-that
of the GCI/cral SIOCIIII/, for example-this
particular tragedy at Chicago would not
have occurred. It is not God. or Nature,
that is indifferent to human sorrows. It
is ourselves.
Shall we blame God for the epidemic of
infantile paralysis? It is a law of Nature that ill-nourished children shall be
liable to such maladies. We know of
that law. There is no secret about it.
It is like the law that fire burns. The
drunkard might as well blame God for his
morning headache. He should blame
himself. \Ve acquiesce in the presence of
thousands of half-starved children in our
big cities. and then when we find that fire
does actually burn. and that water does
actually drown. we demand a change. not
in ourselves. but in the laws of nature.
Could anything be more viciously stupid?
It is indisputable that if humanity were
to observe the well-known laws of
physical nature there
>
s ch
Digi Ized by
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disease or
we should be
dise

have now.
"the Crewe are
from our violation of
laws? And what a hideous
chaos it would be if those laws should
fluctuate and
in obedience to human
is to
be
the
not
in its va:riabil:itv.
And would
be any war
but for the
of
science? The war is the direct result of
the theories of
and
Darwin. If man is no more than an
evolved
if there is no such
if the ler
as the human
to the human
as well as
we not take
should we
throats as well as purses? For
not
half a century we have been pe:rsuadiin2:
ourselves that
first law of nature," and that f .. "t,p'r-nit"
and the moral law are
Now we
these
into
are
Is
to blame because fire burns?
There has been no
about the
from
moral law. It has been
a hundred Sinais. The trouble is that
we would not believe it to be a law.
We believed that we could make ourselves
that the precept to love our fellow-men was a mere
Weare now disit is to be
sofnltelmiity is a
the
and that it can
than the
thief who
not the victim of
the victim of his own
vicllatine: a law that he well unlaw would be cruel if
derstood. But
it varied or fluctuated. It is merciful
its
of a universe in
sometimes burned and sometimes did
not. or where some "Creator" acted in
uncertain and unforeseen ways, sometimes
and sometimes
The weakness
failure to
the moral world
well
teria!. and that neither
without
The Ilclt1alitic's

the law of
as certain and
for vio,1:lt'inlY
are 110t
can be
bribed
moral law is
the whole
to have wars
calamities under which we
THE ATOM.

Dr. Garrett P.
the
scientific articles
and who
takes care
throw alternate sops to materialism
to
has now
an
on the atom in
cautious
to his
on the occult doctrine
There was a
when the atom
to be
to be
solid
of matter.
we now know
is 110t an urlbl'cak1
able. indivisible
but that
made
of a vast number of
that are
smaller than itself and
move
such
that
resemble the
the
were
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and so escapes,
to form other
does Dr. Serviss
hut for
there would be no tiivpr"itv
For let us see
electron escapes

suppose that
structure of the brain
the
way,
the
to
either more transparent or
opaque to the consciousness beMatter, or the
veil
which we know
does not
the
material
And that material veil
and electronic.
thll
their structure uneither

volved.

(A

toward some
some other
of electrons.
SU1;:lp(}Se that
attracted into
iron which contains
But the addition of the new
or of many new
the atom
iron to be no
In atom of
but of
lnd
once more
see the same
of transmutation. The atom
ceased to be an atom of
it had lost an electron.
ltllm of iron ceased to be an atom of
because it had
electron
Rllt for
there
would be
nature, 110
would be
would be no evothis
not disorder.
beillimitable vista
able
we 110t
the structure of the lead atom so
that becomes a
theoretical pOllsillililty
understood how to
ribrations
we could celrtainlv
similar
every moment.
She does
much like this when
she transmutes human food into hlood,
hair, sinew, and nerves.
In this
nature evolved the universe
from
call it disdust. But
order?
Of course an ethical process is in-

on water.
tals.
formed.

22-Like moonbeams tremb,ling
such is the life of morbe perlet

23-Bathe in the river of the
man, for not with water is the
washed clean.
soul is a river
24--The
whose
source
whose
water is truth. whose bank is rig;hteOlJSness. whose waves are comllas,si<)U.
be received
be done, time
it be

hot
seasons.
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PROVERBIAL WISDOM.

! hut faint not,
but it

in-Fate all(
onward-

Mistress :
Fortune
wilt

When
miser hides his treasure ill
the earth,
doeth wellFor he
up a
soul
may
to
He whose coins are
to barter nor to
Breathe he like a
bellows.
yet in truth he doth not live.
their own deeds men
them men mount
Like
of a
builders of a wall.
Guru-in

to
for

the

bonds,
from wrongs wr'oulg!'lt
Death, that must come,
we
Our

ago
whel:
to makt

When
IS
ane
the
turns away,
Thence he bears
deeds with
and his sins on thee doth

tains

TWENTY MINUTES.
Atlalltic
for
article
of
and re'
that can
student of occultism.
from a sura season of ohvsical
most acute
been followed
that
had ever been
encounter. It seemed
the ..nresthetic, in
he had
the
no
or
all human suffercame the cor-
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tossing in the wind. was
a part of the whole
importance.
!o·velin<:ss,

BUDDHISM.

moments
he,autifu:l, but thaI

kcye,j-tlp

rlelight.

The full

writer's

In what he saw
to be
of an ethical nature. There
conduct revealed.
and
an

or
too,
of a Sabbath calm of the soul that
he
lasted for
as it
divine
then in my soul, he
ther teU nor describe'
a resurrection from

he s:1fe
of Buddhism
world. It is sYlupaHletiic,
and it
west, says the auBetween
created
a
the eroThe
the
Eastem
to the
illusion. And
soul.
there
can
that
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their
to
to the torments of

ftameg, and their

But the
of Brahma also has
had its evils.
few
breathe
on such
The average mind can not conceive of
One who is not
but the
And so
of Brahma
into the
and hosts
of lesser but more
Gods
emerge from the darkness and take his
So we have flolvthpl!':nn the worof dead
ancestor worhave
kind. The
the outward world
value and therefor
feature
civilization. The West has
of a natural connection
and the after life or
hetween thi!':
lives. It has become a matter of
and "faith:' But the Western
the
none the less revolted
hell.
ftll doctrine of
but it
has
the idea of
reieclterl the idea of heaven. It
fers now to think about

indicates the cultivation
not
but it
the
of utter
whole of humau life under the dominion
of natural law.
of al
which

fav'oritism.

been

Even
lievers
live wholly
from the cOlltemp,lation
sequences.

This

This summary is of the author's preHis
of
such. will receive attention
issues of the Outlook.
ATLANTIS.

a few

of no
interferences, nor
or
natural law l1lust rule every-

scientific
bulletin on Atlantis
been set down as
dreamer. But this is
what the
Smithsonian Im;titution has
has
Monsieur
French
of
Sciences in which the learned academician expresses his
that one
more fahle must be
the doM. Termier says

says the

poets were once
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more right. After a
of disdai'nflll
mdifference, observe bow
the last
science is
to
study Ofl
geologists, 2:1
one another
Plato has not transmitted
a page from

The author summarizes the
told
Plato, which is of course more
to
minds than the
records

sea.

Termier believes that this account
almost
accurate, He
that this
tallies well
of a
what we would imag-iine
land

the
been a great tahlein the
where now

are either
in the greater
formed
lava,
many of which'
l;ear volcanoes, appear above the surface
of the
These islands
indicative of a
great
and the
which
are the
of
earlier
volcanic
which
been
up.
cnti re caslern
of the Atlantic bot10m, continues
the
cataoc-

islands.
once have been
Termier believes that Atlantis existed, that
and
prove
that a
not
menor,,,,,·,.,,,rl and that it now
ioned
remains
the
and
whether men lived at this
who
withstand the
reaction and
transmit the memory
it.
The student is recommended to read
the references to Atlantis that are to be
found in the Secret Doctri,h'. There we
are told that the Atlantis of Plato was
original
but the island"
that had survived the
These islands were in
turn
althouJ::h some of the mountain
are
surface of the water. But
Termier's
is one more
"t,.:i1""H"
slow jtl!;tifi.cat.iol1
ancient te;lcl1linlgs,
to
still
years
fore us.
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n.

the ul1Iverse.
the
at the greatest di!;tances.-.";"1II111
StJras,'ali,

The
at New

which was founded
three well-defined

":<"",

viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Htlln:anity,
distinction
race.
caste, or color.
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and other Eastern
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INFANTILE PARALYSIS.

:\ committee of physicians meeting in
:\ew York have made frank and public
al'owal that they know nothing of infantile paralysis, neither of its cause nor
of its cure. At a time when we look
upon the medical expert with a certain
awesome and awful superstition it
hard to say too much in praise of a candor so rare as to be distinctive.
But we are under the impression that
s)mething at least is known of infantile
paralysis, and that there are recognized
causes that do not necessarily include
the ubiquitous and obliging microbe that
may be hunted with serums and scourg-ed
with vaccinations and injecCions. 'We
have been informed on high authority
that the victims of infantile paralysis
are usually to be found among the children who live in darksome tenement
houses and who eat what they call their
food in the vicinity of garbage cans and
in the tainted atmosphere of slums. If
this be true, and it seems to be eminently
reasonable, why do these physicians say
that they know nothing of infantile
paralysis? \Vhy this unexpected modesty? Or do they mean only that they
have been unable to find the guilty genu?
And without a germ, where arc we?
How strange it is that we should make
,uch an outcry against results and no
at all against obvious causes. Is
It because the causes have become vested
institutions against which it would he
impious to protest? One would

Price 5

that if slums are the cause of infantile
paralysis the remedy is to remove the
slums.
Evidently we are a long way still from
a recognition that the universe is governed hy laws and that suffering results
from the violation of those laws-not
sometimes, but always. Just as a deathbed repentance is popularly supposed to
obliterate the results of a life of wrongdoing, so far as the wrong-doer is concerned, so we cling pathetically to the
delusion that there Illust be a way disco\'erable by science by which we Illay
violate the laws of nature and at the
sallle time wriggle away frolll the penalty. It can not be done either by deathI;ed repentance or by germ hunting. \Ve
may P,)stpone the penalty, or possibly divert it into some other channel, but it
can not be evaded.
A celebrated physician once said that
IllOSt of his patients consulted him, not
in order to learn the laws of nature. hut
in the hope that he could show thclll
how to break those laws and avoid the
resulting suffering. That St'ellls to he
the keyliote of modern life. \Ve tolerate
slullls ami destitntion and degradation,
and when we arc overwhelmcd b\' the
conscquences we resort to spells al;d incantations, germ hunting and the like, in
the hope that we Illay be ahle to perpetuate the slums and the destitution and
the degradation. or at least that we may
not he forced at the point of the hayonel
to aholish thcm.
,
DIQllzed by
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The supreme need

modern life i5
law that

not
material
intellectual and
moral.
know that
a human
nant with law or in violation of
and
that its Nemesis is as certain as the sunrise.
and not till
shall we
free ourselves of the
of our present feverish hunt for remedies
while we allow the causes of our misfortunes to flourish unchecked and unrebuked,
SELF·DEPENDENCE.
Arnold.)

and sick of
what
prow
o'er the starlit
sea.
And a look of
desire
O'er
sea
slars
send:
"Ye who from my childhood up have
calm'd me,
Calm me,
compose me, to the end!
once more, I cried,
waters,
On my heart your
new
still
Feel my soul bec'oming

stars, ye
charm reyou.
you,

From the intense,
star-sow'n vault
of ",,"v'cu.
O'er the lit sea's
way,
In the
came the answer
"w ouldst thou be as these
Lit'e
as

In what stale
In

other works ma
tasks all their powel
life yon see

0
A

since. severe1
thine

"Resolve to be
he
Who finds

mine own heart
; and

tho

loses his

THE CREED OF BUDDHA.
The author of "The Creed of Buddha
a work of unusual
and
that has
been mentioned in the:
colum.ns, ,devotes a valuable
what he calls "a
of Buddha
It is a
of
many COli
petent commentators have been
Dr.
for
comes
the conclusion that
denied tl
continued existence of the soul aft.
and he goes to some trouble to
between such
reincanl
a part of tI
is no
a soul or
Dr.
sense from the one
to tl
other.
the Buddhists'
who
view of the matter
indlepl:ndent of tl
time-hollored soul-theories
in con
mOil
every other creed." Elsewhc'
Dr.
his po,sititon still mo
clear. He says,

the silence round
Undistracted
the
These demand not that
out them
Yield them love, amusement, sympathe stars
sea its

their

death

moon-silver'd
the author, is utter
. is not the
Buddhism. The
that we
to ask ourselves
a
one,
tJ
ir!<'ntitv between me and
inheritor
my Karma, or
me and tl
SlVS

with
All the fever of some
"Bounded

soul.
and ungr,lteful
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real as

sense alike demand that we should
latter.

Dr. Davids and other commentators
would have us believe that Buddha's
of
was
the.
of science," which
kinds of immr,rt"I'tv
that of
descendants.
imlmortality of fame.
our actions in
of other men. But
the Buddhist law of Karma
different from these:
of

the au·
was a reidealism
that had
aid ourcOlnplrehemoion of Buddhism
in the

m" as

betweell the

hence.
destroys
to moment

The Buddhist denied of the
the author, is academic or

l\'hereas the belief in reincarnation was
Buddha refused
talk about
because human
of
was

that
modern
to

Buddhism
"science" :
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and because it

THE TWO MINDS.

not incarnate
at all except in cases of
It can not enter
with forms of matter
too untrained to be in
and to afford it a welhUlllallity knows not:hul1g
it may
of rel1,j;fICHl
known and
recogJrutllon as the
the conand the
Or-

mind <::an have no
rel,ati:ol1ships with the I .lman hrain
indirect
mind, which
from itself
material
seek association with
material brain. Thus il1lhuman brain it becomes

around him,
his mission
amusement
upon which he
that
so that the

OI':rfli,rnlinl7
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lower mind has been sent forth
in matter, or the
to return with those
will then enrich the
But the lower mind becomes enof the senses, and
in the
returns to its source
at death it has none
the fruits that
was sent forth to
For the
itself
mind that has
with the senses and with the
of the
can have
will
with the
therefore the
wasted. There can be no
that mind. It must now resolve itself :nto the matter to which it has
itself.
we would have still anwe may take the case of
from the hive in 01'the common
but who returns either with noththat
not
all, or with
know what
to that
at
It
allowed
the hive.
realized that the
of the
thOllghts that
either with
It 2'ravit<ites
downward
thus evident
not
immortal.
choose for itself either
death.
it has identified itself
it must die and
then the whole
carnation
the
a
Mind or Soul
ray can not
its source.
.cut off from the tremendous fire
gave
birth. It can
return. It
to talk
about human imOlorbut it
remember that iOlis conditional. It must be
itself
earned. The mind must
with those
that are es,;entially
mortal or it can
no buov:al1(:v
upper airs. It is true
the
but of what value is the
those who never turn their minds In
direction. and who know
whatsoever of its nature or its functions? The mind must
reattach itself to the Soul
and
The iniltiative rests

with the mind. It must ascend
the
to the Soul.
source from which it
The Soul will not descend to it.
THE SHADOW OF MIRVANA.

Hast ever wakened when

dark was

nor where thou
soul
matter
Held for a

from the clamorous
freed of memory and its

utter peace to smile or weep.
'Tis but a moment's freedom: soon the
Hears the

and the

Heavens! when
able
how
is
seem to
! For
affection or
Renew the state
sometimes
some or
similar, and
trains of forgotten tholughts rise from their
cahcombs !-·C(lfClridf!l'.

The mind transcends the brain.
Science can show ever new instances of
mental facts which have no COll1nlterpart
in the brain and
mental
of the
whose
Faith without Will is
a windmill
without wind-barren of results.-H. P.
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THE DELPHIAN SIBYL
The coastline ranges
the skies unfold;
The mountains rise in
stair on
stair;
of old
Sun seeks Daphlle
The
blooms
In thickets dark where
are fair.
ever
The ancient sea,
the silver
kisses
strand
cavelms dwell
their loves
among,
And Titans still with strange fire
shake the land.
A thousand gerler:ati()ns
And
faced the
A thousand times
womb
Has
and

Has

my mountain
or
seaward curve,
still the folk beneath the old laws
range,
And from their ancient customs
swerve;
Still Love and
veiled
hand in
o'er men's heads,
lrre
of that other land
Voices sound and

-Edzlard Carb,?nter
GEMS FROM THE EAST.
and Axioms.
Blavatsk".)

(A

into the

Here tril>eSll1en
and
curst their star,
And scoured both land and sea to sate
their needs
of
here
open br'oo,dil1ll!" on great
Nor dreamed each little mortal of the
Nor the

And still th:rotlg-h all these ages scarce

sources of his life dior net in ocean
ancestral voices down the

Nor

sunlit
And

does not catch a
A sweet tongue draweth
forth from the earth.
31--\Vhat
soap to
negro, and advice to a
him who has subhis self is a friend'
him who
not
senses
that self is an enemy.
2-The
is a window
The brain
into t'1e
is a
which heart escapes.
3--Devotion and clear
VISion are not his who
too much,
nor his who eats not
all: not his who
nor
who is too
too
4-At the end of a life of
of km,wllpc!u'
and at the end
man becomes OIie

and fears.
I-I saw. Yea, from my
saw each life continuous
its mortal
and
hand
others and to others without end.
I saw the O'pnpr::ll;o'1< like a
Flow down
to age, and
the vast
human
float
A wondrous mirror where the Gods
were gl<ISS,eU,

The
life are
considered as the recompense
of our actions in
state.-lsaae D' Israeli.
Believe nothing
derstand,
have not
Buddha.

can not unthat

2i9
PLOTIMUS TO FLACCUS.
"It would be monstrous to believe for
a moment that the mind was unable to
ideal truth
as it
and
we had no
knowlof intellithat this

means or instrument of the first is sense; of the
reason or dialectics of the third,
reaintuition. To the last I
son. It is absolute
founded
on the
of the
with the
known. There is a rayout of all orders of existence, an
eternal emanation from the ineffable one.
a
There is
all
and in""'arc:ls
the centre from whence all came.
"You ask how you can know the Infinite? I answer. not
reason. It is
office of reason to
and
define. The
can not
ranked
You can
a

to know1to Nirvana.
monks. is this middle
Perfect One has
the eve and
which leads to
to

and enlli2"lltells
rest, to knowlecll!e,
Nirvana.
o monks, the sacred truth
sUIFfel'inlg";, birth
old age
;l1llffp1Cil1u death
to be united
with the unloved is
be separated from the loved
not to
obtain what one desires
in
short the five-fold c1irlgirlj1;
is
sacred truth of
it
the thirst
from birth
lust and
here and there:
the thirst
sacred truth of
the exti ncannihila-

':nff ",,-iT, 0

EIGHT.FOLD PATH.
IFrom "Buddha,"

by Herman

Oldenberg.)

There are
extremes, 0 monks,
from which he who leads a
life
must abstain. What are those two extremes? One is a life of
devoted to desire and
that is
un·
other
it is
Perfect
from both those extremes and
covered the way which lies
the middle way which enligllterlS

What
\Vhen I can leave
Done with the
distress
Of retroactive consciousness!
should I
to have
\':1,,,",,,, \1"
with

Smith

-,\frs. Stetson.
to be mortal
his mind with
that in real death can be
Ko
mourn that other self
Or stand and weep
death's jmlig;nity.
Fnru,>ttiino

is an
of NO'lI'emlber

which was founded
three well-defined

form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of H\uuaniity,
without distinction
race,
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern
reli,gicms, phiilos,oplhies, and
the inlflOrlt::ll1,rp of that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is
to enforce or
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
of all
restriction is
mental

with no creed or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER

in its work are to be found
none whatever. No
to its one fundabe held
to hold their
the
This toJ,eration
believed that
foes to human
and all branches of
do,g;matism wherever
melnbers an unl1lmching
feed or propa-
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UFE AND MIND.
Dr. Parkhurst, who instructs us on all
sublinar matters through his series of
syndicated articles, has discovered that
plants have not only life, but also mind,
and that some of them act with an intelligence that, so far as it goes, could
hardly be surpassed by a Plato. He tclls
us of the movements of a vine that obviously selects its route. and foresees
not only the difficulties of its path. but
the best way to overcome them. And he
adds that nature is so full of marvels of
this kind that we have ceased to regard
them. The continuous miracle that surrounds U6 neither educates nor inspires
us.

But what is it that animates the
plant? asks Dr. Parkhurst. It is merely
foolish to liay that it is "acting in obedience to the Jaw of its growth .... Of
course it is. So are we all. But law is
only the' name that we give to a uniform method of procedure. It tells us
nothing whatever of the force behind
that law, "nor any more does it give us
intimation as to the wisdom and the intelligence which determine the method
according to which the actuating force
acts." There is something that works in
the plant, "only the Lord knows what,"
and we have agreed to call it a vital
iorce. '>but we know no more today what
"ital force is than was known thousands
of years ago." And there is also illtel.ligence in the plant, says Dr. Parkhurst .
what intelligence? It is not a hu.

2, 1916.
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man intelligence, so we must suppose
that it is a plant intelligence, or else
some intelligence that comes from outside the plant. which is preposterous.
The theosophical explanation seems at
least to have the virtues of simplicity.
The infinite ocean of life is a unity that
shows itself through a vast diversity of
forms. And the extent to which it can
so show itself depends upon the complexity. the transparency, so to speak, of
those forms. which in turn have been
progressively evolved by the desire of
that Wliversal life for self-consciousness
in matter. Some measure of that selfconsciousness we see in man. although
only a foretaste of what shall be. Other
and lesser measures we see in lower
forms, but the life or consciousness itself
remains as much a lmity as the waters of
the ocean. which sometimes are confined
in mighty hays and sometimes in the
tiny spores of a sponge.

•

REINCARJ'fATION?
Some curious and suggegtive reports
as to the birth rate have lately been received from Buda Pest, Vienna. various
German cities. and from Paris. Bov
babies. it seems. are in an
majority. Of the twenly babies born in
a single day in one of the wards of the
great Maternite Hospital in Paris no Jess
than eighteen were boys. Reports from
other hospitals show a similar propoction. and we may believe that ....,hen the
statistics from the field of war are generally available they will Cdisplax"> the

...
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Scp,ten:lber 7-The

of the

"Ill"'"'"'' to it a.
will see in this
1110re additional
more support for
belief that entities
from their bodies before
expir'ation of their natural life span tend
the scene.
also sec a cOIlfir'malticm of their
cOllVi,:ticl!1 that the
to
directed laws that sUDer'vi!l!'
of the race, and
balance that
human
or so
been so
as that of sex control.
known to Nature, who
the
of amsacred interests
but for
its

hO\'I;1s at the
it not; be like

9-Let
with the uniVl:rsal
does with the air.
no bitterness
into
heart of a nI(JU1:er.
I-Pervert 110t the
who
for he will

Our natures

In

THOUGHTS.
from thlJUI:!hl:s
all

HE BUILDETH HIS HOUSE.
hewed
cold rock
fOl,llH.lallOlls UlHlcr.
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?

who walks

bodied in
Path
detaches him who
in it from the
the chanlge:lhle, the phenomenal.
it does this,
ascetic curtailthe
but by the pro-

The
becomes of the
man after death?" The ohvicltls
reincarnation. The ques1tion
"What becomes of
and it
a
ways unanswerahle,
passes
the rernotest
human
JJuuc1ves is
to reach who IOIIIO'wen
This question suggests

Buddha. in
inculcated the conthat the
Self is thE
true self of each one of us, and that to
realize the true self is the
and
of man. And
is Nirvana.
FATE.
A writer in one of the Hearst news-

papers devotes some two
columns of the usual italics and
letters to a denunciation of a
fate.
in order
to the feeble-minded he embellishes
screed with a cartoon
a
nude male
and helpl,ess
in the presence
a monster that
some reason
made to resemble an
"There
no
static
says
"no such
vance.
How very
A 11 effects
that is to
causes arc
or fate.
say
become
soon as
causes are born. The man
who throws himself from the roof is
fated
reach the street. and the man
who
into the water is fated to get
wet.
dissolute
is fated to a
and
dishonest man is
..l;"ur':H"p
or
and effect.
the same moare
each other. like the two
The future effect
sides
a
no more than that half of the event that
exists. but that has not yet become
visible. And so our undiscovered fate
awaits us all. It is the twin counterpart
of the
that we have
and
inevitable and
done. It
There is

slower.
feet
character.
and the result of that
to
twin brother.
thief steals because he ha:l a thievish character. The
thievish character was created
thievish
a
he
is the fate
the precedent
The human will can avoid the
tion of causes, but it can not
effects of those causes, since
were
born
the
time. In a sense
have
The
of
incarnations are imbedded
our
and
will
proof action. and
duce action and the
are fate.
a man soweth
he also reap. and the harvest
ordained
the nature of the
man
is
fate
so
the
causes.
writer
should think
; or rather
should think.
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I AM THAT I

OPTIMISM.

do not murmur I am thrown

(From "The

for friend
I smile to look at other folk
Who smile to look at me:
little know what eyes
sec.

have

For I have smiled in NUlev'eh,
And I have loved in
have seen fair
Fade in the fire.

York:
Company.)

Do Americans grow each
more
more selfish? In this
fed on the falthat one
modern
embodied in our
tile "ITIl",ulp
mism, that
cure all ills.

face

watched the work
was
my breast grow
three arrows that were sent
of ]onatham,
have seen the moon

From

pv,'rl,,,,t1inu

To
The pageant
Can work no woe.
l!:allle1,-111aster beat with
me broken bread;
I
him
eye
Till I was

I drank the hemlock
And bade my friends
I
between two
a hill.

of

the
that
does 110t exist for the
death
classed as "namore
death
Arnel:Jc,In-mclde cannon. till
rivers
run red with blood,
That sound
should
of avail. With
belief is no
strives
lull himsoft flatteries,
from the
en-

still ;
men
All this
an-

On other worlds
my feet
And visit
stars,
And other spears have
my side
And left strange scars.

1 do not bend
men of scorn
measure what
say,
For all their geller:ati()ns are
But as

And

I am. Could YOU hut wish.
and touch m'y hand,
You
not wait
after vears
To understand.
'
...rI Wattles.

"
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THE HINDU ASCETIC.
Here as I sit
the
bank,
flow of the sacred
Pass me the
rank on rank,
And the cannons roar, and the
nets

Fanciful
These are the visions that weary the

When

shall these
flicker
away?
the smoke of the gun on the

overcome
seer, do not
what may be kitldr'ed
be fed on life.
let
Our own bodies also

METAMORPHOSES OF OVID.
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A NEW THOUGHT BOOK.

The
to
himself
evasion
the idea of reincarnation
to a fear that it may prove distasteto his readers. Some
commendation IS therefore due to Harriet
Doan
author of "From Nature
Forward"
B.
for the
but for
the
effort to
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three
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without distinction of race,
caste, or color.
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relilgiolns, philos()pbies, and
the im!)Or1tallice of that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is
to entOl"Cf>
THAN

found
condemnation of vice in
gate it.

with no creed or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER

coijpt:rating in its work are to be found
none whatever. No
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hold their
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This tole:ration
believed that
to human
branches of
dOii?:matism wherever
and
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THE BROTHERHOOD OF HUMANITY, THE STUDY OF OCCULT
SCIENCE. AND ARYAN LITERATURE.
Vol. I. No. 37.

SAN FRANCISCO, Saturday, September 9, 1916.

YOUNG INDIA.
l\fr. Lajpat Rai. author of "Young
India." just published by Mr. B. W.
Huebsch of New York. gives a fascinating account of the national movement
in India and of the forces that have
hastened and retarded it. Among what
may he called the negative forces that
have fostered the Movement is the zeal
of the Christian missionaries that has not
only directed the attention of the white
world to the religions of India. but that
has also produced a sort of defensive
solidarity among those religions.
But we are more concerned with the
positive forces. and it is interesting to
observe that among these the author
places the writings of Mme. Blavatsky
and of other Theosophists who have tried
more or less successfully to follow her
example. These writings. he says. were
mainly on the religious and social side.
but their "national character was unmistakable."
Here we may venture gently to differ
with the learned author. The writings
of H. P. Blavatsky may have had national results, but they certainly had no
national character in the generally accepted sense of such a term. So far as
H. P. Blavatsky succeeded in showing
the essential unity of all religions so far
she bridged the gulf between Mohammedans and Hindus, and it may be said
that there can never be a really national
movement in India so long as these faiths
continue to "hate each other for the love

Price SCents

of God." So long as 'that gulf remains
unhridged we may well helieve that it
will he to the llest interest of Inrlia that
she shall be denied the political autonomy
for which she asks.
But of course the gulf will be spanned.
Of that we need have no douht. And
the span will he a theosophical one.
whether it shall go by that name or by
some other. There is no finality about
human affairs. There is no goal in the
destiny of nations. It is only folly that
talks of permanent institutions. It is not
the will of nature that one nation shall
forever govern another. and certainly not
when that other gave birth to the civilization and the literature of the world.
But all things lI1ust he earned. and India
must earn whatever benefactions are
coming to her. Let her put her house in
order. eschew her superstitions. and
make peace between her creeds. Let her
"nourish the Gods," that the r;ods may
nourish her.
•
DEGENERACY.
Dr. J. H. Kellogl{ of the Bat.tle Creek
Sanitarium delivered an impressive address at the Fi rst i\ ational Con ference
on Race Betterment. Ilumanity. he tells
us. is rapidly becoming decadent and dec
generate. Our progress is a mere fiction.
and the evidences of our advance ha\'e
no reality. They arc merely the scleclt'd
and isolated facts h\' which we flatter
our vanitil·s. The
laws oi eyoas well
lution I'royiUl> for
as progrl'ss, and as a maller of fact we
Digi ized by
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know well that
the harbarous
of
of
civilized ancestors.
docs not take
her
shoulders the
human betterment. She dem,ul<!s efand sacrifice.
have
neither ""u',-,II"
nor
since the
ancient
Greece. \Ve are
no men of
and we have no reason to supthe :1VPf<lgp level has been
raised. And then
from Professor
asks: "Are all the
ments of human
the self-inflicted
reiterated substitution
and of falsehood
our modern civilization-are these

men rather than for
and
become the
without virtue. that
is to
altruism,
a much
worse
than poor health without
virtue. It
small consolation to know
that the hillh1Navn:lan has robust stamina
and
in
of tuberculosis.
him to be
\Ve should
that there
no relation between
health and virtue
to the common
of
world. The
men are not
the
the
is rather the
The
of the race
have not
its athletes. The standard
of value for the
and the bullock is a
standard of value
phvsical one. But
a
one.
then.
methods of the
,be said
some
most successful
methods are

an address
l\.euogg can think of nothinl!:'
The science
for us admirable
and bullocks that live for
and that are free from
the same science
huus, and we shall have
similar results.
shall
tucancer,
\Ve
the death rate. In:;anity and
shall
bad habits will be
and
may
to diminish our
for
\vhich would of course
for Battle Creek and
Thus all will be well with us:
that
would have
of Heaven was act:uallv
dose. or that
the
teachers of the
have
mistaken
better

aslilalrned materialism.
GEMS FROM THE EAST.
Birthday
and JU"Olln5.
Conlpil,ed by H. P. Bla'vatsky.}

12-Do not make a
or act on the adlife
the
13--Save not
expeillse of another's, as he
take two
lives in future births,
not
formed; assume

Fm

17-Death is a black caine!
door. Death
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of the \Vest. sa vs
of "The Creed
in the sense that it
The
of man
wide range of
looks to the mind for the
I f these are not stlli>plied
upon itself the oblig'ltilms
with
conclusions
of those
and absurd

The
the

Hence
natural re1;eI.ation.
idea
divinely selected
commissioned teachers,
<criplures. of divinely
rest. \Ve need not
these details,
we shall do well to
into
its inevitahle
'Iucllees. \Vhal
revealed to man from
supernatural world. by whatever
in-

lercourse "between
ried on, is obviously
it must
if
be made
In itotherto words,
the dogmatic
to the general
can be revealed

God.

\Ve find now that the desire of
for the
of ideas and the rethe mind to furnish
fusal or
those ideas has
what is called
amI
the conflict
between
and
but it
conflict behas so far
materialism.
It is
instinct.
the invention
materialism
And in the
bastard
Science. It is
Science:
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reiiected the old ideas of Resur}lIdgmc:nt. and Heaven, and
head for new ideas
its conviction. But the
no new ideas to
It has
none. The heart
therefore
assured that the belief in
can not be sustained at all:
told that the desire
itself a delusion-the
which the fables
the

LAFCADIO HEARN.
Letters.
Edited
Houghton Mifflin

Eliza

CHAMBERLAIN' What you sai(
in your last letter about the effect
darkness upon
in childhood hauntc(
me: I
would revert to it another time. And now that about
hundred
have been corI can find a chance to chat
about it.
You
I understand
the
othe r
indefiniteness

could

atom in the entire
life and consciousmuch more then must
he filled with bothsealed
us
even
the
forms of life near-

of
of the
gen:era,tiolllS behind
not sure but that our
at that
at an air
of a
galtheril1lg ;-and I remember
whose names
their
and
to coax me
was the matter.
could not tell; can
now; I know the enllot:iot1IS
in mv child-heart were not of me-but of
other lives. But the" I had to
a
reason:
I lied. I said I was <1-.; ..\';"",
of my ullcle who was dead
never
cared for him at
I got
and cake. and wondered.
as I was, how I had been able
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oot believe me; but the servants
used to come and comfort me
soon as 1 was old
to a child-school, I was
cause
treated
who
-I think when 1 was
I had ceased to
dreams now that the old
back.
you are
ries, But I want to
mm'e,-a theorizer, a
of seventeen,
was
Reade.
died at seventeen. Friends who loved him collected
poems, and
them in a
or
years ago.
a sensacould
tclls

The
more than
it mcans
thc
is thc
molion may
locomotion; but
motion of life is not, accordkno1lvledl!':e, in locomotion.
a mathcmatical
of an
for
and swiftest

He

within my childish breast
worn-out heart.-to save expense
A heart
tortured
unrest
And torn
violence.

IS

so
its
Dead
Of suns
Perfumes,
sweet.
Of loves that I have never known,
It
burns with maddening heat
For
may never own.

o

1, 12. But when we learn
at what awful cost of sufstntggle and death
evolved.
sense
of life is increased unAnd 011 the other hand.more terrible does a crime
For of old a crime was a
of the laws of a
a pa:rtu:ua
of

unavoidablc
it's oftcn shown in the
of them,
It
shown best, think, when men, in
defiance of
conventions, and
and
own interests.
of their hearts on
feel to be eterprejuclice and

weirdest fate !-O hopeless woe
unrivaled !-peerless pain
love,-and never
wildly loved in vain!

. , A
man, a
woman,
seemed a small math'r
century
men and women were, as for

The
will he
know
hut the ph,enl)!Ucnal
of Healities we
about.-H,
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THE LAND OF DREAMS.

little

!

?
what land is the
are its
its streams
father! I
the lilies

of Dreams
and what are

in sweet

Dear
ple:as:mt streams
Have '"""n"I....·,1
in the Land of
Dreams;
But tho' calm and warm the waters wide.
I could not get to the other side.
"Father,
father! what do
In this land
unbelief and
of Dreams
Above the
of the mn,,.n;,nu

tions set
of

-William
The same
may be used toward the process
automatic
It shows no more than hitherto unsuspowers in the writer:

the
secondary and tertiary
familiar to abnormal PS:ycllOlog:y.
how unsuspectingly wide is
possible mental activity; and the complete
getfulne"!IS which the patient in one
conscious activities in
proves how possible it is for the automatic
writer to give. in perfect good faith. what
port to be
from the dead.
are in fact only
his tI
the

Nor can we find any better evidence in
dear to
the fact of the
researcher:
the heart of the
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asserted that the
are those of pcrS'ms already
are only those of
about to die.
message
,uri sulu/all/us.
It
cOllceintble
that the imminence of
ma)' be the
cOlldition for the OCQurrence of
; but we
such evidence
conclude that the
dying person survives his physical dissolution.

No

medium
what is the
duced
The answer
dearly testified to
unclassifiable activity
dium himself.
voice and
so novel a context
knowledge and experience
person

have been
tissue of banalities'
emanated from anyone
hopelles:sly commonplace
heen
scholar like

There is one
which Sir Oliver
that
is po"sillle';
it to he
it to be actual
Mediumistic communications
from the dead. Therefore
from the dead. He affirms
able with the same confidence that we
find in the denials of the materialist.

•

THE MORNING PRAYER.
Our Lord the
him !
doth writeSurah
noon, pray at
l1U!ht-t11me pray, but most when

Gladstone.
and
rurred in
that of the medium
Such facts can only be verified
more of the observers are aC1wnliniled
them. But in this case why
not the
source of the medium's knowledge be prethe consciousness or
observer who knows
If
how do we
that
is not unconsciously
the
the observer and co,nsl:ructing his
from hints
obtained

Another
is the

into which Sir Oliver
that the life after
because it
life after
far
to the
if it can
is all the other way:

all its treaswhen the
from i1

scarce yet

Allah-Lord

all that

Thee

arid

1t'C

believe in

Succour us, and

Tantalus is but a
for
me.
of souls:
no

and
too,
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laws of Nature and the
powers latent in mao.
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is therefore
with no creed or
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THEJitE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
to enforce or
ranks and co()p(:rating in its work are to be found
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
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as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundaBrotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
respoltlsible for
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who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the respec:t
which
in turn should show for tlte views of others. This tolleration
is asked from all memberl> as a
it
believed that
intoler;l\Ice have
been
foes
human
all
and all branches of
do,gma.lism wherever
propa-
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NONSENSE.
The St. Louis Mirror reports an utterance recently made in St. Louis hy Mr.
:'olax \V ardell, who is described as "national lecturer of the Theosophical Society" and formerly mayor of Seattle.
Mr. Wardell suggests that the Cierman
emperor may be the reincarnation of
.\Jexander the Macedonian, although, as
is pointed out by the editor of the Mirror, there is not the faintest resemblance
between the two men. There are other
prominent Theosophists, and among
them Mrs. Besant-so we are informed
-who believe that the German emperor
is the reincarnation of Nero. It would
seem that the "Akasic records" to which
these distinguished people are supposed
to have access are obligingly pliable, and
are anxious to adapt themselves to the
!l'llitical and national views of those who
consult them.
Let us hope that this sort of thing will
not become a practice, since it would
certainly add a new bitterness to our social life. It would be distressing if the
public men of the world should thus he
identified with the great saints or sinners
of antiquity in accordance with our personal and sectional preferences. It
might even bring the "Akasic Records"
into contempt, which would he a pity.
How embarrassing it would he if one
prominent Theosophist should discover
from the Records that Mr. Roosevelt. for
example, was a reincarnation of Pericles.
while another, claiming equal access to

Price 5 Cents

the Akasic plane. should find that he was
a reincarnation of Julian the Apostate,
or Dionysius the Tyrant. It would he
fatal to that theosophical harmony whicn
we loudly acclaim and studiously avoid.
And what an opportunity there would he
for the gratification of those personal resentments that may one day make their
appearance amongst Its. How perplexing would he the position of those ordinary Theosophists who can not read the
Records for themselves and who must
perforce stand on one side while the
juvenile adepts urge their rival readings.
But surelv Mr. Wardell can find something hetter'to talk ahout than this. Why
make Theosphy ridiculous? His opinion
on sitch a point has no value whatever.
He knows as Illuch aboltt it. and no more.
than the policeman at the corner. Those
who know of such things never even hint
at such a knowledge. They keep silent.
The mission of Theosophy is to make
known the laws of hltlllalt hrotherhood.
not to make absurd and sensational
speculations ahout thing-s that do not
niatter and can not possihly matter.

•

REINCARNATION.
:'\1 r. J
once predictl'd that theosophical ideas would presently become
emhedded. so to speak. in the national
mind. as well as thcoSllllhical terms in
the national language. \\'c arercminded
of this bv an art ide by :'01 r. Cvril Scott
Scott
in the jIl/sical QI/t/r'/aly.
presents us with a psychological study
Digi ized by
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THE CREED OF BUDDHA.
The author of "The
Buddha.
from which somewhat extensive quota·
tions have
ap'pe:lred in these
umns, devotes
a consideration of the
the Western world
teachi·ngs of Buddha.
which alone the rlo,('trmp
reincarnation can furnish a
tion.
A belief in reincarnation is now far
more
than we
suppose and over an area that is
no
A quarmeans labeled
ter of a . . ",ntlu·v
was uniindignant proresentexcept from

elaborated
their
tendant evils
and heresies,
of coercions and
And now
at last we must
sink into a
less materialism or go in quest of
ideas that alone can buttress
faith. It is from
those ideas may be

THE FUTURE.
men the
r""lni,,,,, slDmething new'
have done but earnest
that
shall do'

For I

far as human
and all the

Heard the heavens filled with
and there rain'd a
dew
From the nations'
navies grappling
in the central blue

war-drum throbbed no
were furled
man, the
World.

an
need not hesitate to
the
which
Here alone we find

before us.
to the East for
East is so rich.
belief in the
that the Soul
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not think about itself at all. Here alone
we find the head
to
to
the heart the gl.lildatllCe
the
to
endeavor rather than
that blinds the vision and
will
then-the India of the
Buddha-that the West
must
both central and
rescue it from
restore
The
h is
ilie
ihe soul. Of the sub-ideas to which this
central it must select those which it
most
to assimilate. For
it
put the ideas
it borrows to a pr()fitablle
use. it must make them its own
manner, re-create them
with
It

one acts.
side of Nature
for Science to
reasons why Science
to
oalH:ic:ul.lr
sphere. To be
in
not of the essence of Science.
her essence is the secret faith
of all her
lhe soul
man in the
ture, its latent belief that the
an
but
whole."
science-an
which is not the
it is seldom
10 di scover one
force,

most fascinlating
Here we must
hook, and with the conviction
the most luminous
dism that has been

protest of Science
sllp1ernatulral has been illogic,llly
a protest

the or()tests
fied'
To this
'cicntific thoug"ht
with open
I.:rnaturalism to bring the life
;mder the sway of
the secret
to
the realm
natural law
co-terminous with
the Universe), to disbelieve in the life of

Atoms are
destructible,

Flammarion.

in-
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without

Gone down full many a

U1tIVIlllL

knows the

mid-

and felt
Pressed in blind

the

winbe2,utiful, the

But

sOllnetim(:s, when
the moon
\Vas full in heaven and the sea was

came a tune
tavern
the Beautiful.
Then
an instant I have felt at
To find and seize
whosoe'er she
does
\Vhether some saint whose
anoint
Those whom she
or hut a
of me,
not underOr sornethit:lR: that the
stood
flesh
Make for their
blood.

the shade but
confusion in
unseen, get
the
stream our

hour like a

that fierce hour a friend
With sword and

the second to the

come,
Atom unseen that cOllUo,rel1erlds the skies
And tells the
which the
roam.

us
are.
-From "Good
and
Poems.
The M1JCnli!lIJns,

Othcl

CYCLES OF ADVANCE.
Mrs. John Martin,)

back

the line of hiswe have becn
road whose windcentury after
and
for a few
we can trace
th,)u'iaJ1ld years until it enters a track·
from our
less desert and fades
the mists of
Immebehind the spot
we now
there seems to lie a downward
that is to say, we seem to have
the
since the
of
sixteenth
Elizabethan era and
of the Renaissance in
do
below us. Life was
then man had
outlook than that
we now act out our little
Behind thosc centuries the way becomes
UlJSUU t:, it seems to pass
over dim, somnolent
silent
in
and
,!p"prtpt! wastes. until it
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DEGENERATION.
(By Ray

The traditional
furnishes us with
have del:a)'ed
favorite

gen:er<LticlO has
explanati()n of
races, such as
Bushmen, and even the
exhibit evidence of
from ancestors
than themse Ives,
With
to
races of
the
gerleration seems to be worth some
In accordance with a tacit
of universal progress-an
are accusourselves as ne.ce:ss<Lrilly
at a
condition than that which our ance,ito:rs
reached, and as destined to
further. On the other
remember that we are
laws of eVI)lutiolrl,
as to or,Ol!'reSiS.
with the im:meldiate

our civilization-the ancient Greeks-we
do not
to have
as fat
our
concerned.
Our powers
and expressof form have
not inof the Parthen()11
matters
of the
how
the reason of the
civilized
an evidence of progress
cOl:npare:d with that of
man of
? Are all the inventions
human
and
the self-inflicted tm·turinv
the reiterated substitution
and of falsehood

our COltldllct
avoid
onward course.
fortunate than our ruined cousin-the
Ascidians. For us
ascertain what will conduce to
what
favor
To us has been
to "know the cause
the
of this power
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Birthday
of
Conlpilled by H. P. Bla'vatsky.)

; the
con-

19-Men
demned to forced
darkness

cavern the world.

is founded on
tude of such miracles.
believes
the miracles
believes some
of them. I can not tell
will not believe that
beIieve that
can not tell
that

for ages in the
that our darka per-

23-Man is a
throned, and cast out from his kil1gldolm
in a dungeol1.
24--The heart of a
not be content with half the universe; he
not born to a part, but
the whole.
25-0ur life is the antewhere our true treasroom of the
ure Iics--illtll11lortallitv
CHRISTIANITY.
By George Bernard Shaw.)

It will
noted
the
my readers, who are
more
whether the
are
ter'-O'r-I<lCt narratives, that I have
and have acc:eplted
with
because

press an Ulster Protestant
he
;\'ewton as an infaland
Thomas .,,\-(IUllnaS
as
liars whom.
he will have the nIP':l'i111re
from his
in
eternal flame, or if
ask me
I take
serious conColonel Sir Almroth UI_;" ....··,
estimates of the number of
contained in a
volume
at the
whilst I
estimates of the
of
can be accommodated on the
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which mean
matter-of-fact Bradto a
ford manufacturer.

of
like
Wcismanll to reduce
to
automatism have not touched the
doctrine of
have
made short work
who
conceived God
men
buffalos
There is

had
forcible terms that
never made greater mistake in his
and that the business
a Christ was to
make self-satisfied sinners feel the burden of their sins and
them instead of
could not
but that it
matter
were credulous and
Nor
in individual immclrt;altlly
any
vicarious atonement
that
insist that the smallest of our sins
its
on individual imin order
an
for Karma
worked out
unredeemed
sinner. The belief III
of individnal life
far
more real and
than

The Th1eos()phical
which was founded
York on the 17th
three well-defined
UUJCl,''', viz:
First-To form the n",. ..·n" of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllmanity
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern lit,'r"hllrp!,:
InlIlorl;an,:e of that

at

laws of Nature and the
latent in man.
The

is therefore
with
creed or
to enforce or
motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TIWTli. Hence in
ranks and coi:ipt:rating in its work are to be found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundato be held
mental priinciple--Urnivcl"sal Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
rcspoll1si'ble for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
views and to receive for them from
the
in turn should
for the views of others. This toller;ation
believed that
is asked from all member& as a
since it
and intolcraIlcc have
been
foes
human
The
therefore
all
branches of
wherever
propa-
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THE BRAIN.
there may always be structural changes,
Dr. William Graham, the Irish alienist, hut they are usually results and not
says that insanity has largely decreased causes. They follow and correspond
since the war began. The average man with states of consciousness. The whole
has enlarged his circle of consciousness. physical universe is the expression of
Formerly it was the tiny circle of his consciousness, which is the cause of all
own personal affairs and interests. Now things, and of the changes in all things.
it is the larger circle of national affair) The man who receives sudden bad news
and interests. Insanity might almost be and who becomes insane is obviously sufdescribed as a state of ingrowing con- fering from his own state of mind insciousness. Sanity, on the other hand, is duced by the had news, and not from
usually in proportion to the expansive- structural brain changes.
I f such
ness of consciousness. The ranks of the changes are founo to exist they must
insane are recruited from the selfish, the have resulted from the state of mind. just
self-centred.
as all hrain textures, normal or abnorAnother and a greater authority on mal, are the direct creation of the conmental diseases said once that there was sciousness within the brain. Consciousone certain indication of returning men- ness comes first and function follows it.
tal health. The patient who began to The white-haired animal of the Arctic
show an interest in others was on the ,regions does not live in the Arctic rehigh road to recovery. The insane man gions because he has white hair. He
believes that the whole universe revolves has white hair because he lives in the
around himself. He is either the great- Arctic regions. H is consciousness pcrest man that ever lived, or the worst. ceived the need of protective coloration,
Either he is receiving the plaudits of the and the pigment cells of his body reworld, or the world is in a vast combi· sponded to that consciousness. The evonation to destroy him. His mind never lution of the human body marched onwanders from his own interests or in- ward, not with, but in the rear of, the
juries. Insanity begins with selfishness. changes in man's needs, and his conIt ends with egomania.
sciousncss of those needs. Fish in suh·
That insanity is due to structural hrain terranean waters lose their their eyes hechallges will doubtless continue to he the cause they arc not conscious of the need
pet delusion of the materialistic alienist. of sight. Always and everywhere we
Sometimes it may be due to such find consciousness first. and physical nachanges, as in cases of accident, and ture hurrying to express it through form
in these cases we must go farther afield and quality. throul{h color and sound.
in search of Karmic causes. Indeed
The hrain transmits cors.ciousn ·ss. It
Digi ized by
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does not manufacture
more than it tr.msmits,
window tnll1smits
rays of sun:ligl!lt
full

•
per'ceives it die away,
of common clay.

lation
so
either transmits
torts the
call
we believe

of

But it should not "fade into the
It need
AN OLD TUNE.

1S

physicia,n as to the cure
and
he asks at
laws we have broken.
aches and
must
to a violation of mental
laws. But we are so
determined that the cart shall draw
instead of the horse draw the cart.
the cart
the wrong way
to remonstrate with the cart.
address one's self
the
for undesirable

There is an air for which I would
own
\\Teber's meloA sweet sad air that
And

its secret charm for
alone.

\Vhen'er I hear that music vague
Two hundred years are mist that rolls
away
The thirteenth Louis
I behold
A green land
in the
An old red

strong with stony

And windows gay with
Wide

and rivers

among

That bathe the castle basement as
pass.
with dark eyes and
forth from her
I knew and found her
In some fOI'goUen

silent
God.
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AUTOMATlSM.

A
of the San Francisco
Examiner writes to Professor
director of the Mount Lowe Observatorv,
ask for an
of
•
known
automatic
Professor Larkin
as
follows in the Examiner
16th:
remarkable

assemble into an
possession of
brain
a
and force writing, speaking,
times.
But what

seen to be

latent
manifest and
unknown things, or is
entry
an external
wandering,
make up
in writing or sp,ealkil,lg?
entirely open

Professor Larkin's admirable
may well be left for individual considerawithin
tion. It is
newspaper
to exof ,human nature
or
to which
unawareness-a much
rise.
better word than subconscious--is
greater than we suppose,
greater
than the area of
Its states
include the
divine and the
animal. Its
embrace
and hell.
contains lives as varied as
those that
see
us.
we
that Professor
had said a word of w",rniinO"

and
been written with almost
by pen and also type machines.
are often in the most exalted
diction, and subject-matter.
writers
words
in their
brain and are forced to write
dominating
intelligences. Persons have written until
who upon
to
walk,

is all thoughts of all
humans who ever have
cosmic S"j)3ce, or
not)
atmospheric regions.
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which includes the
and qwenchless

THE BENDING OF THE TWIG.
little volume of short stories
Wood contains the palthetic
rative of a child who was made to suffer
his thick-headed elders for the crime
The author in a footnote tells us that the story is founded
and that "the drastic methods
were
for the
of the
of
little seer are
also facts."
The hero
the
IS
who
is in the hahit of
his cousins
his weird and vivid yarns.
employed at the olle'l1in,1l
boats on
doors.
; I
shrieking
them. I was painting,
colored letters round a
middle. I drew the face
white face with gold all
broke into my room and
who was there with me.
back
wall. I

visions.
talk:

And
he

even the
them such

Perry

that lie,

The pressure
course
into the

; it's a shame. All
; I'll
with you.
to blame
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anxiety.

But Nemesis comes fast upon the heels
away to visit some
later Dennis sees
stunned and
at hand
wise
he has seen
that
destination:

WF.AVEIl

liND

Michael Wood.
Co.; $1 net.

MORE NONSENSE.

now

110t

"Uncle

",If at the

At least I
so."
"You know where Perry
?"t

WII.1.0W

TiII.ES.
P. Dutton

Whnt do you

to describe the
his
The child
,-ision and March listened with
inof
terest and excitement; when
the pine and the dangling figure he sprang

.•Iarch called a maid to tend the child;
then he summoned the men who
been
searching through the day
led them on
another
This time
the
He was insensible
leg

The
of the American
tion of
is said
to have announced the
that
Mr. Roosevelt is a reincarnation of
C:esar. We were afraid that some
when we
"pl:onlinent:" TheosoGerman
Alexanwell
a
like to hear from
Democrat who also
unveiled
that
and we venture
of the Akasic
will be
differ,ent one.
And to the man in the street we should
has
like to sav that a true
-do
such nonsense
this.
It is concerned
human brotherhood
and neither with dreams
have supersuch
as
careful to hide
parts

one
is and
the soul
refreshes in the
bl()sSOtfiS in the trees;
extends
operates un:spc'nt.

Dennis,

"1-1
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of babies
from nowhere, unrelated to anybody
Sh'OVl'II1l! marked racial and
-.".lllinze

Besant.

the
has at any
any circumstances
at that
and
fact that
descended from anparti,cul:ar character.-ProSOME NOTABLE WRITINGS.
Dream faces bloom around your face
Like flowers upon one stem,
The heart of
a vanished race
I
them.-£1. E.

whatever to
;\'ature,
of uncommunicative
or
processes go
dillelrerlt time-rates
ours that we
ourselves to an
inward
our consciousness does
aware of their presence. .
Nature
a
realm of finite eonsciousne,s
of which
own is at once a part and
an eXiample.-Rcl)'clr.
There seems
in
the
im:ornp;atihle with any
as fundamental
Pr()fe.l:sor J.

Cerebral
is psycllHc:al..-Ji.

ern

may appear to the
one ambition is

ac·
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harden and formalize itself
the
ancient mind conceived of kl110Vvledg'e
different fashion. It
itself into
hardened
a
knew
the
mode of
suitable to its nature
was by intercourse and
exwas
that

GEMS FROM THE EAST.
of

H.

Sepleml)er 26-Useless to seek
seize
c1a;ipil1lg the shell
to
the
in which for a moment it
27-When the
the fair
heaven is shut out.
28-When
can hear
in the
for
the
with the
laws.
3()........The
it
under the
illusions of life.
towards its
October I-The glalm()Ur
ceals from the
dark
around
and
laws
their
October 2-There is no death without
no affliction
sion.
TESTIMONY.

In

the

redistinwell to accept
There
which we may acin

as

is to
to one
pic:tu:res that
real memory of past lives
in character and in
no other way. Character is the mental
tl"I"If!f'IIH'V to act in a
way, and
of
tendellcy is the
under the
character
born may

The
at New

which was founded
three well-defined

form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hlun,ani,ty,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern litl>ratlll"e,,_
relllglCltlS, phillosiopillies, and
the iml>orltau,ce of that
of Nature and the
therefore
its motto
ranks and coi:iperating
as well
those
members sa ve
princiiplc:-Ur:liv<:rs:al Brotherhood.
resl[)Onsible for the
of its melmbl::rs,
the
own views and to receive for them from
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This
and
is asked from all member!> as a
since it is believed that
dOIg'matism and intolerallce have
foes to human
therefore rep!re!'en'ts
all branches of
wherever
found
lnpmhpr" an unltlmclliing
condemnation of vice
feed
propagate it.
"UVV"'\;,
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THE PRACTICAL.
The article from the St. Louis CCllsor
that appears in another column has been
reproduced almost in its entirety because
of its representative character. It is an
honest and sincere expression of a phase
of public opinion that may be short;,ighted, that we beEeve to be shortsighted, but that must none the less be
met with sympathy and respect.
With Mr. Warrington's opinion of the
coming of an Avatar, or great spiritual
teacher, we have nothing to do.
the less it. may be pointed out that great
slJiritual teachers have come in the past,
vcry many of them, and we may thus
reasonably believe that they will come in
the future. The advent of such men as
Buddha. Zoroaster, Jesus, and Krishna
was in no case an isolated event, since
the teaching of these men was always
identical and their appearance seems to
have been governed by some law of
cycles or periQdicity. To suppose that
all past ages have thus been illuminated
I,y Supermen or Masters, but that the future contains no such promise, is unreasonable. Here at least the probabilities
are on the side of the Theosophist who
believes firmly in the spiritual government of the world and in the sllccessive
appearance of representatives of that
government. But whether the next advent is imminent is a matter of opinion
and not a very important matter at that.
Ii a spiritual teacher should appear now

Price 5 Cents

he woul(1 presumahly s:IY what all his
pn:decessors have sai(J. I Ie wuuld counsel his followers to lead lives of fra,
ternity. He would say that herein lies
"all the law and the prophets." And the
best way to prepare for SUCll a teacher
is by a rectification of the individual life
and by a declaration of the evolutionary
law so far as we now know it. If this
had been done from the beginning instead of visioning and dreaming the
Theosophical Movement would have inClined a Karma less heavy than its present burden.
But to return to the Celisor and to its
benevolent indictment of Theosophy as
being unpractical. So much, of course,
depends on what we mean by practical.
Probably the Censor would see nothing
unpractical in the activities of the man
who spends the last decade of a long life
in adding to the fortune that he can not
spend, that he can not take with him, and
that will probably be a curse to his successors. The Cctlsor would have seen
nothing unpractical in the predatory and
rapacious commercialisms of Europe that
have now culminated in a war that
threatens to destroy Europe. And yet the
"unpractical" Theosophist. H. P. Blavatsky. predicted this war, and in the most
solemn terms. as the inevitable result of
an addiction to self-interest that had become a moral insanity, just snch a moral
insanitv as we now see around us in
She said that nothing conld
save Europe except a wave of fraternity
Digi ized by

CoogIc
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based upon that moral
law
so
and yet
real. But
if H. P.
had invented a IS-inch
gun she would have been enshrined
among the
benefactors of the
race. Even the Censor would
have done her homage.
So much
as has been said, on
the
the word
The
Censor
thinks that
can be
transcends the
of this life, that
sonal
never be
of con-

in the east and
which oxygen and
water anti
molasses or a
Sonata.
Tl1leosol>hist thinks that the average
"plractical" man, with mind
occuand
is like a
with
bubbles, or buildcastles on
shore. If he
more than a child, if he
prllct.ical, he would know that
not

of
to
destination
cOlnpan!d with
unforecast of
that the reas the
as a link
that are
toso the Thelife as a link
bolind toand motived
And if it is
Theosopllist knows not:hil1lg
of future lives. so
may be said that
the average man knows
of future
But it is common kn'owlede:e.
or it
to be. that all causes pr()dtlce
effects. and that effects are
nature to their causes. This is
belief, nor is it
to
that the law of cause and
effect
not
death. The
character that is
at
must be
base after
and that baseness must
have results
its cause,
rative under similar conditions to
cause. The
thus far more
than the average man, because
considers
great
soul. whereas the av,erae:e
the little tomorrow
the
govsuperanchor of
creed is the law
cause and
the same law
which

time
dc'vel,oplnellt is
that
have attracted a
atoften denied to the real
of the Movement as enunciated
is to
its founders. That
mote a
of
a scientific and
demonstration that
law of
a law that can not be violated with
and that
such terrible
as we now see in
It
ideas that lie at the root
and from which all actions
It is ideas that bless and ban.
be no more
work

When the mind is withdrawn and collected within itself, and not diffused into
the organs of the
is the state which
is more
divine influxion.
-Lord Bacoll.
science
dence in
The

are
believe with
directive
God are loaded.
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Ai. SPECULA.TION.
the
of Dublin
the bold
with
of scienhe
the
tific essays which he entitles "The BirthE.
Time of the
P. Dutton & Co. He asks if there was
universe and if we
a return to
it can
be said that
answers those questiorls
the affirmative
we are none
suffil:iently interested in an
of the
and
occult chro-

Dr.

J.

are cOlnPl:lled,
look forward to a time
shall cease. Matter must cease
either to
or to lose heat in an ether
wherein energy is
distributed.
must
outlive every proitself does not
but the contents of
time must become enfeebled:

author, has a
We
of
Pill1icles
from
remote
disl:anlces and therefore on their way durinfinitely remote
what respects do the phenomena
1I11iverse present
appearance of simultaneOilS phenomena?
must
that the
SlIlIlI in lIPace are as fires
a moment and are then extin.guishled.
ill Ihill sense we must regard
of the stan. Whether
little in
the star is
space as effecltua.lJy
ocean swallows the
an expiring insect.

says of the galaxy of
"We
do not know the rate
mysterious chronometer, but
nevet"tb.elei!s certain that it can not lasl forever, and its
uu'"",'un can not be infinite. We do not
the rate of
of the chronomeone divided into eternal
ter, but if the dial
the consummation of any finite
change represents such a m(WCiml:nt
the hand as is
in a
vibration of the balance
Hence we must
ing stars as a cOinft:agt'atiion
simultaneously
(to our
stars resembles
in a
of
is
be burned up before others
some
yet little
work
scintillal:ion

The author suggests that the
of matter were reilativt:lv
sinrlUlltallle()us and that we are
the interaction of forces which have not
been
and that was preEna state
cosmic
true, must have
but it
polrenhal and was unacc:onlpa.nitrd
A material
m
of space may
Sllrrl)Ul1ldirlg ether until
as a solution of
loose
in size
with one "n,nn,,,,r Readers of the Secret
Doctrine will remember the
which reference is made
stanzas
the
the cosmic pr:llaya. In
the author quotes from Pro·
U;" __ '- •• 11
who
"We have
for
a certain
The essenascribed to
know
will-

Man has a visible and an invisible
The visible one is his
the
one his imagilnation.--f'aracelsus.
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WAITING.
Serene I fold my hands and
care for wind or tide or sea;
rave no more
Time or
10 my own shall c!Jme
I

haste, I make
avails this eager pace?
stand
the eternal ways,
what is mine shall know

the second is the Buddha's
of salvation: it· is salvation itself.
new
character
the
course of
outlined in the
Noble
Path means peace and
freedom from care and an
mind which bid defiance to
threats of
life. Gautama may
said
have
the "Don't
cure" : and his message and
come as a great boon to our
hustli:ng and neurotic
common
"Blessed
the
means

is easier for a camel to go
the eye of a needle than for
rich man
to enter
Buddhist Nirvana.

Serene I fold my hands and wait
\Vhate'er the storms of life mav
Faith
me
to heaven's gate.
own
me.
BUDDHISM.
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is shown to thee.
hecause n ...·""IlTl')or because the cusleads
to
believe
of

back was bent
the
years, he was still
of
more soul from
the burden of sin and sorrow. The traof the Master
not be
but there can be
in their
doubt that we
the
man and the ideal which
mosl
PH'n"",tl" im:ulcal:ed upon his followers in
that he could look back
and that
up his
creature.
his practice
all-allsOrbiinl! love. I
can 1I0t here refrain from quotinj:{
command to his di!;ciple;s
wander forth for the
the welfare of the many, in comfor the world. for the
for
and
for the welfare of
Proclaim, 0 Bhikkhus, the doca life of holi-

relation
openness of
ne1cessmrily from the
has no
must be canlisten to the
who

on mere
not believe traditions hecause
are old and handed down thlrotl!{h
many
not
hecause
on account of rumors
talk much about it; do not believe
of
because the written

works."
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THE UNATTAINABLE.
(Reprinted from the St. Louilll Censor.)

the recent convention in
Louis of the American Section of the
a number of talks
delivered
with
that
to
and
the ken of
mortals. At the close of the
Dr.
A. P.
national
of
American
made some statecourse of
lecture that
more than the mere
to such
reader. Dr.
ton told
existence of
called the Great White
he declared the Master of M,lst,ers
head.
statement was that
there are a
or rather a number of
men-he called them men. and not sualbeit he
of them as
he

to
for the
of the
Master of Masters. The date
that
he declared, is close at hand.
his address in the matter of
went at some
inLo
there was an apparent
of concrete statements, a
disinclination or
to deal
actualities
-to
down to brass tacks." and a
vast deal of attractive
with abstractions and glitterin:g
... ",cni"u
not
criticism. It
or the
that the
and

carries the thinker far back
the ages, or
much of time as
human
can compre-

hend. All
the trail
out of
the mists of
past the same sort of
is found-the same feeders of
or
huat
is
known; and
up
of
the same
is
record wherever
are
It has one source, comes from the one
created of the same
of the same germAn'lIIlpri"u into
for
is the
up ever since mall
Uj.lW""U and fortowards the earth-the
the
the ever overwhell1l1ing desire for that which is
mental and
Thus wrote
hundlred years ago
"Cato":
Whence this
This longing
Or whence this
horror,
Of falling into naught?
soul
on herself and
the
'Tis heaven
that
And intimates eternity
Eternity thou pleasing,

fond desire,
and inward

Why shrinks the

thought

Some years ago there went out from
St. Louis two men. Dr.
C. Nidelet and
both of
well known
and
Where or when
went, no record tells or ever told.
were among the
for years.
From time to time rumors and queer
tales came from many directions and
great
one or the other
or both of them
seen. Eventucame
incidental to
return, strange stories were
and still
stories were wl1lisJlerled
about. of
travels and
Central India and other
Both of them were devoted
students of the so-called
Eastern religions.
Th:eosoJ)hists, and it was getler:dly
ac(:ep'ted that
had been to and tar'
ried at the fountain head of the cult.
In a little while
and their affairs
were absorbed
course
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calls
ever
was utapl>etite the afthat a
ever for a minute
either of
nolthirlg can>e of it all. .
local instances are but illustrative, There have been many more of the
same.
in the ,....."n'!rv
and
countries can show
same sort of
of ancient tale and
was but one of
these san>e ministers to that
Who
shall
that even
he were
not of
same
?
is difficult
to draw the line. The line can never be
drawn so
as hum:alnilty
of that
for the un:attllin:abl,c,
that means
the earth
of satisfaction
religi()ns have been founded tllan
other foundation. Who shall
line between the true and the false?
comment
this article will be
found in the PfliitOl-f::l1 collurrlns.,-ED,

classes;
October 4--The sun causes
divine and human,
of
for the OPt'tol'm_
ance
their
October 5--1£ we were convinced that
we could never make our crooked
we should forever continue
our errors.
October 6--\Vhere there are not virtue
and
is not to be
!IOwn there, no more than
seed in
barren soi I.
October 7-A teacher is more venerable than ten sub-teachers: a
than one hundred teachers: a
than a thousand fathers.
October 8--Let not a man, even
nor debe
of mischief to another.

October 9-0ne
his head is
whoe\rer, althOlJlirh
has
an elder.
TO A BUDDHA.
Lord D\llUUna, on
With
eyes and hands
What
doth thou own,
ultimate?
What
unravished of our
from the world of men

The wind of
forever blows
Across the
of our way,
Tomorrow's unborn
The sorrows of our ye:sterd:ay.
Dream
to
follows
And Death unweaves the webs of Life.
For us the travail and the heat,
The broken secrets of our
The strenuous lessons of
The flower
the
But not the
Lord Bu,ddbla,
With futile hands we seek to
Our inaccessible
Diviner summits to
With faith that sinks and feet that
tire
But
shall conquer or control
The heavenward
of our soul.
The
elusive and
Still Ipres us with its be<:koninlg
And all our mortal moments are
the Infinite.
How shall we reach the
Nirvana of
-From "The Golden
N aidu. Published

'*

Thoreau says: "The reader is
nowhere raised into and sustained in a
purer, or rarer
the Bhag:av<ld-'Git:a, \VarreD
declares
I>e 'of
a suillinlity of COlIlCC'ptiOIl, rea:SOllmg, and
diction
that the
philos,ophlers 'will

The
New

which was founded
three well-defined

viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllluaniity,
without distinction
race,
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern
religicms. philosl::Jph:ies, and
the
of that
laws of Nature and the
no creed or
work are to be found
Ko
its one fundato be held
to hold their
fello\\Hll:el11lbelrs the
This toler<Jltlclll

believed that
foes to human
and all branches. of
UUi,;md""m wherever
or propa-
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EXPERIMENTS ON MAN.

The statement is cften made, and as
often denied, that thc vivisection of animals must lead incvitably to the vivisection of human beings. Within the last
few weeks Mr. Alfred A. Knopf of Ncw
York has puhlished "The Memoirs of a
Physician." by Dr. Vikenty Veressaycv,
translated from the Russian by Simeon
Linden. The author is a distinguishcd
physician and a strong advocate of animal vivisection, hut none the less he devotcs a chapter of ovcr thirty pagcs to
"Expcriments on Man." In this chaptcr
he cites hundreds of cases of such cxperimcnts. consisting for the most part
of the deliberate infliction of loathsome
and shameful diseases upon those whose
poverty had rendered them helpless.
These inoculations are too disgusting
for mention here. They were undertaken without reference to the malady
from which the paticnt was suffering.
In nearly all instances thcy were cruel,
and in many cases they were .followcd
speedily by the death of the victim.
The author gives the names of the guilty
physicians and hc cites their own records
of their malpractice as openly avowed
by them in medical reports and scicntific records. Among thc physicians that
he thus pillories are Dr. Koch. Dr. Max:
Bockhart. Dr. Gebhard. Dr. Finger,
Dr. Ghon, Dr. Schlangenhaufen. Dr.
Tischendorff. Dr. Kroner, Dr. William
Wallace. and very many others too numerous to mention, and it is hard to re-
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sist the conviction that the list might be
very much longer than it is. Speaking
of these "criminal experiments," the author says: "But the latter establish one
thing beyond all vestige of doubt-and
that is the shameful indifference with
which the medical world contemplates
such atrocities. For this martyrology of
the unhappy patients offered up as victims to science was not compiled by any
undcrhand mcans-the culprits publicly
blazoned their own infamy in black and
white. One would suppose that the mere
fact of publication of such experiments
would make their repetition utterly impossible. the first to attempt anything of
the kind being cast forever from the
medical corporation. But. un fortunately,
this is not so. With heads proudly erect,
these bizarre disciples of science proceed
upon their way without encountering any
effective opposition, either from their
colleagues or the medical press. Of all
the organs of the latter. I know of only
one which stoutly and energetically protests against every experiment on the
living human creature."

•

ORIENT AUSM.

The demand for Oricntal literature
must now be very extensive to justify
the puhlication of a complete reissue of
Triihncr's Oriental series. It is a formidahle library of erudite and costly
volumes, that was prepared in the first
place for studcnts and scholars. but that
is now offered
<!o the

S
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at
But in some few cases
these works
out of date. Weare
no
anxious to know what Christian ministers think of the Eastern
faiths. We have still less tolerance for
the air of condescension that was once
to the
of the
Indeed
Orientalism has comIt is no
looked
upon as an archaic survival or as the
immature pnCldlJct of an infant hu:manity.
On the
is
the source
the
of
knlDwledlre. and therefore as
to the
as to the races to which
N one the less the
such a
and
a
PREDICTION.
There is
the prc.ph,etic
comes
law in the
and the
order of events. The moment
the law of chemical
for exI can
the behavior of the
chemical elements under
conditions. Another law
me to predict the exact movements of a comet
that will not even be visible for
The
can
pelrioldic career of a
in its inl:ipierlt stages. It is
see that
man who
faithless
friends will
that the
thief to
As soon
have identified the
between a cause and its effect we can
foretell the effect. It becomes a cer·
Cause and effect are twins.
are the halves of a whole. The
two sides of a sheet of
are not
but
must cothat the other
turn the sheet
or
there all the
the same way
of fate and fortune may pretheir effects
the
effects are none
inherent in the
and
can not be evaded.
Sometimes we see the threads that bind
as in the case of the thief and the
Sometimes we can not see

and then we
are
of
chance. But
are
there.
There is no chance. The power to predict
on the extent to
which we can
the
of cause
and effect.
Here are two
each with a thousand dollars. The
man
a
and it
easy to foresee
will lose his
Here is a law that
we have
and therefore we can
use it for
of
But the
second man
his money
an earth·
or
and we say at once that he
the victim of
because here
we can not
the law. The moral
causes that
that man within
reach
to be out of
because
are
distant or
obscure, and so we
them. But
if we were able to look
to some other
we
find the causes that necessitated that particular
The man himself
does not remember the cause, but it does
not matter. The
has none
the less enriched
have
some
his
character. It may
or
that he
we see both cause and efbut we can not find the thread of
connection. Then
are
our
course
to
refuse
think
for
tells
that devasdiseases are followed
an
fruitfulness of
and
that twins are then
flrequCflt.
A German savant
niable statistics says,
one
all account of all these occurrences and would see to it that every
year a fixed amount should come to
Current statistics from
an enormous
whereas
is
the other way.
a
non
been observed
tion with war.
it
effect. with
thread in1lisibllc. but no doubt we
be denounced
if we were
that
dead soldiers
span unexpired were hastenirig
incarnation.
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are due to a
of causes and
effects that are hidden from average huThe
the
course of a fever because he
knows the
of fever. I do not know
those
and therefore I can not
But
know that there are
and therefore I credit the
The
foretells the
of
in a
be!calJse
knows the law
surand river beds, and so
forth. But the savage
think that
both
and
are wizards
because
does not
these laws nor
even that there are such laws. In the
same way we think it
reasonable to
result
extravagance, or
the result
anyone
event that
the few laws
that we
we denounce
him at once
sUIPel'stiiticlUS or credulous. But perhllps
know laws
of which we are still ignloflmt.
We are
to agree
that actions
and are
therefore the causes of those results.
But actions
in their tum, the results
shall not become a thief
am in the habit of
dishOllesltlv. but since the secret
others are hidden from us we assume
that causes
with the acts that we
can see, and not with the
that
we can not see. And
the man of
life may be
that will
Now
to
or to
conSuch
then make a
prefor one who had not even
If I see water
a dam I may
one OR the
but a
therefore flouts my
thclulZhts are
and fears
out as pic:tu:res
time the
or
..n
on
astral
and more substantial. It was
in the mind of God" that

called the universe
same
it
the n;r'tmrp"
of man
create
fate and fortune. For
tures on the astral
will
the life and '--_.__.facts. Thus the
prclbably die of the disease that he
our
whether for
to accomNow if one were to
astral
have been able to do
read the Dic:tulres
of the inclividmlL
the most
them would
form in the
also the
and when
on
Doubtless there are a
ways in
which the occultist foresees the
but none of them
There
no
as the
All
are based on
law of cause and effect.

(A

should ever
and
one
comfort
in this world;

dilrlZinll comes
attains
man
receive
know)ethrc evcn from
from the lowest.
16--Ambrosia may be extracted even from
even from a fool; virtue even from an
enemy; and
from dross.
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MOON.
made one with Nature: there is
heard
voice in all her
from the
moan
sweet
Of thullder, to the song of
bird;
is a presence to be felt and known
In darkness and in
from herb and
stone,
Sp,re:ading itself wher'er that power may
move
Which
world with neverwearied
Sustains it from
and kindles
from above.
He
of the loveliness
Which once he made more
he
doth bear
His
while the One
stress
the dull sense
cOlnp'elling there
All new successions to the forms
wear,
un'williinv dross that checks
He

ments
ever do or
measure
Time.
from some sort of
measurement
would be unknowable.
time which was neither
nor short would be
The
Time can not
idea of
conceived or
Time to be
known must be measured.
is essential to
of Time. But Nature
SUlpplies us with this necessary inLaw of
preab-

as each mass

TIME AND PERIODICITY.

s.

\Ve can measure Time
from the opicraltic,ll
of
natural measures
ment
true
the
attain to any kno"rledge
this latter

not

This
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dom is determined
law
the Earth's annual
When
fanciful
seek to imal{ine what
kind of
be encountered on the other
of our
system
make calculations
to the force of
on
surface of these
from such data the
inhabitants, their relative
of movement, etc. So
But the first qUicstion we
to our
before
should rather be
diurnal rotation
Certain
have
from

ope'ration thI'oul{hl)Ut Nature of
that the periodicidetermine animal
life upon our Earth are the
movements of rotation and revoon that Earth itself.
Now it is to the curvilinear motions
of the
bodies that we must
ascribe our
to the
law. If these
bodies
in
as
if unacted
natural
periodic
Nature would
is to the fact that all Nature is
under the constraint due
the constant
silent
of
Force that
we owe.
which
mines the most
of vi·
The
life
and
which it is sustained are
attributable to
constraint and limitation which we
as the effect of

the
of Natural Forces. It is
to this same cause that we ascribe the
resistance of
masses in virtue
of which sensation arises
which
our
is
is
means
these
to free
that our
is
reference to these that it
cog·
Actlv'ltv itself as we know
it
upon and presupposes the existence of these
masses.
Thus the
of Natural Force
and the constraint and limitation which
upon our
at once to determine the condilife and to furnish the fundamental rm:ple'me'nts
\Ve can not
which Life is cOlnstrained.
on the one hand
seem to creote the
on the
environment which sustains
other hand seem to
it thE'
limitations under which
fails
and die. We can not even
tion
either as
the illimitable pUl.ssance
nP,.. fp'rt)iv free and unrestrained.
Yet
assurance that Perfect Love could over·
come the bonds of
and Death
encourages in mankind
of an
existence
the
veil of
limitation.
this at any rate
be
that that
condition
arises is also the cOlrldition-li>re,ce.:lerlt
of
and
of Mutation. But we can not thus account
the Natl vital itself.-From
"Essavs
Knotuln
Published
& Co.
net.

Let a man overcome
him overcome evil
come the
truth !-Blilddha.
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result of action is reaction; of rest
re:ltoral:iolfl," most of us would have
The
of
which has de- ferred to receive the
tude without the entirellv iropE:rtineIlt
this country for the last
of the
mutilations
is a very
of
; it has ridiculed
When
on scienbecause human letters conferred
bade us
the dirt 00
mankind instead of money, tific
most of
sterile materialism our bodies and avoid fresh
us would
to wash
ventilate our rooms, and leave to the scientific the
of their
skins
and
Sir
tumid
of
of the London
of love are
and the Divine
that
incl,eal;ine:
matters with which Science has no con- man
matter more to us served.
cern, but I think
or steam
or
than
This is the last word
the
rna·
or the
of
a faithless world. This
of
or
locomotion, or the
..:"...1<:"""<:, unillllmined
any
the binomial
makes its claim
of an iml(lOsslble
to
us.
of the motion
Human
for us to
or the
and a
will ever
the rest
prove to be.
or
of facts
matter, the
of none
acclaimed as of more use to mankirid
can ennoble the character or
than the dreams of poets and the visions
of seers; and we are bidden to turn our
I
men of Science think
backs on the tree of life and bow down
if
can
banish that edu- before that other tree with
dead fruit.
cation which widens
the
thinks
hu·
there will be
better
for
incl,eal;iuR' hu·
the
of their narrow, barren
would increase
knowle(l2'e to ascertain
the Scientific is
ment whether
or his
The ;"'10"""",.
maintain an erect
When the
while
on one
world
but I can not see how
the WP::lthlf>f'.
would be benefited
the acq'uisition of
of exact kn,ow!ed:R'e, solemnly
that kl1()wledll;e.
Thirteen
of the ceaseless indus·
"the sun itself
most of us will
try of the
Research Fund must
and do without
accumulated vast masses
mere
When the
"served humclOity"
America prl)ce,ed
in no way whatever.
The accumulation of know'le(lile
verv different
from the aC1quiisition
of :;"'isdom.
own
done we
more enterFor a
time the rest of the world
if
smiled at these
who. with a little
to each
in·
with the ears
claim to lead
world and
When Dr. Crile.
alluded
but
have at last
after
fantastic and
the
of
a hundred and
dilip!:we,d characteristics worse than
announced the result to
narrowness of mind.
"The
allied themselves with
SCIENCE.

(By Hon. Stephen Coleridge.)
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sounded their
When Science advances from
ranee to heartlessness its
must
or civilization must
barbarism.-From
" Published
by the John Lane
net.
HERTHA.
I am that which
,
Out
me the
roll ;
man;
Out of me
and whole'
I am
ch.ln!':'es, and man,
the form of
; I am the soul.

Beside or above me
NC)IIITht is there to go
Love or unlove
Unknow me or
I am that which unlove me and loves;
I
I am the blow.
I the mark that is missed
And the arrows that
I the mouth that is kissed
And the breath in the
The search and the
the
and

and the
that is.

and the IUlllU'W.
cloven clod
drawn th()fouglh,
and the
deed
the
the seed and the
sower, the dust
is God.

is
soul is in
-S","jllburne.

FROM DR. J. M'TAGGART.
Let us consider 'lliisdom first.
Can we be wiser
reason of somewhich we have
? lJnwe can.
. A man who
all
"'OI11P,-tTIHrht enter his new
his
but not
of the
and delic,icy of mind which he
had
In
the
And
50, he
in the second
life because of what has
the
first.
Of course he loses sOl11ething in
the actual
But is not even
this
For the mere
if memory
overworse than useless.
What better
we wish for than
to leave such accumulations
us,
their greatest value in the
which have been
their aC(luilliti,on.

With virtue
clearer.
I have
greater number of the
which
have done in
And
each must have
a trace on
my
And so a man may carry
over into
next life the
and tendencies
the moral conte:sts
value of
eX1DCriences
been de:str':>Yf:d

The TlteO!ioplllcal
at New York on the 17th

which was founded
three well-defined

UUJCl;l:S, VIZ:

First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Htlln.anity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
:::le,colll:!--10 promote
and other Eastern Iite:rallures,
relilgio1ns, philosl:>pbies, and
the imllOrl,aw:e of that
Jaws of Nature and the
or

merl1bers an unflinchiulg
feed or propa-
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ILLEGAL PRAYER.
The :-Jew York Court of Appeals has
decided solenmlv that it is not a crime to
pray for the
of the sick. The court
thus places itself in conflict with the
legislature. which must now sc revise its
recent enactment as to permit an approach to the throne of grace without
the interference of the police or the
danger of imprisonment.
Doubtless
there will be joy in heaven.
The foregoing is in no way a parody
of the actual proceedings. William Vernon Cole was prosecuted in 1912 for
treating disease by prayer and he was
fined $100. The case was carried from
court to court and it has now reached
the Court of Appeal, with the result that
prayer becomes legal. Chief Justice
Willard Bartlett specifically stated: "1
deny the power of the legislature to
make it a crime to treat disease by
prayer."
Into the merits of this singular dispute
we need not enter except to point with
amazement to the spectacle of a Christian lI1an in a Christian country who is
hunted by the police for the crime of
prayer. If he had availed himself of the
results of human vivisection he would
have been applauded. For praying he is
fined $100. If he had resorted to germicides and operations he would have given
evidence of education and intelligence.
But to pray is a mark of ignorance and
superstition. And this by decree of a
legislature that prays daily through its
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authorized chaplain for wisdom. Perhaps here we find the solution of the
problem. and the reason for the legislative disbelief in the efficacy of prayer.
Certainly this prayer has never been
granted.
•
TAGORE.

Sir Rabindranath Tagore has aroused
the resentment of some of his countrymen resident in America by his comparisons between the civilizations and the
ideals of East and West. Curiously
enough. the distinguished poet has
aroused no anger among the people to
whom he addressed himself. They seem
to have been willing and even eager to
see and to appreciate the Oriental vision. The protests come mainly from Indians, who are quick to express their
contempt for the ideals and the philosophy of their native land and to clamor
for the adoption of what, for some inscrutable reason. is called progress.
India. it need hardly be said, can gain
much from the West, but it should be
as an addition to what she has and not
as a suhstitute for it. The \Vest has
much to learn from India. and unless all
indications are deceptive she is in the
wav to learn it.
advance is not
inc-;"nsistent with spirituality. nor spiritualitv with material advance. India,
she has neglected to keep her
feet upon the ground. is saturated with
crude superstitions and ignorances, the
passive victim of pestile
ane faminc.
Digi ized by

oog
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These
and
are most
evil facts.
does not comt>erlsate for them.
a true spiiril:uaLiity
would
tolerate them.
But
the white world
and
ask
its
Has
banmaterial
exor.:is:m for crime
Is individual
a
level
in
fabric
social system
more stable? All these
must
answered in the
Even an
Americanized
has
discovered Karl Marx and Rousseau and
and who believes them to be
than Krishna can
wish
to
the Eastern social
the
And he may
that
even be open to the
n ..nnr",,'c is not
a virtue,
may be progress
hell.
DEATH.
Within a few
without
and
hands
norhing with us, not even crl:dentials
character. All that we shall have
what we are.
of all poSlIl!!IIIion!l,
tra,ditioflll, and
we
seems
now,
ourselves somewhat
explain ourselves to the universe.

These words form the
to a little book entitled
Future,
Dr.
in
of Rochester, and
the
Mifflin COinl'p.my
ob,vi,:ltI:,lv true,
are also startsince
IS
as
the evident.
Our chaotic ideas of death are due
which. for reasons of its own,
has
a hroad line hetween the
natural and the
Life,
is

can
mind
natural
that we have
priesl:ho'ods. and revela-

tions, and im;piral:io'ns, and-worse than
all-heresies. But the sUlpelna,tural is an
invention of
is no
all.
law there are
man has not enrealm. He has

fact.
The dead man has
just
the
was
encased. But the
is the same as it
was before. It has all the str'engtlls and
weaknesses, all the
dethat have
has
because
from
of death
the essential nature of the man? How
can we believe that he who was
or a sensualist five minutes before
is
or
five minutes after
inconceivable process
can
become wisdom in an instant, or vice hecome virtue
How can
the mind that
no
but
those of
transinto
and knowlbecause
forth from
The mind is
of
The mind is
there
were such a
as
it would no
be the
mind.
would not
same man. One
as well
suppose that a man could
a bestial
sensualist while he was in his
but
a saint the moment he
into the
street. The mind must
the same
after death as before death. It has not
Prnh,hl" it is not even aware
of
more than
are aware
that we are s\(:eplll1:g.
\Vhat. then, is the lot of the dead
man?
it is not a
him
some
power.
Whether it
evil he has made
it for himself. It
the nature of his
the arbiter of
all
must now
was
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has no desires. The
of
the dead sensualist are as keen and at>
clamorous
those of the
one, and
for him are the tortures of
that he has no
the
which
was used to
is not the "will of God."
own will.
desire that
him was
He

fronted fear. We
believe in
m(Jrt.lIit:y so far as to avoid
for
and in
so
as to
after
avoid
for
death.
the wise man will at
least hold himself
for one or other
of two events of
one or other is
inevitable. and will have all
ended
in order for his
or left
order
for his
"The Crown

Wild Olives."
GIMS PROII THE EAST.
Birthday
P. Bla'lrllltlilky.)

17-Whoever offers not food
raiment to the
and
the
is reborn poor,
and sufifering.

no
he staked Pv.·..vthin'"
and now
has
and
analo,J:'Y
But this has
of
it
that the
must do what he
death. The flame must
inanition. The centre of mental
rise. The
must
now
can no more
fed. It is a natural
It is the result of a cause.
is
law. It can be foreseen. It contains n0
element of chance or favor.

•

TO BE OR NOT TO BE.
(By

John Ruskin.)

address
co:rnJllany as
an eterthen endeavor to draw any
conclusions from this assumed belief as
to their
business,
will forthwith
you that, "What you
is very
beautilful. but it is not
I f. on
the contrarv,
them
as
and
to
draw
that unfor an
the dust
at
dilemma is
unavoidable. Men IUllst either hereafter
or hereafter e1ie' fat(· may
met, and conduct
orrlererl. Oil
either
but never in hesitation
and uncon·

not his
October IS-As a sower
so the
harvest if he sow seed in
bes,to\,yjne: 011 the
no fruit
October 19-There are three
which one never tires: health,
wealth.

of
and

October 20--A misfortune that comcan not be averted.
eth from on
the decree of
caution is useless
Fate.
October 21-The worst of maladies is
envy;
best
medicines
health.
October 22-Three
with three
for it;
with me'dicilnc.
Octoher

be
to
do IS 111
not in the
means not
from
t'onnectcd with
the
of others, 110t their
of commission or
but his
own misdeeds and
should a
sage take notice OI.-.ouaqnQ•.
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ESSAYS BY MAETERLINCK.
book
an
we may be chilled
that
later works. Ten
Iinck allowed himself
and
misled him.
on the
moment.
collect
the schools,
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RE-BIRTH.
Casting a casual and ruminative eye
over the eminently proper columns of
the Springfield Republican we notice a
report of a session of the Concord
School of Philosophy and of the address
delivered upon that occasion by Mr. F.
B. Sanborn at Mrs. Lothrop's Hillside
Chapel.
"I by no means imagine." said Mr.
Sanborn, "this to be the only world we
may inhabit. or have inhabited. That
mystery we call life seems to be formed
for continuance. now in one state of being, now in another. The soul refuses
to accept the thought of annihilation:
while it welcomes a variety and succession of existence. But we have little
memory of the previous states through
which we may have passed. Tennyson's
'Two Voices' sums up rather too prosily
the arguments for and against annihilation: but the two great authorities to the
Anglo-Saxon
on
preexistence
are
Wordsworth and Plato. Plato. in the
and the 'Meno,' and other Socratic dialogues, lays down with much
clearness the doctrine of preexistence,
and intimates that each of us has passed
through various states of existence. of
which we may retain no actual memory,
though we acquire through memory
those principles which are our guides in
each form of life.
"Among the thoughtful men of modern civilization this belief in preexistence is not apt to be confessed, if it
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happens to be held; hut the real founder
of this Concord school of the philosophers, Bronson Alcott. not only held it,
from first to last. but persisted in putting
it forward, as \Vordsworth did not."
Mr. Sanhorn did not say that he himself held this belief. hut we may wonder
why it "is not apt to be confessed if it
happens to be held." It is of course true
that it is held very largely by those who
make no parade of it. Indeed the number of those who regard it at least with
sympathy and interest is surprisingly
great. But why should it be concealed
except in deference to a materialism that
is equally hostile to all forms of religious belief? Hume said that it was
the only belief based on the immortality
of the soul "unto which philosophy can
in any way hearken," since that which
is eternal "must also have been ungenSurely this deference to maerable."
terialistic science, this obeisance hefore
its frown. can be carried too far.

THERSITES.
Dr. \V. T. Elmore writes an article on
Theosophy for a religious weekly. impelled thereto. he tells us. by the fact that
Theosophy is growing in America. and
that while there is no evidence that it
will sweep the land. "it is causing sufficient trouble in many of our churches
and communities to make it imperative
that Christian people know something of
its history and claims,"
That
w'n
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ELLEN KEY SPEAKS.
Amid the chaos of war remedies that no
one seems too unwise or too inexperienced
to advance comes a clear note of sanity
from Ellen Key. She has no royal road
to peace upon earth. She advocates neither conventions, nor congresses, nor the
signing of documents. She does not believe that war can be talked out of the
world. nor voted out of the world. Nor
does she entertain that most remarkable
of all delusions that men fight under
compulsion and that the arbitrary will of
a iew autocrats can plunge the nations
into bloodshed. She says, on the contrary, that men fight because they like to
fight, and that the struggles on the battlefield are but the logical and inevitable
extension of the commercial and economic struggles on which we have built
our civilization and that we never weary
of applauding. And indeed there seems
to be no valid reason why we should
hold up our hands in horror because men
are being killed quickly hy bullets, and
remain placidly indifferent to the fact
that other men are being killed slowly
and far more painfully by mortgages.
There is still another fallacv that is
faced by Ellen Key with the cou'rage that
di,tinguishes her. The influence of
women is not necessarily a pacific one.
It ought to be, but that is quite another
story. She tells us that for every thou:5and women pacifists there are a million
egging men on to war. "It is unfortu-
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nately not true, as some women assure
us. that in being born a woman we are
born to hate war. Women in the
warring countries have not only pawned
their gold and jewels for the war, but
they have urged their sons and husbands
to enlist, and they are willing to lose, to
sacrifice all, r:tther than that their country should fail to crush the enemy."
What, then, is Ellen Key's remedy?
It is not a spectacular one, and it in·
c1udes no opportunities for self-display
nor for those ministrations to personal
vanity that seenl now to be an essential
part of reform. \Ve must change our
point of view, says Ellen Key. We must
adopt new ideals. We must cultivate the
inner life. \Ve must cease to applaud
depredations and to profit by them. We
must abandon our predatory instincts.
\Ve must destroy materialism. .And
these feats are to he accomplished by individuals, working upon themselves individually. They can not be enacted by
laws. They can not be enforced upon
our neighbors. They are not fit subjects
for agitations, processions, nor movements." Thesc things may come fitly as
supplemcnts, hut "the first means of preventing war would be to let all education
of the growing generation aim at eradicating the predatory instincts in which
war. . . has its roots." At the present time education stimulates those instincts. It creates and fosters them.
The law of the jungle-somewhat rarefied and sublimated-is !1'o.daim<:.et as
h

c
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INTOLERANCE.
If the San Francisco Board of Health
believes that it can suppress the
Emanuel Movement by prosecuting its
local representative it is guilty of a piece
of crude stupidity unusual even to boards
of health. The Emanuel Movement
can not be suppressed in any such way.
Prosecutions can suppress nothing that
is not condemned also by conscience.
But the Board of Health can advertise
the Emanuel Movement and enlarge its
influence. It can give to it the substantial value of martyrdom. It can bring
to its support many who would otherwise be indifferent to it, but who believe
that a scientific tyranny is even worse
than a religious one. No wonder the
Emanuel Movement should welcome
such a prosecution. Nothing could be
better calculated to stimulate its languid
activities. If the Board of Health would
only cooperate by its prosecutions we
would undertake to reestablish the worship of Ashtoreth.
It is interesting to note the fidelity
with which the medical bigot follows in
the footsteps of his theological predecessor. Of the two we have more respect for the latter than the former. At
least he had something worth fighting
ior, or believed that he had. The salvation of a soul from heresy, and therefore from eternal damnation, was a dignified and even a glorious ambition. A
conviction of the perils of heresy and of
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the horrors of eternal damnation would
justify almost anything in the way of
temporary pains and penalties, for nuw
could any price be too great to pay for
the salvation of a soul? But to persecute a man because he believes in prayer
and does not believe in bacteria, because
he prefers faith to physic, is the reductio ad absurdum of intolerance. The
Founder of Christianity is reliably said
to have healed the sick. He would certainly heal the sick if he were here today. And he did not then, and would
not now, possess either license or diploma. Indeed he commanded his disciples, in very distinct language, to heal
the sick by the same methods. Why does
not the Board of Health prosecute the
Christian Scientists, who were in the
field long before the Emanuel people and
who also are healing the sick and who
have an equally felonious disbelief in
bacteria, germs, and microbes? It is
true that the Christian Scientists have
many votes and the Emanuel people only
a few. But of course the Board of
Health has a soul above votes-if we
may venture to speak of the soul without
fear of prosecution.
It need hardly be said that we hold
no brief for the Emanuel Movement.
On the contrary we hold it to be one of
those vain and futile efforts to harness a
natural force to the service of a theological system and to affix a modern theolabel to an anciel
u
nhe
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MAETERLINCK.
There was a time when Mr. Maurice
bid fair to be one of the
prophets of the world. He seemed to
have the direct vision of the seer that is
free fmm the conventions and the orthodoxies. And he seemed also to have
the courage to express what he saw.
But Mr. Maeterlinck has changed, and
to a most marked extent. He has lost
what we may call the fluidity of his
speculations. He is cautious and even
timid. He distrusts his own sight and
casts around for support, one might almost say for permission to believe and
to assert. And as an immediate and inevitable result he has no longer his old
power to convince and to comfort.
These defects are painfully evident in
his new work. "The Wrack of the
Storm." The book is of course devoted
entirely to the war. and we can but think
regretfully of the way l\fr. Maeterlinck
would have written it ten years ago.
Here and there we see something of the
old inspiration, but there is very little
of it. Putting on one sidt' the patriotic
essays we have disquisitions about mediums and fortune-tellers. somnambulists,
and psychometrists. Such topics have a
certain interest and even a certain importance. hut in such a book as this and
such an epoch as this they se('m to he
IIlcongruous and intrusive. They arc as
though one were to play skittles at a
funeral. \Ve may believe that there arc
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thousands of people who will turn hopefully to Mr. xlaeterlinck for support in
their horrors and hereavements and they
will finll lucubrations ahout second sight
and the meaningless jargon of the psychical researcher. And among it all
there is not one piece of clear exposition.
not one s3tisfactory definition of anything. What. for example, shall we say
to 1\11', Maeterlillck's supposition that the
object handled by the psychomotrist has
"absorbed like a sponge a portion of the
spirit of the person who touched it"? It
is not enough to say that such an explanation is inadequate. It is frankly
and hopelessly childish. Under the circumstances we are lint sure that it is not
even insulting.
Maeterlinck has small comfort for
those who would ask him if the dead
shall live again. A direct negative
would have been at least tolerable. A
frank con fession of ignorance would perhaps have been respectable, But to
evade and to jug'l{le arc deplorable. For
to live onlv in the Il1t'll1ories of the survivors is \;ot to li\'c at all. 1'0 talk of
the innl1ortalit\, of virtue and courage
and fidelity co\;\es perilously ncar 1l10ckcry. To say that till' lit-ad survi\'e in
ourseh'cs is cant. ;\nd to sugg-est that
therc is S01l1t' Con1l11On stock of life and
that our <lead fricnds arc. so to speak,
pourell hack into it like water that is
pnun'd hack into the ocean from a jug
mav be inoficnsi\'e to 1l1;
but it
•
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FAIRY TALES.
It is strange and pitiful how orthodoxy clings to its hell fire and to all the
other terror-producing mechanism of the
had old days. Now we find that the Baptist General Association of Virginia has
adopted a resolution of protest against
the action of General Funston, who has
very properly constituted himself a censor of the sermons preached to the
American troops on the border. The
gallant general does not wish to prohibit sermons altogether. At least he
does not say so. Sermons are comparatively innocuous, especially if one does
not listen to them. But he says he will
not permit hell-fire sermons. He will not
allow anyone to tell his men that they
are lost souls. He thinks that the dangers and difficulties of this world are
bad enough, and that they ought not to
be supplemented by clerical bogey men
who smell of sulphur and who would
have no influence whatever but for that
unpleasant reek. A soldier who is ready
unselfishly to give his life for his country and to face privations and wounds
has a very good sort of theology already,
and he is entitled to protection from
those who would disturb his equanimity
with offensive and cruel fairy tales.
There may be lost souls in nature. but
we have rio way to identify thcm. and
even if we could do so wc should be inclined to look for them elsewhere than in
the army.
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A SCIENTIST.
Small wonder that Henri Fabre, entomologist and philosopher, should have
lived his long and arduous life without
recognition from the scientific worluof
which he should have heen the chief and
conspicuous ornament. In the sixth volume of the English edition of his works
just published by Dodd, Mead & Co.
wc find the reason. Fabre, it secms, was
not orthodox. He was not a materialist.
He believed that insects should be
studied alivc and not sliced up like a
carrot. In an apostrophe to Reaumer he
says:
We are called old-fashioned. you and I;
with our conception of a world ruled by an
Intelligence, we are Quite out of the swim,
Order, balance. harmony; that is all silly nonsense. The universe is a fortuitous arrangement in the ehaos of the possihle. . . . Yes,
we are a pair of prejudiced old fogies when
we linger with a certain fondness over the
marvels of perfection. Who troubles about
these futilities nowadays? So-called serious
science, the science which spells honor, profit,
and renown. consists in slicing your animal
with very costly instruments into tiny circular
sections. My housekeeper docs as much with
a bunch of carrots. . . . Ah, how much
better is your method. my dear master: above
all, how much loftier your pili 1050phy, how
much more wholesome and invigorating!

Fahrc's rccognition-and he never at
any timc demanded it-came too late.
The recognition of great mcn usually
tioes. But when the scicntific annals of
the day are written from a true perspective of values his name will come
very near thc head of th -li:togl
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PRAYER.
Weare
once more to consider
the efficacy of prayer by the death in
California of a distinguished woman
whose life was devoted to the strenuous
pursuit of an ideal. It seemed for a
time as though recovery were probable,
and the temporary improvement was
loudly hailed as a direct answer to
prayer, and as something in the nature
of a miracle. All the world was invited
through the columns of our daily newspapers to witness this triumph of religious faith.
But what a strange ideal of Divinity
is here presented to us. \Ve are asked
to look upon Providence as swayed in
its decrees from hour to hour by the
volume and intensity of human supplications, and we can hardly doubt the result
upon superstition and credulity if this
woman had ultimately recovered. But
there are thousands of other sufferers
who have never been called into prominence either by their social position or by
their public work, and upon whose behalf
therefore there is no volume of prayer.
Are we to suppose that Providence
would have been relatively indifferent to
them. that Providence counts heads, so
to speak. in order to determine the need
of intervention, that Providence is thus
more friendly toward rank and wealth
than toward obscurity and poverty? Invariably we see this same strange aberration where great political or social dignitaries are concerned, the delusion that
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Divine aid may be enlisted in some snecial measure by the simple expedient of
all speaking- together. Certainly it has
no warrant in any wholesome conception
of religious practice.
Ha"rdly more intelligent is the frequent
recommendation that we pray for peace.
From whatever evils we are suffering,
whether they be the individual evjls of
disease or the collective evils of war.
they arc the direct results of causes, an(1
usually they are causes that are willfully
engendered with the full view of the
inevitable results before our eyes. \Vhy,
then. should we pray for a superhuman
interference with the direct results of
human deeds? That war must result
from the saturnalia of selfishness and of
reckless competition that preceded war
was as certain as the sunrise. But whell
the results happen we not only close our
eyes to their causes. while still loudly acclaiming them as the one law of life, but
we invite Providence to issue to us a sort
of charter that shall enable us to continuc our cvil ways and to avoid the con·
scquences. It can not be done.
Theosophy has right upon its side
when it proclaims that the supreme need
of humanity is a recognition of the law
of cause and effect that operates upon
all thc planes of life. and not only upon
the physical. Just as it is true to say that
therc can not be even a headache that is
not the indication of the violation of a
physical law, so there can not be a heartache that does not prove the violation of
Digi ized by
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IMMORTALITY.
The philosophers-the smaller ones-are hard at work trying to find in psychical research some definite guaranty of
immortality. It need hardly be said that
they find what they expect to find, seldom any less -and never any more. Immortality, one would suppose from their
attitude, is now presenting itself for the
first time for human determination. It is
true that there have been ancient superstitions and credulities, guesses and conjectures, at which we may take an occasional and condescending glance, but we
are in danger of losing caste if we seriously consider anything earlier than
Bergson. or if we wander further afield
than William James in one direction or
in the other.
Alfred W. Martin is the latest investigator. or shall we say summarizer?
Some comment upon his new book.
"Faith in a Future Life," will be found
elsewhere in this issue, hut it may be
said at once that this work, and a dozen
others like it, are disappointing, and this
in spite of the welcome that must always be extended to every effort to outflank the materialism of the dav.
Perhaps it would be unjust to expect
that a popular lecture. or series of lectures. should possess the "irtue of finished treatises. But at least the popular
lecture should avoid what may be called
the condemnatory condensation of beliefs that are as old as the world, and the
dismissal of those beliefs hy an airy use
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of misstatement. Speaking of psychical
research, for example. Mr. Martin
quotes from Myers, who came nearer to
the theosophical position than any of
his school, and who undoubtedly borrowed from Theosophy, although without the formality of an acknowledgment.
Myers wrote: "The conscious self of
each of us, as we call it, the empirical,
the supraliminal self, as I should prefer
to say, does not complete the whole of
the consciousness or the faculty within
us. There exists a more comprehensive
consciousness, a profounder faculty,
which for the most part remains potential only so far as regards the life on
earth, but from which the consciousness
and the faculty of earth-life are mere
selections, and which reasserts itself in
its plenitude after the liberating change
of death." Now it is a little remarkable
that Mr. Martin should devote so many
pages to a consideration of so-called
"spirit communications" and that he
should dismiss the eminently philosophical theory of Myers with a scant
paragraph or two. He tells us that the
Myers theory is negatived by the fad
that this larger consciousness appears to
exist only in "pathological subjects." and
that it is distinctly inferior to the normal consciousness. Both statements are
gratuitous and untrue, as is shown 1>)the most cursory study. But Mr. Martin then goes on to ask why we should
spend so much time in the training and
discipline of the normal L'Onsciousness if
Digi ized by
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atrocity, for any barbarity, so long as it
VIVISECTION.
The San Francisco Anti-Vivisection is done in the name of a bastard science.
Society has passed a resolution to the It would indeed be strange if this horrid
tffect that vivisection is being practiced contagion of cruelty had not spread to
on human beings in public institutions America. Indeed we may safely assume
and that the facts should be brought to that it has.
the attention of the governor and the
Animal vivisection implies human
legislature.
vivisection. \Ve need have no doubt
The action of the society is to be com- about that. The descent into hell is easy
mended, although we are not hopeful of and it is lubricated. For many years
results in a community that is now will- past there have been recurrent demands
ing to pay any price whatsoever, even for the vivisection of criminals, but the
of its own soul, for individual health criminal, luckily for him. is a ward of
and bodily comfort. Nowhere has ma- the law, and he can not be touched exterialism produced a more baleful fruit cept by a cumbrous mechanism of legisthan a worship of the body that has no lation. But the pauper child has no such
scruples, no restraints, and no con- protection. The friendless poor have
science.
neither champions nor defenders. So it
We are not aware that human vivisec- has been in Europe, and we need only
tion is practiced in California and we turn to the medical journals to see the
shall await the evidence with some in- hideous use that has been made of these
terest. But we are well aware that it opportunities. Scores of doctors have
is practiced in Europe and with a cer- confessed to them with a hardihood altain remorseless ferocity to which we most past belief. They have experimust go back to the Middle Ages for a mented with the knife, with drugs, and
parallel. Nor is it a mere matter of with disease germs of loathsome and unconjecture and hearsay. A long im- mentionable kinds, and they have not
plUlity has given to these medical male- e\'{'n made the pretense of justification.
factors an impudence almost incredible. How far these experiments have been
They seem to suppose that the suffering extended to private practice we shall
poor are their property, like guinea pigs prohably never know, but we may easily
or rabbits. A friendless child has the believe that we are threatened with a
same status in their eyes as a rat. They scientific irresponsibility in such matters
publish their misdeeds so that the whole that has already hecome a grave danger.
world may read them, secure in their
The remedy, such remedy as exists, is
conviction that public opinion will have in puhlicity. However much the cony mano rebuke for any crime, for any science of mankind may b
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GEMS FROM THE EAST.
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the
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TWILIGHT OF
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SIR ARTHUR COl"

DOYLE.

Price 5 Cenls

world" which must necessarily be wholly
dissimilar
to those of the earth.
The fact that Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
But so far as the phenomena of spirbelieves in communications with the
dead is no reason why we should not re- itualism are concerned it is simply a
joice that so eminent a litterateur should case of the evidences of identity. Are
publicly confess to believing anything. these evidences conclusive or arc they
The fact is a welcome and a significant not? Have the communicating intelh.
ont'o A theoretical spiritulism is at least gences given proof that they are what
a thousand times better than lI1aterial- they profess to be. and have they done
ism. and Theosophists have certainly no so in sufficient numbers? It may he posreason to boycott or suppress a bravely sible to find a few such claims that seem
held theory merely because they believe to be invulnerable; but that is hardly
their own philosophy to be more valid relevant. Are there a sufficient number
of such invulnerable claims-and they
and inclusive.
At the same time we may wish that ought to be in the great majority and
Sir Arthur would apply the methods of not merely occasional-to justify a genthe late lamented Sherlock Holmes to eral credence? This is where we should
the elucidation of this problem. That like to enlist the aid of Mr. Sherlock
great detective would have found cause Holmes. \Ve feel sure that eminent deto reprove "my dear vVatson" not only, tective would find so many cases of non·
for faulty deduction, but for a failure human personation and false pretenses
that he would recommend the abandonto face the facts, and all the facts.
If Sir Arthur Conan Doyle believes in ment of the whole spiritualistic theory
the immortality of the soul he must be- and the choice of some other that should
lieve that it existed before its birth as he more consonant with the facts.
it is certainly significant that so many
weIl as after, since it is obvious that we
can not have immortality forwards and sympathetic investigators in the field of
1I0t backwards. Are we then to suppose psychic research who are probably acthat a single incarnation of a few score quainted with a far wider range of facts
years. and perhaps of only a few score than so husy a man as Sir Arthur Conan
minutes, is the only experience of its Doyle shol1id yet admit that they can find
kind in this measureless existence? It no conclusive evidence of intercourse
seems incredible. And if the soul has with the dead. Thev have followed
but invariably
repeatedly incarnated, as of course it many promising
has, we may look to those incarnations they have led to disappointment. It by
to supply its growth and progress rather no means foIlows that su h.
ot
than to the experiences of a "spirit should advance anq;lIt'C!'tJ,{lj e 1
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THE BLAVATSKY LODGE.
As foreshadowed in the last issue of
the Tit eosopltiCIII Olltlook it has been
found necessary to seek larger rooms for
the accommodation of steadily increasing
audiences. The search has proved successful and the Blavatsky Lodge will enter 011 its new tenancy during the first
week in February. The address of tbe
rooms, which are large and well
equipped, will be widely announced in the
course of a week or two.
The Blavatsky Lodge of Theosophists
is now one year old. It has prospered
exceedingly under a pulicy that is intended to adhere with great fidelity to
that of the Founders of the Society. It
has no rules, regulations, officials, or fees.
Membership consists in attendance upon
its meetings anel sympathy with its objects, which are the same as the objects
originally laid down for the Society by
H. P. Blavatskv and her associates.
The Blavatsky
has no aniliations.
no rivalries, no sense of competition, and
no resentments. It welcomes to its association all who wish for that association
and to all others it offers toleration and
respect.
•
THE OLD CREEl>.
Those who suppose that the narrowest
and most hateful of creeds no longer finds
a place in modern Christian doctrine
would do well to read an article by Dr.
Lyman Abbott in the Ollflook (New
York) of December 20th. It is entitled

Price 5 Cents

"An Aristocracy of Piety," and in it Dr.
Abbott recalls the bitter theology of his
youth and the orthodox conception that
the Fatherhood of Cod and the Brotherhood of 1\lan applied only to true believers and that all others were outcasts.
Dr. Abbott tells us that he supposed this
doctrine had practically disappeared, but
he was undeceived by a copy Of the
..-Scltool Times for February 5.
1916, in which "the doctrine that only
Christians are the sons of God and only
Christians are brothers is affirmed with
an explicitness which leaves no room for
misunderstanding:' Dr. Abbott then
quotes as follows from this remarkable
production:
There is 110 sue" thillg lIS Ihl' ,mit'usaf
brolherhood 0/ 111"".
Tilrrc is 110 ,mi1'('Yst// F"'ill'riloud ,,/ God,
God is /lot Ihe I'''thl'r 0/ "II IIIl'll.

The natural hrotherhood of human blood
the hrotherhood of the familY and fatherhood
of Satan. The supernatural 'hrotherhood won
throl1l(h the shed 1>lood of Jesus Christ is the
hrotherhood of belie\'ers. who alone ha\'"
entered into the famil\' of (;od. and to whom
'lIon" he can 1>ccome' Father. There can he
rio brotherhood between thost· families who'"
fathers are respecti",'ly t;od and Satan.

So it seems that the old theology survives and that it is blatantly proclaimed
instead of heing kept in tluted bottles and
labeled poison.
it is dispensed
for the special benefit of the young. as
though it were Satan and not Christ who
had said "Suffer little children to come
unto me."
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